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ABSTRACT 

Chlorella pyrenoidosa was grown in steady state contin

uo"Qs culture. Algal growth was never limited by C02 , minerals, 

pH, or temperature. The effects of the two remaining independ

ent variables, specific growth rate and incident light intensity, 

on algal biomass productivity and algal physiology were exam

ined. 

It was found that optimum algal biomass productivity was 
-i obtained at a specific growth rate of approximately 1.6 day. , 

when the incident light intensity was 8.05 mw/ cm2 . This opti

mum specific growth rate is not expected to change significantly 

as a function of incident light intensity. This optimum specific 
-

growth rat.e for cell biomass production results primarily from 

a bight light saturated rate of photosynthesis and a low amount of 

light transmitted through the culture. 

Total chlorophyll content, chlo~ophyll y chlorophyll b 

ratio, light saturated rate of photosynthesis, dark respiration 

rate, and RNA content were found to be strong functions of spe

cific growth rate. On the other hand, maximum quantum effi

ciency, light saturated rate and maximum quantum efficiency of 

the quinone Hill reaction, and DNA content changed little, if at 

all, as a function of specific growth rate. Physiological changes 
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in the cells as a function of incident light intensity were small. 

A mathematical expression for the light response curve 

of photosynthesis was formulated, which is consistent with both 

experimental data and current knowledge of the chemical kinetics 

of photosynthesis. 

A mathematical model for the performance of optically 

dense algal systems, which arc of interest for the mass culture 

of algae, is presented. This model differs from previous mod

els, since it uses the above-mentioned light response curve to 

describe the local rate of photosynthesis and also accounts for 

changes in the physiology of the algae. This ·model for optically 

dense cultures was found to give a reasonable fit of our contin-
. . 

uous culture experimental data, and should be \lSeful in design-

ing and predicting the performance of algal systems. 

., 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. . RESEARCH GOALS 

. The general objective of this research ':Vas to develop an im

proved kinetic model for the growth of algae, allowing optimiza

tion of design and operating conditions of mass culture algal sys

tems. The mass culture of algae is of interest not only as a 

source of food or fodder. A companion study to this wmk is now 

underway evaluating the use of algae as a potential adsorbant in a 

process for separating radioactive metal ions, such as strontium-

90, from dilute aqueous solutions. Such a large scale process 

would require the development of mass culture production facilities. 

A complete under standing of the basic fundamentals of algal 

physiology and growth characteristics was the opjective of this re

search~ An understanding of these fundamentals is essential for 

the rational design and operation of mass culture algal systems. 

The specific research goals were: 

1. To examine how the independent variables, specific 

growth rate and incident light intensity, affect the physiology of 

Chlorella pyrenoidosa. The algae would be grown at steady state 

in continuous culture. Physiological parameters examined would 

be: 

a. cell concentration 

b. productivity of cell material 

c. chlorophyll content 

d. chlorophyll y chlorophyll E ratio 

e. absorption opcctrum 

f. light response curve of photosynthesis 

g. light response curve of the quinone Hill reat;J:Jon 

h. respiration rate in darkness · ,:_ 

i. cell composition by elements 

J· RNA and IDNA content 
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2. To examine how some of the above physiological param

eters respond to transients in the feed rate to the continuous cul

ture unit. 

3. To develop a mathematical model for the light response 

curve of photosynthesis. This model would be based upon current 
. ' 

knowledge of the kinetics of the reactions in photosynthesis and be 

consistent with experimental data for the light response c.urvP.. 

4. To use ·the above light response model to predict cell pro

ductivity performance in optically dense cultures of Chlorella pyre

noidosa. This would permit optimization of growth conditions in 

the dense algal systems that would be encountered in the mass cul

ture of algae. 

5. To attempt to improve productivity performance by using 

plant hormones and by using an algal mutant. 

6. To briefly discuss some economic considerations of the 

mass culture of algae. 

B. A BRIEF IllS TORY OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS 

'l'ht:' ~.:a dy Work: Pre-· i 960 

Man's knowledge of photosynthesis is increasing exponential-

.ly with time. For 2000 years the views of Aristotle held forth that 

the earth served as the stomach for plants,. and that plants drew. 

all food from the soil with their roots. Caesalpinus, cluring the six

teenth century, defended these Aristotelian views and explained the 

existence of 1leaves as simply protective devices for buds or fruits 

(Sachs, 1890). 

This view was questioned only after Von Helmont gr~w a wil

low tree in a pot of soil. He removed the willow tree after it had 

grown to a large size and found that the soil had decreased in 

·weight approximately 2 grams, a s1nall fraction of the dry weight 

of the willow tree. 

.· 

··~· 
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It was less than 200 years ago, in 1779, when Joseph Priestly 

found tha~ the green parts of plants give off oxygen gas, the element 
. . 

that he had discovered 5 years earlier. Jan Ingen-Hous, in 1796, 

found that C02 is the chief carbon source for plants and that light is 

necessary for the fixation, of C0
2 

into plant material. Ingen-Hous 

also found that plants. respire in the dark, giving off C0
2

. Building 

upon the work of Ingen-Hous were several workers in the nineteenth 

century whose work led to the now-familiar overall reaction for 

photosynthesis in algae and higher plants: 

. (1-1) 

where (CH20)n represents sugars or carbohydrates, which are the 

main immediate products of photosynthesis. 

Workers in the nineteenth century suspected that the chloro

phyll of green plants and algae was the main pigment responsible 

for the conversion of light into chemical energy. Yet it was not 

until 1894 that Englemann proved that the intracellular particles 

known as chloroplasts were involved in photosynthesis. Englemann 

( 1894) used the fi.la.mentou:s- alga Spirogyra~ aerotactic bacteria, 

and a narrow beam of light in a microscope. When he illuminated 

the spiral shaped chloroplast of Spirogyra, the aerotactic bacteria 

swarmed to that region, showing that oxygen was being evolved. 

When the narrow beam of light was used to illuminate regions of the 

Spirogyra cell that did not contain the chloroplast, the aerotactic 

bacteria showed no response, since no oxygen was evolved. 

Blackman (1905) was first to propose that there were two 

main steps in photosynthesis, a light (photochemical) reaction and 

a dark (chemical) reaction. Blackman based these conclusions on 

experiments that showed increases in light intensity would produce 

increases in the rate of photosynthesis only up to a certain point. 

Above this point, increases in light ihtensity were ineffective in 

increasing photosynthetic rate. Furthermore, changes in temper

ature produced no changes in photosynthetic rate at low light 
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· intentsities, suggesting a photochemical reaction governed in this 

region. But at high light intensities, the light saturated rate was 

greatly dependent on temperature, a result typical of ordinary 

chemical reactions. Blackman also suggested that these light re

stt)onse curves should rise in a linear fashion, abruptly bending 

over to the light saturated plateau. Such a sharp transition in the 

light response curve has been questioned by some workers, but in 

Chapter VI a theoretical explanation for this type of behavior will 

be offered. 

Photosynthetic bacteria do not evolve oxygen, ·but require a 

reduced chemical species and light in order to reduce C0
2 

to car

bohydrate: 

( 1- 2) 

where H 2D denotes an elect'ron donor such as H2 S, thiosulfate, re

duced organic compounds, or even hydrogen gas. Van Niel ( 1931) 

suggested that photosynthesis in green land plants may be exactly 

nnalogouo to the a.bo·ve Equatiun (·1-Z) amllhat Equation (1-1) should 

be written: 

* hv · •I< 
Co 2

. + :>H20·~ ... -. ...__.,;,~- (CII 0) + H 0 0 - - .2 n .z-+-z ( 1- 3) 

where the oxygen g~s is actually formed from the oxygen atoms of 

the water. Va~ Niel proposed that the primary reaction in photo

synthesis is the same in all photosynthetic organiSnlS; a photolysis 

of water producing an oxidizing species, {OH}. and a reducing spe

cies, {H}. Equation (1-3) can therefore be broken down into three 

component equations: 

4H
2
o __ h..;..''-4 {H} + 4 {OH} 

4 {OH}. dark 

( 1-4) 

( 1- 5) 

(1.-6) 

•. 

\( 
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Experimental support for Van Niel' s hypothesis came when 

Ruben et al. ( 194.1) found that the oxygen evolved in photosynthesis 

came from water rather than C0
2

. By carrying out photosynthesis 

using 0 18 -labeled water or C0
2 

it was found, by means of mass 

spectroscopy, that the o 18 was present in the oxygen liberated by 

photosynthesis, not when the C0
2 

was labeled, but only when the 

water was labeled. 

Emerson and Arnold (1931, ·1932), using Chl~rella pyrenoid

osa in carbonate- bicarbonate buffer, investigated the effect of 

short (about 10~ 5 
sec) intense flashes of light. Several of their 

findings are important. First, they found one oxygen molecule 

evolved per 2500 chlorophyll molecules per flash, if the dark time 

between flashes was sufficiently long. Second, in order to obtain 

the maximum oxygen yield, the dark time separating flashes must 

be at least 0.02 sec at 25" C. At lower temperatures the dark time 

had to be longer. A 0
10 

of about 2.9 was found, which is typical of 

an enzymatic reaction, whereas a photochemical reaction would be 

expected to have a 0
10 

of zero. By this clever experimental de

vice the existence of a photochemical "light" reaction and a chem

ical 'idark" reaction, both of which were proposed by Blackman, 

were experimentally confirmed and separated. Third, with Chlo

rella cells that varied in chlorophyll concentrations by as much as 

a factor of three, and even with otll.e!l! species of plants (Arnold and 

Kohn, 1934), this basic "photosynthetic unit" of one oxygen evolved 

per 2500 chlorophylls per flash of light remained nearly the same. 

This large number of chlorophyll molecule cooperating in the ev

olution of a single 0
2 

molecule implied that most chlorophyll mol

ecules simply act as antennas, transferring harvested energy to a 

species capable of chemiCillally trapping it . 

In the late 1930 1 s HiU ( 193 7, 1939) showed that isolated chlo

roplasts from leaves are capable of evolving oxygen, when an arti

ficial e.lectron acceptor, such as ferric oxalate, is provided along 

with light. If only the natural electron acceptor, C0
2

, was provided 
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·to these chlorplasts, there was neither oxygen evolution nor fixation 

of the C0
2 

to form carbohydrates. It was nearly 20 years before 

Arnon et al. ( 1954a, 1954b) demonstrated that isolated chloroplasts 

were capable of fixing C02 . 

It was also during the 1930's when a controversy began over 

the minimum quantum requirement in photosynthesis (number of 

quanta of light absorbed for an 0 2 molecule to be evolved, mea

sured at low light intensities). Using Chlorella pyrenoidosa and the 

respiro~eter techniques that he had developed earlier, Warburg and 
. * co-workers found a minimum quantum requirement of only 3 or 4 . 

. In a series of papers, Emerson and Lewis (1939, 1941. 1943) ques

tioned Warburg' s experimental techniques and results. Using War

burg's techniques, Emerson and Lewis found that a burst of C0 2 
occurred just after the onset of illumination. The low. quantum re

quirements measured by Warburg could be duplicated only if the ex

periment were run for a short period of time, taking maximum ad

vantage of this transient gas burst. Since only total pressure 

change was followed by Warbur.g, it seen1.ed he was treating this C02 
burst as part o£ the oxygen evolved. By elin1.inating this initial tran

sient:,; Emerson and Lewis found a minimum quantum requirement 

of about 10 quanta absorbed per 0 2 evolved. Virtually all workers 

outside of War burg's laboratory now believe that the minimum quan

tum requirement cannot be smalier than 8, based on both exper

imental and theoretical considerations. For some recent measure

ments and a review of the work to date, see Ng and Bassham ( 1968). 

Working with Chlorella pyrenni.nMHl. ;:~.nn monochromatic light, 

Emerso·n and Lr.wiR (1.94:1) found th01.l lht: {j_Uantwn requirement re

mained more or less the same at all wavelengths of light absorbed 

by Chlorella, until the wavelength of the illuminating light was in

creased beyond 680 nm. Beyond this point the efficiency of lieht 

utilization decreased rapidly (quantum requirement increased), 

even though light is absorbed. by the pigment system up to and beyond 

* .. 
For a review of Warburg's work, see Warburg (1948). 
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725 run. This drop in quantum efficiency, often called the red drop 

phenomenon, became an even bigger paradox when E~erson et al. 

( 1957) found that full efficiency could be extended beyond 680 run, if 

supplementary light of short wavelength were· provided along with 

the long wavelength light. These results suggested the existence of 

more than one pigment system differing in absorption of various 

wavelengths of light, but which must cooperate in order to obtain 

maximum efficiency. 

D~ring the 1950 1 s a great deal was learned about the fixation 

of C02 in that portion of photosynthesis often referred to as the 

carbon fixation cycle, the Calvin cycle, or simply the "dark reac-

. tions" of photosynthesis (the last term is misleading, since many 

dark reactions also occur in the photo- electron transport portion of 

photosynthesis). Using radioactive labeled c 14o 2 Calvin and co

workers followed the path of the la'bele:di carbon as it traversed its 

.way through a series of 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 carbon sugar phosphates 

in a cyclic manner, with glucose and other possible products being 

produce<:} by the cycle. The actual C0 2 fixation step is accomplished 

by the enzyme carboxydismutase, which catalyzes the addition of C0
2 

to 1, 5-ribulose diphosphate, resulting lin the formation of two 3-phos

phoglyceric acid molecules. To drive this whole cycle with the for

mation of sugar or carbohydrate requires the input of reducing 

power in the form of two NADPH and energy in the form of three 

ATP for each C0 2 fixed. Bassham and Calvin (1957) should be con

sulted for further details. 

The reduction qf NADP in chloroplasts as a result of the ab

sorption of light was demonstrated by several workers in the early 

1950's (Yisib.niac and Ochoa, 1951, 1952, Tolmach, 1951, Arnon, 

1951). The other ingredient needed for the carbon fixation cycle, 

AU'P, was shown to be produced by isolated chloroplasts by Arnon 

et al. (1954a, 1954b). Arnon et al. (1957, 1959J found two types of 

photophosphorylation, cycl\c and non-cyclic. The former type is not 
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accompanied by oxygen evolution and und~ubtedly involves an inter

nal.cycling of electrons, while non-cyclic is accompanied by oxygen 
. . 

evolution and the formation of NADPH from NADP. 

The first success of relating photosynthesis to the morphology 

of the chloroplast was provided by Trebst et al. ( 1958), who showed 
·' --

that ATP and NADPH are produced at the pigment- containing mem

branes (lamellae or grana) in the chloroplast, whi lP. GOt. fixation oc~ 

curs in the non-membrane regions (stroma) of the chloroplast. 

-~ 7,'l.l,e T.~o Light Reaction Hypothesis: Post-1960 

Within the past decade the amount of research in photosynthe

sis has accelerated greatly, but much remains to be unveiled. The 

mechanism of phosphorylation is still unknown, and the chemical 

identities of many of the components associated with the photo-elec

tron transport system remain to be determined. Nevertheless, 

knowledge of the photo-electron transport system today is much 

greater th;:m previous to 1960, whep little was known of thP. P.vP.nt.R 

in this "light reaction" portion of photosynthesis. 

·A great stride was taken in 1960, when Hill and Bendall (1960) 

proposed the existence of two light reactions joined in a series man

ner. In the lamallae of chloroplasts they found two cytochromes, f 

and b
6

, which had mid-point redox potentials of +0.36 volts and 
* .. -O.Oh volts, respectively. . Yet cytochrome f became oxidized and 

cytochrome b
6 

became reduced when .illumination was provided. 

They felt this could be best explained if there were two light reac-

. tions connected by an electron transport RyRtem that ran ''downhill'' 

from cytochrome h 6 +.., cytochron:..e ! a!; ~;}wwn in Fig. 1. It would 

then be reasonable to eRlect that a slow step in this electron trans

port" chain would cause cytochrome f to be .oxidized and cytochrome 

b
6 

to become reduced in the light. Duysens et al. (19h1), using~. 

* . Very recent werk suggests that what Hill and Bendall thought was 
cytochrome b6 may actually have been cytochrome b3. This does 
not affect the above arguments. 
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PHO'IOELEC ~ON TRANSPORT. 

, 
/ 

FRS 
,~ ........ _ 

, ..._ Fd 

/II~ ' ~-

e-"' ""' /, c NADPH 

¥ NADp+ 

Q/ Cyt b6 ? 

'<ra 
M• PQ 

ADP~f f . 
__ ~ C- C~ System I 

ATP PC~ ~ 
P-700 . .,.,~ h,JI 

CARBON DIOXIDE FIXATION CYCLE 

ADP. ~~-

ATP> CARBON \.c · SUGARS 
· . . '-.AMINO ACIDS 

NADP+~ CYCLE 

)\ REACTIONS ) ,. · 

NADPH 'r-~ 
C02 

XBL 709-6504 
Fig. L At the top of the diagram is shown the two light reaction 
scheme for photosynthetic eledror1 lran~:;port. Some of the con
stituents are shown at their approximate mid-point redox poten
tials. At the bottom is a very diagrammatic representation of the 
carbon fixation cycle, where A TP, NADPH, and COz are con-. 
sumed, yielding sugars and amino acids as the main immediate 
products. 
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differential absorption spectrophotometer, found that a c-type cyto

chrome in the red alga Porphyridium cruentum was oxidized by long 

wavelength light and reduced by short wavelength light. This result 

was explained on the basis that this cytochrome is in the path of 

electron flow between two light reactions. These workers labeled 

thelong wavelength absorbing system as System I and the short 

wavelength absorbing system as System !l. 

· Figure 1 shows a generally accepted scheme for the electron 

transpc;>rt ;reactions invnhrt;-d in photosynthooio (oce, howe\1c.t, !{naif 

and Arnon {1969) for an alternative schP.me involving three light re

actions). The various components in the diagram are shown at their 

mid-point re'dox potentials. The energy nec~ssary for boosting elec

trons against the electrochemicalgradient is provided by photons ab

sorbed by the two different photoreactions, as shown by the two "heavy 

arrows. Light absorbed by System II results in the formation of an 

unknown strong oxidizing agent, Y, which is responsible for extract

ing electrons from water, and an unknown weak l;"educing aeP.nt, (.) 

Light absorbed by System I gives a strong reducing agent, FRS-, 

which ultimately leads to the formation of reduced NADPH, and a 
' 

weak oxidizing agent, chlorophyll P
700

. The weak reducing agent nf 

~ystem II, Q-,. and the weak oxidizing agent of System I, P
700

, are . · 

connected by a series of electron transport reactions, which give 

rise to ATP. All reactions arP. "rlnwnhi.lJ", el~ctrochemicnlly 3peak

in.g, except for the two light reactions, which .cannot proceed without 

energy ·in the form of light. The dashed line in Fig. 1 indicates the 

possibility of cyclic electron transport arounrl SyRtPm I, allo..,...,ring 

the manufacture of ATP without thP. fon1.1.atloi1 uf NADPH. 

Little is known of the reactions involving Y, the strong oxident 

produced by System II, and the evolution of oxygen, but these steps 

are currently being inves.tigated by a large number of workers. 

Steps between the two photosystems are better known, even though 

the exact location of some of the cytochrome constituents is open to 

question. Relative pool sizes (or concentrations), equilibrium con-

stants, and even kinetic rate constants for som.e of the intermediates 
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have been determined, mainly in the laboratories of Kok, Joliot, and 

Witt. Their findings are discus sed in greater detail in Chapter VI, 

and here we will discuss only the probable identities of some of these 

inter-system components. Q is chemically unknown, but may, like 

P
700

, be a chlorophyll ~ molecule in a special environment. Q and 

P
700 

appear to have similar pool sizes. A, which appears to be 

plastoquinone {PQ), is present at a concentration about an order of 

magnitude larger than P
700 

or Q. C, an intermediate just preced

ing P 700 in the electron flow scheme, may well be cytochrome f or 

the copper- containing constituent known as plastocyanin {PC). The 

pool size of C is similar to the pool size of P 700 according to Kok 

et al. { 19 69). 

:P700 , a special chlorophyll~ molecule exhibiting reversible 

light induced absorbance changes at 700 nm, is undoubtedly the photo

chemical trap in the reaction center of System I. P 700 harvests elec

tronic excitation energy from the bulk ••antenna" pigment molecules 

of Syetem I. Kok { 1961) discovered this pigment and showed that it 

is oxidized by light absorbed by System I and reduced by light ab

sorbed by System II. Further evidence that P
700 

is located in the 

reaction center of System I was given by Witt et al. {1961), who 

showed that P
700 

is oxidized by System I light more rapidly than any 

other constituent in the photo- electron transport chain. 

Recently Yocum and San Pietro {1969) have discovered what 

seems to be the electron acceptor for System I. This component has 

been given the name FRS {ferredo~n-reducing substance) and appears 

to consist of more than one uncharacterized molecular species. 

Chlorophyll .e. is present in all oxygen-evolving photosynthetic 

organisms. Other pigments are also present depending on the spe

cies. For instance, chlorophyll.£ and carotenoids are present in 

green algae and plants, whereas blue-green and red algae contain 

phycocyanin and phycoerythrin. Duysens { 1952) showed that these 

auxiliary pigments do not participate directly in photosynthesis. Duy

sens found that light absorbed by these accessory pigments never 
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shows up as fluorescence from the accessory pigments, but in

stead causes chlorophyll ~ to fluoresce. This suggests that the 

accessory pigments pass their harvested excitation energy to· chlo

rophyll ~· In green plants, Hind and Olson ( 1968) conclude that 

the accessory pigment chlorophyll .!?, is either entirely or mainly. 

associated with System II, based upon detergent fractionation 

studies of chloroplnotG. 

The morphological structures within the chloroplast lamel

lae have been extensively studied by Park and co-workers using 

. the electron microsc~pe. Park ;;md. Pon ( 1961) found partic:les of 

·dimension 185 A X 155 A X 110 A thick, appearing to be in the in

terior. of chloroplast lamellae membranes, when the outer surface 

of the membrane wqs torn away by sonication. These particles, 

named quantasomes, each contain about 230 chlorophyll~ and .!?, 

molec~les (Park and Biggins, 1964). Lamellar fragments con-

s;tsting of about eight quantasomes have Hill reaction activity with 
. >:< 

.DCPIP and are able to reduce NADP. This information has 

led Park (1962) to suggest that the quantasome might be related to 

the photosynthetic unit first suggested by Ernerson and Arnold 

(1912) on the basis of flashing light experhnento. It ::~hould be re

called that about 8-10 quanta of light are needed to fix one C0
2 

molecule (or release one 0
2 

molecule). Thus, in order to 

evolve one 0
2 

molecule in a single brief flash of light, the coop

·eration of 8-10 quantasomes, or approximately 2000 chlorophyll 

molecules, would be expected. This is similar to the 2500 chlo

rophylls per 0 2 per flash actually obtained by Emerson and 

Arnold. 

*z, 6-dic:hlorophenolindophenol 
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C. A BRIEF lllSTOR Y OF THE WORK TOWARDS THE MASS 
CULTURE OF ALGAE 

There is, at present, no large scale production of algae com

parable to the agriculturally important land crops. Since it does 

not presently exist, the mass culture of algae for food or fodder can

not be discussed. We must instead direct our attention to efforts 

that have as their goal the mass culture of algae. 

Within a few years after the end of World War II, interest 

developed in the possibility of culturing algae as a major food 

source. In the early 1950 1 s researchers in photosynthesis, engi

neers, and food technologists from through-out the world were 

brought together at Stanford, California. These workers examined 

many problems associated with the mass culture of algae and the 

use of algae as food or a source of chemicals. The result of their 

work was abook edited by Burlew ( 1953), which even today remains 

the largest single treatise dealing with the cultivation and possible 

uses of algae. 

These workers, however, found the need for more research .. 

The mass culture of the unicellular alga Chlorella did not appear 

economically promising for the processes investigated by them. 

After this group disbanded in 1952, few of its members continued 

research on mass algal culture, and a period of relative inactivity 

in this field began. But several workers continued to be intrigued 

with the vast theoretical potential of algae as food, and particularly 

as a protein source. Tamiya ( 1959) presented actual performance 

data in the field fur protein productivity. Chlorella pyrenoido::>a 

can produce 14,000 lb of protein/acre/year, whereas the figure for 

a cereal such as wheat is only 269. This type of comparison is re

sponsible for the accelerating inte:r.eRt today in mass algal culture. 

But in Spite of this impressive productivity figure, the technolog

ical problems of cultivation and harvesting of unicellular algae re

main formidable. These problems will be discussed in the next 

chapter. 
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Two developments since the 1950's have contributed to inter

est in this field. The first was the. launching of the Sputnik satellite 

in 1957 and the resultant interest in space exploration. Here, in

terest has centered on using algae to set up closed ecological sys

tems for extended manned space flights. Objectives have included 

. using algae as both a source of oxygen and feo,d, or as only a source 

1 of oxygen. Reviews on algae in life support systems ;uP. givt:>n by 

Oswald and Golueke (1964), Miller and Ward (1966), and Miller et al. 

(1968). 

The second development was an interest in the cultivation of 

algae in conjunction with waste treatment, a process necessary to 

today's society. There are at least three w.ay.s algal culture can be 

tied in with waste treatment: in secondary treatment ponds fed by 

organic wa.stes, in tertiary treatment ponds for the removal of min-

. eral nutrients such as nitrates and phosphates, or in a combined 

secondary-tertiary treatment process, where the objective would be 

to both reduce biolo~ical oxygen demand (BOD) and to remove nu

trient minerals. The latter combined secondary-tertiary treatment 

is particularly attractive, since the bacterial degradation of the or

ganic BOD enhances·th.le concentration of C02 in the pond. Shelef 

et al. (1968) may be referred to for a further discussion of algal 

waste treatment systems. 

Recent interest in thP. fi li=!rnPntr:H.ll? bhH>-g.re~m alga Spirulinn he.3 

resulted from its ease of harvesting because of the mats it forms on 

the water's surface. Spirulina is also promising from several other 

stand-points. Its thin c~ll wall makes for eoon nigP~tibility, and it 

has been .used by natives of LakP. Chad area of Africa as a protein 

source for an unknown number of years (Clement et al., 1967). 

A recent review on the use of algae for food and fodder is given 

by Vincent (1969). Vincent argues that an economic process must he 
as simple as possible and ·not be concerned with such things as C02 
enrichment and temperature control. He also points out that circu

lation equipment, needed to keep tiny non-floating algae such as 

d 
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'Chlorella in suspension, and most harves,ting equipment, could be 

eliminated by cultivating floating filamentous algae such as Spirulina 

and Spirogyra. 

Work in this field may be described as in the pilot plant stage. 

In addition to a pond of about 2/3 of an acre (10 6 1iters) maintained 

by the Sanitary Engineering Department at the University of Califor

nia at Berkeley, ponds are being designed or are operating in· 

Czechoslovakia, Japan, and Formosa. 

Much work remains to be done, both biological and technolog

ical in nature. Chiarella may not be the ideal alga; it has a low light 

saturated. rate of photosynthesis, and its tiny size of about 5 microns 

leads to expensive harvesting problems. In addition to these proh

lems, an understanding of the effect of growth conditions on the phy

siology and productivity of algal cultures has been largely lacking. 

It is hoped that this work will help to clarify this latter problem and 

lead to an optimization of culture conditions .. 
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II. FACTORS AFFECTING PHOTOSYNTHETIC RATE IN ALGAE 

A .. A COMPARISON OF ALGAE TO THE GREEN LAND PLANTS 

In this section the efficiency of converting solar energy into 

photosynthetic product will be considered. Also, algae will be com

pared with the present agricultural crops in regard to the variables 

that aff~ct the efficiency of solar energy conversion. Efficien<;y ie 

defined here· as b~ing equal to the .. heat of <;ornbustion of t.hP. plant lnioL

terial produced divided by 'the utiliz;able energy (1HOc 720 nm) inci 

dent upon the plants. 

Present crop production systems in agriculturally advanced 

areas obtain a maximum efficiency of solar energy conversion of 

only 2 -· 2 .. 1/2%, according to Bonner (1962). When the entire earth's 

surface is considered, the efficiency drops to about 0.4o/o (Valentyne, 

1966). The conversion to edible foodstuffs is only a small fr~ctionof 

this latter figure, since agriculturally important crops cover a mi

nority of the earth's surface, and of the energy trapped by crops 

only a fraction is stored in the edible portions. 

In contrast to the above low eff1ciencies, Kok (1952) found ef-. . * . . 
ficicncies as high al:l 20- Z5~o in Chlorella growing under optimum 

conditi~ns in weak light. Efficiencies nearly as high have also been 

found in crops such as the suga.r beet growing in optimum conditions. 

Discrepancies between these high maximWT.l. efficiences ann thE;> actual 

low efficiencies found in practical systems are caused by the follow

ing: 

1. Lack (or oversupply) of minerals. 

2. Improper pH. 

3. Plant diseases or parasites. 

4. Lack (or oversupply) of water. 

* This is consistent with currently accepted figures for the quantum 
requirement. Assuming glucose is the product ( 6H = 112 kcal/ 
mole), quanta at 600 nm, a~d a qu_a~tum requirem~ntcof 10 quanta/0 2 evolved, an energy converswn eff1c1ency of 23.5o/o 1s calculated. 
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5. Temperature too high or too low. 

6. Carbon dioxide content of the earth's atmosphere {0.03o/o) too 

low for the maximum growth of most plants. 

7. Low photosynthetic efficiency at high light intensities {the 

light saturated rate of photosynthesis is reached at light in

·tensities as low as 5- 20o/O o£. direct overhead sunlight). 

8. Solar energy stored in the inedible portions of plants such as 

roots, stems, and leaves. 

9. The sun's energy striking the barren ground. 

Modern agricultural techniques can control the first three 

items to near their optimum. Item 4 is, in many areas, a problem 

that requires irrigation. Items 5 and 6, temperature and C0
2 

con

centration, can be controlled only in enclosures such as green

houses. No direct attempts have been made to do anything about 

Item 7, the light saturated rate of photosynthesis, but hopefully the 

recent basic research on tobacco mutants by Schmid and Gaffron 

(1967) will stimulate interest in this area. These workers have in

vestigated tobacco mutants that have higher light saturated rates of 

photosynthesis. Item 8 deals with the inedible portions of plants; 

in crops such as corn this problem has been greatly reduced through 

plant breeding. Nevertheless, in any land crop this problem will 

always exist. Item 9, solar energy hitting barren ground; is a g;en

eral problem with most crops before they reach full size. 

Now let us examine these 9 problems as they concern the 

mas.s culture of algae. As in crops, the first 3 items are control

lable. Item 4, water relations, is never a problem, except for 

evaporation and providing the ponds required by algae. Providing 

these ponds, however, is a major expense. Items 5 and 6, tem

perature and C0
2

, may be at least partially controlled in open sys

tems and completely controlled in closed systems. Item 7, the 

light saturated rate of photosynthesis, is a severe problem with 

Chlorella, since light saturatio_n may be reached at light intensities 

as low as 5o/o of direct overheci~ sunlight. Hopefully algal strains 
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can be found that minimize this problem. 

Item 8, dea-ling with inedible portions, is claimed to be one 

of the major advantages of algae, since they do not have roots, 

stems, etc. (however, some individuals, after experiencing the 

bitter choking taste of Chlorella, claim it to be completely inedible}. 

The greatest advantage of algae may be Item 9. With algal 

systems there is no need for solar energy to fr~.ll on barren ground 

during any portion of the year, except perhaps in freezing climates. 

In spitP: of this rather promioing outlook for lht! 1ua~;~; culture 

of algae, there has been no great rush to convert cornfields into 

algal ponds. There are some serious technological problems in

volved in algal culture; some of these problems are listed below: 

1. C0
2 

supply (a mass transfer problem). 

2. Keeping algae in suspension. 

3. ·Harvesting algae from dilute solution (approx. 200 ppm 

typical}. 

4. Dryi_ng algal product. 

5. Large investiment cost. 

:rhe first problem involves getting C02 into tl;le pond. Tf we 

rely. on atmospheric C02 , the liquid phase resistance at the pond's 

surface is a major barrier to C0 2 diffusing into the pond._ Even if 

equilibrium between the concentrations of C02 in the atmosphere 

and :in the pond r.onln hP maintaimHl, many a.lgac· u·e llruilt!u iu lheir 

growth rate by this concentration of C02 . 

The second problem is the settling of algae such as Chlorella 

and Scenedesmus in a stagnant pond. If there is no agitation, they 

will settle to the bottom "!"ld ~ta1·l Lu u~cay ao conditions becuuH:! 

anaerobic. In the 2/3 acre algae pond at the Sanitary Engineering 

Research Laboratory of the University of California at Berkeley 

large hydraulic pumps have been em-ployed, usually agitating the 

pond twice a day, several hours at night and for a brief period just 

. after noon. However, both the investment and operating costs of 

these pumps is large. Filamentous floating algae such as _Spirulin_a. 

would not have this problem. 
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The third problem, that of harvesting a very dilute suspension 

of tiny cells, is one of the most expensive. Both continuous centri

fugation and chemical precipitation appeared to be promising to 

Golueke and Oswald (1965), although in terms of the economics, cen

trifugation appeared borderline because of power requirements and 

capitalization costs. 

Drying the algal product is not as expensive as harvesting, but 

nevertheless involves difficulties stemming from the slurry-like con

sistency of the concentrated wet algae. This problem does not exist 

in agriculturally important crops such as cereals, where the crop is 

already dry when it is harvested. 

The fifth problem is formidible. It is difficult to see how the 

high cost of lined ponds can be easily reduced. One approach that 

was mentioned in the last chapter is to combine· algal culture with 

sewage treatment. The algae would be a by-product of sewage treat

ment, a process that must be carried out anyway. Also, the algae 

will remove some of the eutrification- causing nitrates and phosphates 

from the treated effluent. Since bacteria decomposing the sewage re

lease C0
2 

into the pond, the first probiem listed above is to some 

extent solved. 

B. LIMITING FACTORS 

This work is concerned with the performance of the optically 

dense systems encountered in the steady state continuous culture of 

algae. Five independent variables influence the performance of such 

systems, C0
2 

concentration, the concentrations of minerals, tem

perature, incident light intensity, and specific growth rate. 

Carbon dioxide is, along with water, a raw material reactant 

in photosynthesis. It is the sole source of carbon in autotrophic 

photosynthetic organisms. Carbon dioxide enters photosynthesis in 

the carbon fixation cycle, where the enzyme ribulose-diphosphate 

carboxylase causes it to react with 1,"5-ribulose diphosphate yield

ing two molecules of 3-phosphoglyceric acid. Carbon dioxide may 

be a limiting factor at atmospheric levels because of the relatively 
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large Michaelis constant of the enzyme- C02 complex. 

Va.rious minerals are required for algal growth. Chlorella 

needs the elements nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, magnesium, 

and sulfur. Also needed in trace quantities are the elements iron, 

calcium, boron, manganese, zinc, copper, molybdenum, and cobalt. 

Still in question are requirements for chlorine, sodium, and vana

dium,. which at least some species of algae appear to require. 

These minerals are used in several possible ways by the cells. 

The elements nitrogen, phosphorus. ann Fmlfnr :He incorpor::ttQd in 

to the building materials of the cell, proteins and nucleic acids. 

The other elements may be used as enzyme cofactor s, in maintain

ing ion and osmotic balances, or bound into molecules such as heroes 

or coenzymes. 

Some algae cangrow only in a very narrow pH range, while 

others such as Chlorella tolerate a wide pH range. Emerson and 

Green (1938) examined the effect of pH on the rate of photosynthesis 

irr·. Chlorella and found no detrimental effects over ·the pH range of 

4. 6 to 8.9. 

Ten1perature has two effe'cts. As one increases temperature, 

ettZy:tnt:ns are capable of cata-lyzing biochemical reactions at a faster 

rate. This will result in a doubling or tripling of the maximum ve

locity of the enzyme for each 10~ C increase. But in practice tern

perature cannot be increased without lirnjt, since another phPnC\me

non becomes·important: enzymes usually start to become denatured 

and hence inactivated in the region of 30° C to 50° C. The activation 

energy for the inactivation of enzymes is usually much larlier than 

the activation energy for thP. increase in catalysis rate. 

The light incident upon photosynthetic organisms provides the 

energy required to drive the process of photosynthesis. The manner 

in which light enters into the mechanism of. photosynthesis was dis

cuss.ed in Chapter I. Incident light intensity is one of the indepen., 

dent variables examined both experimentally and theoretically in 

later chapters. 
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The other major variable that this work directs itself to is 

specific growth rate. Specific growth rate has a profound effect on 

the physiology of algae i.e., how algae respond to the other four 

variables,. C02 , minerals, temperature, and light. The specific 

growth rate, ~· is simply the rate. of growth ofthe algae: the rate 

of formation of pew cell material per unit of cell material: 

(2-1) 

where .~·is the specific growth rate, time - 1; X is cell concentra

tion, mass/volume; and t is time. In this report specific growth 

rate Will be treated as an independent variable. As shown in the 

next section, the. specific growth rate at steady state in continuous 

culture is equal t~ the feed rate to the culture unit divided by the cul

ture ·volume: 

F 
~ = v (2-2) 

where F is feed rate,· volume/time; and V is culture volume. In 

truth, F/V, not ~· is the independent variable, since only F or V 

can be physically set. But since the work in this report deals mainly 
. . 

with steady state continuous culture, we will treat ~as an indepen

dent variable. 

C. THE KINETICS OF ALGAL GROWTH 

Although this work is primarily concerned with steady state 

continuous culture, the batch growth of algae will be briefly con

sidered. An inoculum of algae is placed in the culture vessel di

agrammatically shown in Fig. 2. Light of constant intensity is used 

to illuminate one face of this rectangular culture vessel. The con

centration of algae in the vessel will increase with time in a manner 

such as shown in Fig. 2. First, there is a lag phase when the algae 

are adapting to their new environment, gearing up their cellular 

machinery to be able to grow in this new environment. 
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Batch Growth: Exponential Phase 

After the lag phase the cells begin to grow exponentially. 

Light is nut limiting; in other words, the shading of cells near the 

ba.ck of the culture vessel by cells near the front of the vessel is 

negligible. A mass balance may be set up to describe the situation: 

the accumulation of cellular material is equal to the rate of gener-

I· ation.of cellular material: 

d(XV) = ,;XV 
dt r-

(2- 3) 

li is proJ:.'o.i.'li.uual tu the rate of photosynthP.si s. ~l.'h~ rate of photo

synthesis as a function of light intensity is given by a relationship 

such as shown in Fig. 2. This light response curve is measured on 

an optically thin suspension of algae where there is no appreciable 

shading of cells by other cells. If the incident light intensity is 

greater than that required to produce the light saturated rate of 

photosynthesis, then the algal cells are growing at their maximum 

specific growth rate, f.1 • 
max 

The definition for f.1 given by Equation (2-2) is obtained by re-

arranging Equation (2-3) applied to a constant volume of culture: 

_ 1 dX 
f.L= Xdt" (2- 2) 

Since f.1 is constant, Equation (2- 2) may be integrated. The cell 

concentration is found to increase exponentially wi~h time: 

(2-4) 

where x
0 

is the cell conc;:entrp.tion at any arbitrary tirn.e: zero d1.1.r

ing the exponential phase. 

The total rate of production of new cell material, P, is simply 

the rate of accumulation of cellular material, mass/time: 

P 
_ d(XV) _ XV 
- dt - f.1 • (2- 5) 

Note that P is directly proportional to f.1• X, and V. But in the ex-

ponential phase there is an optically thin suspension, and most of 

,, 
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Fig. 2. The batch culture of algae. Upper left, a diag:r:ammatic 
representation of the batch culture discussed in the text. Upper 
right; a typical light response curve for the rate of photosynthe
sis as a function of light intensity for an optically thin suspension. 
Lower curve~ the batch growth of a'lgae as a function of time. 
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the light is transmitted through the culture and is wasted. It will be 

seen that the next phase, the linear phase, does not have this prob

lem of wasting light. 

Batch Growth: Linear Phase 

The exponential phase lasts only as long as there is no appre

ciable shading of cells by other cells. When the suspension hecornes 

so dense that negligible light is transmitted through the culture, a 

linear re~ton of.growth iR entPrPrl. During thiE linca.r pho.3c. e~s~u~ 

tially all light is absorbed by the culture. The rate of increase of 

cell concentration is virtually independent of X, . since absorption of 

light is virtually independent of X. A material balance gives: 

d(XV):: WA 
dt . (2- 6) 

in which A is the illuminated surface area of the culture unit, and 

W is the rate of conversion of light into cell material, mass/time/ 

area. W i R .:=~pproximat9ly conota.nt for a gi·ven. im.:iu~ul light inten- · 

sity, changing only if physiological parameters, such as the light 

saturated rate of photosynthesis or ·chlorophyll content, change. An 

average specific growth rate may be defined, based upon Equation 

(2-6):. 

d(XV} WA =· ._., XV (2- 7) 
dt 

-
.::lVP · 

WA 
(2- 8) 1-La ve. = 

XV 

. J.Lave is inversely proportional to the cell concentration, X, if 

W iF( const<wL. Since the cells in the c:ullui·~ flask are agitated, they 

are slowly moving around in the culture vessel. Therefore, a cell 

is photosynthesizing at a faster rate when near the highly illuminated 

front surface than when near the poorly illuminated baclc regions. 

But over a period of time, all algal cells in the vessel see approx

imately the same average illumination. 
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The production rate of cell material in the linear phase is 

found from Equation (2-6): 

p ~ d(XV) = WA 
dt 

(2- 9) 

Equation (2-9) states that Pis directly proportional to the sur

face area, A, but is independent of V/A = S, the culture thickness. 

There is no analogy to this linear phase in fermentation systems, 

where P is always proportional to culture volume. 

Batch Growth: Stationary Phase 

WhEm some essential nutrient that is required for growth has 

been entirely consumed, growth ceases. This essential component 

could be an element such as nitrogen. If more of this component 

were added to the culture mediwn, growth would resume once again. 

Continuous Culture 

The. equations derived above for batch growth may be used for 

steady state continuo1,1s culture, if the accumulation term, d(~:V) · 
is replaced by the term, FX, which accounts for the algae leaving 

in the effluent. The steady state continuous culture situation is out

lined in the diagram and equations given below: 

Feed rate = F 

Incident intensity = I
0 

In + generation = out + accwnulation 

0 + II . XV = FX + 0 rave 
F d ..,_ · = -V at stea y state 

ave 

Product: rate = F 

(2- Hl) 

(2-11) 
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where F is the feed rate to the culture unit, volume/time. Thus, 

f.L can be set simply by setting the feed rate to the culture unit. 
a~ . . . . . . 

At steady state the rate of production of cell material, P, is 

equal to the amount of cell material leaving in the effluent: 

P = FX 

whereas the productivity, p,. is: 

FX 
p = A = f.L. xs ave 

where S is the thickness of the culture vessel. .. 

D. PREVIOUS WORK IN THE MATHEMATICAL MODELING 
OF ALGAL SYSTEMS 

(2-12) 

(2-13) 

The effect of light intensity on dense algal systems has been 

examined by many workers; however, an understanding of how spe-

* ci:ffuc growth rate, f.L , affects algal systems is largely lacking. But 

before examining these two variables, a brief description of attempts 

at mathematically modeling the effects of C0
2

;, minerals, ;:mrl t.P.m

perature will be given. 

The rate of photosynthesis as a function of carbon dioxide con

centration was examined theoretically by Rabinowitch (1945, 1951, 

1956), but little recent work has. been reported. Using the current 

knowledge of the carbon fixing cycle, a re-examination of this im

portant variable needs to be undertaken. Many workers claim that 

ChloreUa is limited in its growth rate by the atmospheric level of 

C02 . Steeman Nielsen (1955), however, claims the growth rate of, 

Chlorella is co
2
-saturated, or nearly so, at an aqueaus phase C0

2 
concentration in cquilibri.un~ with lhal uf air. The problem is com

pl~cated by the dif{iculty of obtaining equilibrium between gas and 

aqueous phases, which results from the large mass transfer resist

ance between the two phases. 

Eyster ( 1967) examined the growth rate of Chlorella with re

spect to the concentrations of virtually all its known mineral 

* Henceforth f.L will be referred to as f.L; the subscript is dropped. ave 
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requirements. Shelef et al. ( 1968) investigated the growth rate of 

Chlorelia as a function of nitrate concentration; a model that fell off 

exponentially to the ·maximum growth rate appeared to fit their data 

·the best. 

The effect of temperature on the growth rate of microbial sys

tems is treated mathematically by Aiba et al. (1965). But the effect 

of temperature on photosynthetic systems is more complicated. 

Temperature has no effect on the rate of photosynthesis at low light 

intensities, while its effect on the light satu~ated rate of photosyn

thesis is typical of enzymatic systems. Blackman ( 1905) noticed 

this and postulated that photosynthesis consists of two separate types 

of reactions. At low light intensities a non-temperature dependent 

photochemical reaction limits the rate of photosynthesis. But at 

light saturation the rate of photosynthesis is limited by a temper

ature dependent enzymatic reaction. 

Modeling the Effect of Uight Intensity 

Blackman ( 190 5) suggested that the light response curve of 

photosynthesis could be modeled by the two straight lines shown in 

Fig. 3, which can be expressed mathematically as: 

SA 
R 0 = ~€ I, when I < """'i'E (2-14) 

2 

when I > 
s 

A 

~€ 

(2-15) 

where R 02 is the rate of oxygen evolution, moles o 2/time/mass 

chlorophyli; ~ is the quantum yield, moles oj einstein of quanta; 

I is incident light intensity, einsteins/area/time; € is the extinc

tion coefficient of the pigments, area/mass chlorophyll; and SA is 

the light saturated rate of photosynthesis, moles o 2/time/mass 

chlorophyll. With polychromatic light ~, I, and E are function's of 

wavelength. 

All equations in this section, including Equations (2-14) and 

(2-15), ,apply only to optically thin .suspensions of cells where there 

is no shading of cells by other cells. A light response curve is the 
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Fig. 3 .. Three types of light response curves for optically thin 
suspemsio.ns that have been treated mathP.mati("ally hy the workers 
discussed in the text. All three·models have the same initial slope, 
~. and the same saturated rate, SA. 
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rate of photosynthesis as a function of light intensity and should not 

be measured using a dense suspension of cells, since the light in

tensity vades across the suspension . 

. Tamiya et al. (1953a) suggested that the. light response curve 

in Chiarella could be fit by a rectangular hyperbola of the form: 

= 
-~ €! SA 
~EI+ sA· (2-16) 

This equation is also plotted in Fig. 3. In their treatment, Tamiya 

et al. also examined the important case of the integrated perform

ance of a .dense suspension of Chiarella. They used the above equa

tion for the local rate of photosynthesis and Beer'·s law to describe 

light intensity, I, as a function ~f distance into the culture, and then 

performed an integration with respect to distance into'the culture. 

In using Beer's law, they assumed that polychromatic white light 

could be described by an average extinction coefficient. Even 

though this assumption simplifies the mathematics and is a convenient 

practical way of dealing with the problem in the field, it is not theo

retically sound. Each wavelength of light may obey Beer's law with 

its own extinction coefficient, but all wavelengths cannot be described 

by an average extinction coefficient (the sum of a series of exponen

tials cannot be described by a single exponential). 

The shape of the light response curve has been extensively dis

cussed in Chapter 28 of the treatise by Rabinowitch (1951), but this 

work suffers from being written in anera when much less was known 

about photosynthesis. 

· Kok (1956), using Chiarella, obtained experimental data for the 

light resp0nse cur.ve·that ·:could not be fit by the rectangular hyper

bola of Equation (2-16), but did fit quite well an exponential func

tion of the form: 

R = S [ 1 - exp(- ~ EI ) ] 
0 2 A SA 

(2-17) 

Equation (2-17) is also plotted in Fig. 3. Unlike the Blackman and 

hyperbolic forms, however, there is no theoretical mechanism that 
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can account for the form of this equation. 

The performance of dense suspensions of algae was considered 

by van Oorschot (1955), who carried out the necessary integration 

for Blackman, hyperbolic, and exponential_ light response curves. 

Like Tamiya et al. {1953a), van Oorschot assumed that the attenua

tion of polychromatic -light in a dense culture .could be described by 

using ~eer' s law with an average extinction coefficient. 

Lumry et al. ( 1959) noticed that ferricyanide Hill reaction 

data could be fit by the rer.t;\.ng11l;\r hypPrhnl~ fnndion, as given by 

Equation (2-16),. and developed a theoretical explanation based upon 

a one light reaction mechanism. It lias recently been. suggested by 

Lumry and co-workers (Muller et al., 1969) that the rectangular hy-

perbola function might be used to model the light response curve of 

overall photosynthesis. But the rectangular hyperbola function does 

not seem to fit most available experimental data (see Chapter VI), 

and its theoretical basis as derived by Lumry et al. ( 1959) considers 

only one light reaction. Today most workers believe that at least 

two light reactions are implicated in photosynthesis. 

Fredrickson et al. (1961) used the rectangular hyperbola func

tiort for a mathematical analysis of the performance of optically 

dense cultures of algae. The case of a "completely stirred'' culture 

was also considered. A "completely stirred'' culture takes advan

tage of the so- called fl~shini light effect. and results in the rate: of 

photosynthesis not being a function of distance into the culture. In 

a follow-up of this theoretical work, Miller et al. (1964) experiment

ally demonstrated an increase in photosynthetic efficiency in a highly 

· h1rbulent !;:ystem. Unfort1.1nat~ly, the enormous amount of powr.r 

needed to maintain such high-turbulence seems to make such a sys

tem uneconomical. 

· Shelef et al. (1968) obtained productivity data on Chlorella -- ' ~···-·'-··-·-

growing in steady state continuous culture at various specific growth 

rates. They then attempted to model this data mathematically. They 

assumed that respiration rate, chlorophyll content, and the light re

sponse curve did not change as a function of specific growth rate, and 
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did not measure these quantities experimentally. Their productivity 

data was. then checked against theoretical predictions derived from 

integrating the Blackman, hvperbolic, and exponential light response 

curves. They concluded that the exponential function gave the best 

fit of their experimental data. Although Beer's law was used, an 

interesting innovation of these workers was to take into account the 

variation of extinction coefficient with wavelength of light. However, 

as shown by Myers and Graham (1959) and also in Chapter III, the 

respiration rate, the chlorophyll content, and the light response curve 

all change with specific growth rate, rather than remaining constant 

as Shelef and co-workers asswned. 

A few words should be mentioned about the relationship between 

· the dark respiration rate and the true rate of photosynthesis. Most 

workers assume that the true rate of photosynthesis may be found by 

adding the dark respiration rate to the net rate of photosynthesis, 

which 1s normally experimentally measured. This is not an entirely 

valid procedure, since the rate of respiration itself is a function of 

light intensity (Myers and Graham, 1963b, Brown and Weis, 1959, 

. Weis and Brown, 1959, Hoch et al., 1963). . But in Chiarella the 

asswnption of a constant respiration rate does not lead to serious 

error, since the dark respiration rate is only about 1/20 to 1/80 of 

the light saturated rate of photosynthesis according to Myers and 

Graham (1963a) and confirmed by our own measurem1:mts in Chapter 

III. 

Modeling the Effect of Specific Growth Rate on Algal Physiology 

Algal cells growing at steady state in a chemostatically con

trolled system do not see the light intensity incident upon the culture 

vessel. Instead, as they drift around in the culture vessel, they. see 

an average light intensity that has been determined by the specific 

growth rate. The higher the specific growth rate is set, the higher 

is the average light intensity that the cells in the culture vessel see. 

The algal cells respond to such changes in their environment; such 
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physiological quantities as chlor~phyll content, dark respiration 

rate, and the light response curve are dependent upon the specific 

growth rat6; 

No previous work has been done on mathematically modeling 

the effect of specific growth. rate on algal physiology. Thus ·such 

changes have not been t~ken into account in the ~athematical model

ing of the performance of algal systems. However, Myers and 

Graham (1959) used a· chemostat to vary specific growth rate and 

measured chlorophyll content, dark respiration rate, and light re

sponse curves in Chl~rella ellipsoidea. All of these quantities 

showed drastic changes. Their light response curves, which have 

been replotted on a per mg chlorphyll basis. a.re shown in Fig. 4. 

The advantages of plotting suc]1 data on a chlorophyll basis are dis

cussed in Chapter IV. 

It fs unfortunate that many researchers in the field of photo

synthesis do not precisely control the growth conditions of their 

plant or algal material. This undoubtedly confuses the comparison 

O·f photosynthetic data taken in different laboratories, or even be

tween data taken on different days within a single laboratory. The 

usual practice is to grow algae in batch culture, taking sample sus

pens'ions as they are needed. Specific growth rate changes with 

time in a batch culture; the physiology of the algae is therefore 

changing with time. Continuous culture is the only way that one can 

hope to attain a constant, reproducible, unchanging supply of algae. 
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Fig. 4. Light response curves of Myers and Graham (1959). 

o· 

· Chlorella ellipsoidea were grown in continuous culture at 25° C 
at the steady state specific growth rates, 1-l• as shown in the 
figure. The points shown were not directly given by Myers and 
Graham, but were calculated using Fig. 8 and Table II of their 
paper.· 
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NOMENCLATURE 

= Illmninated surface area 

= Feed rate, volmne/tirne 

= Light intensity, einsteins/ area/time 

= ·productivity of cell material, mass/area/time 

= Production of ~ell m~tc;ri~l. mass/time 

= Rate of oxygen evolution, moles o
2
/time/mass chlorophyll 

- The ratio of process rates at temperatures 1Uu C apart 

"" ~hick11ess of an algdl c~llun! 

= The light saturated rate of photosynthesis, moles o
2
/Time/ 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

mass chlorophyll 

Time 

Volmne of algal culture 

Rate of formation of cell bion1.ass, mass/area/time 

Cellular biomass conc~ntration, mass/volmne 

\.P.llnl::~r hir.m:1ass concentra.tj,on at time zc.rot ma.oo/volurnc 

Heat of combustion, kcal/ rnole 

Extinction coefficient of the pigments, area/~as s chlorophyll 
.f. h - 1 Spec1 1c growt rate, time 

-1 Average specific growth rate, time 

!.lmax = 
-1· 

Maximum specific growth rate, .time 

~ -·. Maximum quantum yield, moles C./einstein ... . 
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.·III. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

A. CONTINUOUS CULTURE UNIT 

All exp~rimental data weretaken using bacteria-free algae 

grownin the co.ntinuous culture unit described below. 

Equipment 

A schematic flow diagram of the equipment is given in Fig. 5 . 

. None of the equipment that needed to be sterilized was fixeCI. in place, 

and all such equipment was. sterilized by autodaving or dry heat. 

Heat resistant silicone tubing was used for all flexible connections. 

The 20 liter feed bottle was devised to be a constant head de

vice as shown on the flow diagram. A vacuum continuously with

drew a small bleed of air from the air space at the top of the feed 

bottle. This air was replaced through another line, which was open 

to the atmosphere. Because this latter line had negligible pressure 

drop from one end to the other, both ends were at atmospheric pres

sure. When a time switch opened the valve between the feed tank and 

burette, the liquid level in the burette eventually reached exactly the 

same level as the point where air was released into the feed bottle. 

Thus, the level•·to which the burette filled always remained the same, 

being completely independent of the nutrient level in the feed bottle. 

When the burette was dumped by the time switch, the nutrient 

level in the burette declined into the capillary tubing beneath the 

burette. The level within the capillary was approximately the same 

as the level in the culture vessel, but fluctuations were not impor

tant, since the capillary contained negligible volume. Thus, an 

exact volume of nutrient was released at regular intervals, yielding 

an extremely stable feed rate, which could be maintained constant 

for many weeks. 

Air containing 4o/o C0
2 

flowed into the culture unit at a rate of 

0.4 standard cubic feet/hour·. It was sterilized by passing it through 
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Fig. 5. Flow diagra.ni of the continu.o·us cultul'e unit U6t:d to g1 uw 
the ·algae for the experiment described irt this chapter. 



a packed glass wool filter and humidified by bubbling through water. 

The culture vessel itself was rectangular ( 9.1 em wide X 19.9 

em highX 2.8 em thick) and held about 500 ml of liquid culture. The 

sides and bottom of the flask were platinum plated to prevent scat

tered light from escaping at the edges. The front and the back of the 

vessel were completely transparent. A magnetic stirrer at the back 

of the vessel helped to break up air bubbles and provided agitatioll:. 

The culture vessel was suspended in a 25° C constant temperature 

bath. 

Illumination was normally provided by two 300 watt reflector 

flood lamps connected to a rheostat and a c.oristant voltage trans

former. The light passed through 1.28 em of a 0.075 M CuS04 solu

tion as well as 28 em of temperature bath water. These filters ab

sorbed most of the infrared radiation. The amount of radiation 

.. reaching the culture vessel was checked daily with a Model 65 YSI

Kettering radiometer. If necessary, the rheostat was adjusted to 

keep incident radiation constant. 

There were two exit streams from the culture vessel. Nor

mally~ air would leave from near the top of the culture vessel. 

However, at intervals determined by a time switch, a solenoid valve 

would close this line, forcing algae suspension out the line that is 

labelled 11 algae out 11 in Fig. 5. Once the algae suspension level fell 

below the entrance of the take-off line, air would start leaving 

through this line, purging the line of all liquid. After a fixed time 

the solenoid valve would open, and air would exit in the normal fash

ion. This type of algal take-off system haG. two advantages. First, 

. settling of algal cells in the liquid take-off line was never a prob

lem, since the line was purged with air after the algal product was 

collected. Second, since air and liquid were not continuously with

drawn through a single line, the problem of foaming was greatly 

minimized. Foaming can cause an increase in the concentration of 

cells in the effluent liquid as compared to the concentration in the 
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culture vessel. An anti-foam agent was also used to combat this 

latter problem. 

The algal product was collected in a darkened ice bath. Here 

algae were sometimes maintained for short periods (as long as 8 

hours) before they were used in the various analyses and experiments 

described .later in this chapter. 

Growth Conditions 

Gr•uwlh conditions insurecl the temperature, minerals, pH, or 

co2 never limited growth. Only light irrlen~ity ever limited the 

growth rate of, and determined physiological chaneP.s in, the ;:~lgal 

cells. But in the optically dense cultures considered here, the algal 

cells receive varying intensities of illumination as they move around 

in the culture vessel. Thus, light intensity .received by the algal 

cells is not a variable that can be independently specified for dense 
.. 

systems. In fact, even average light intensity cannot be specified. 

InstP.i'l.n, thi R lirnit~tir:.n 'by light i~ diahrrnined at stoady ota.tc by 

specific. growth rate ·and incident light intensity, which are independ-
.. 

ent variables. Examination of the effects of these two variables on 

. the phy~iology of Chlorolla pyrcnoidoon ia the. puq: .. -•. ~~ .;.[ l11e '=JI.}J'=.L'

i.rnents described in this chapter. 

The temperature of the culture unit was maintained at zso C by 

the ccamstant temperature water bath. This is .the optimum temper

ature of growth for Chlorella pyrenoidosa. 

No attempt was made to control pH in the, culture. vessel. 

Nevertheless, the pH remained in the fa:trly narrow range of 6. 6 to 

7.'1. Emerson a11d Green (19JH) fuuml that pH, over the range of 

4. 6 to 8. 9, had no effect upon the rate of photosynthesis in Chlorella 

pyrenoidosa. 

The composition of the nutrient medium is given in Table 1. 

The nutrient medium is from Myers (1963) with three changes: the 

addition of an anti-foam agent, the addition of vanadium to the trace 



Table I. * ChloreUa Nutrient Medium 

The following components are mixed with distilled water without 

adj\lsting pH; 

.KN0
3 

MgS04 · 7H20 

KH
2
Po

4 
Trace solution 

Antifoam:- Union Carbide Y-4988 

5.0. gm/1 

2~5 ·gm/1 

1.25 gm/1 

5.0 ml/1 

0.2 · m.l/1 

The trac;e solution is made as follows: 

EDTA . 100.0 gm/1 

cac12 · 16.8 gm/1 

H3 B03 22.8 gm/1 

FeSO · 7H 0 4 . 2 . 1.0.6 gm/1 

ZnS04 · 7H20 17.6 gm/1 

Mn.Cl2 · 4H20 2.8 .gm/1 

Mo0 3 (as ammonium molybdate) 1.4 gm/1 

CuS04 · 5H20 3.2 gm/1 

Co(N0 3)2 · 6H20 1.0 gm/1 

V 
2

0
5 

(dissolved in HCl) 0.6 gm/1 

After adding all trace compopents, the pH of the trace solution is 

adjusted with I«:>H pellets to the. range of 6.5- 6. 7. 

* . . . 
Modified from Myers (1963). · 



solution~ and an increase in the nitrate concentration. This com

position should support growth up to about 10 grams dry weight/liter 

before nitrogen ·becomes limiting. 

C02 was provided at a level of 4% in air. This concentration 

was more than sufficient to insure that C0
2 

never limited. 

Illumination was continuous, 24 hours per day. The spectral 

distribution of the light incident on the culture flask is given in Fig. 

6. as measured by ari ISCO Model SR spectroradiometer. The in-
. . , 

cident light intensity was maintained at 8.05 mw/ em ... {frorri 380-720 

run) unless otherwise stated. 8.05 ~w/ cm2 is roughly' equivalent to 

20% of overhead solar radiation between 380 and 720 nm. 

B. RESULTS AT STEADY STATE: EFFECT OF SPEC!IFIC 
GROWTHRATE ON THE PHYSIOLOGY OF CHLORELLA 
PYRENOIDOSA . 

·In this section algae that have adapted to a particular specific 

growth rate, 1-l• are examined with respect to a number of charac

teristics. Measurements were performed as rapidly as possible to 

insure that negligible re-adaptation took place. The transient data 

taken in Section D of this chapter show how slowly the cells re-adapt 

to a new environment. 

After changing feed rate to the culture vessel, one week was 

sufficient to reach physiological steady state at the higher specific 

growth rates, but as long as four weeks was needed at the lower 

specific growth rates. 

Productivity 

At steady state Equation (2-13) g~ves the productivity, p: 

FX 
p :;: A'" {2-.13) 

where F is the nutrient feed rate, X is the cell concentration, and 

A is the illuminated surface area. Figure 7 shows productivity 

~lotted as a function of specific growth rate, 1-l· The cell concentration 
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Fig. 6. The spectral energy distribution of the light reaching 
the front face of the culture vessel. The total energy in the 2 
region active in photosynthesis (380-720 run) equals 8.05 mw/cm . 
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X6l..695- 2710 

Fig. 7. Prutluctivity of Chlorella pyrenoidosa in continuous 
culture as a function .of the steady state specific growth rate, 
p.. Data were taken at 25° C. Incident intensity was 8.05 
mw/crn.2, Washo\l.t o.ccurs wh~.n tJ.=2.3 day-1, 
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data us.ed to calculate productivity are plotted in Fig.· 8. 
. ' - 1 

Figure 7 shows that productivity is optimwn when fJ. = 1. 6 day . 

Productivity falls off at higher values of fJ. because of the increase in 

transmitted light shown in Fig. 9. Light not absorbed cannot be con-
-1 

verted into cell material. In fact, when fJ. = 2.3 day , washout is 

reached, since F/V has exceeded the maximum growth rate of the 

cells.. At washout, cell concentration and productivity drop to zero. 

Productivity also falls off at val~e s of fJ. smaller than 1. 6 day-
1

. 

'!'his fall~off cannot be explained by light transmis:sion since Fig. 9 

shows there is none inthis region. This drop in productivity, how

ever, can be explained as caused by a decrease in the light saturated 

rate of photosynthesis. This point will be discussed more extensively 

later. 

But even at the optimwn productivity of 3.25 mg dry weight/ 

cm2 /day, which occurs at fJ. = 1. 6 day - 1 , i~efficiencies result hom 

light saturation of the highly illwninated cells near the front of the 

culture vessel. At this optimwn fJ. the quantwn requirement is 18.3 

quarita absorbed per 0
2 

evolved, and the efficiency of converting 

light energy into cell material is approximately 10. 7o/o. These nwn

bers are calculated and discussed more extensively in Chapter VIII. 

Total Chlorop~wll Content 

Figure 10 shows how the steady state chlorophyll content varies 

with fJ.· The change is quite drastic and is of great importance t0 the 

physiology of the cells, since chlor.~phyll is the main light harvesting 

pigment. Considering an optically thin layer of cells, light absorp-

. tion is directly proportional to chlorophyll content. 

The trend of chlorophyll content shown in Fig. 10 has been 

found by other workers working both with batch and continuous cul

tures (Tamiya et al. , 1953b, Myers and Graham, 1959, Belyariin and 

Kovrov, 1968). The chlorophyll assay was based upon the procedure 

of Arnon (1949), but added a hot methanol extraction of the cells to 

insure complete removal of chlorophyll. The procedure is completely 
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Fig. 8. Cell concentration as a function of steady state 
specific growth rate. 
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Fig. 10. Total chlorophyll content versus specific 
growth rate. 
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described 'in Appendix IV. 

Chlorophyll a/ Chlorop~yll b Ratio 

Although the chlorphyll 2/ chlor.,phyll b ratio does not change 

as drastically as total chlorophyll content, there is a definite trend 

in this ratio, as shown in Fig. 11. 

Absorption Spectra 

Figure 12 shows the absorption 'spectra for two t.ypes of cells, 

one grown at a high specific growth rate, and the .other at a. low spe

cific growth rate. The curves were measured in a Cary 14 spectro

photometer with a Model 1462 scattered-transmission accessory. 

The curves were then adjusted in two ways to give Fig. 12. · First, 

the absorbance measured at 750 nm was uniformly subtracted from 

the measured absorbance at all other wavelengths. This was done 

in an attempt to subtract light scattering; there is no absorption by 

any pigments at 750 nm. Second, the curves were adjusted to give 

the same absorbance at 680 nm, the chlorphy'll .! peak. 

The high 1-L cells have a lower shoulder at 650 nm, the chloro

phyll b peC~.k, than thelow 1-L cells. This agrees with the ·change in 

chlorophyll~/ chlorophyll ~ ratio. 

Light Response Curves 

·.A light response curve is simply the rate ofphotosynthesis, 

with dark respiration rate added, plotted as a function of light in

tens.ity for optically thin suspensions of algae. All data presented 

here were taken in an illwninated respirometer using the procedure 

outlined in Appendix IV. The respirometer flasks contained a sus

pension of algal cells that had 4.2 1-Lg total chlorophyll per cm
2 

of 

illwninated area. The spectral distribution of the respirometer 

light source is shown in Fig. 13. It is very similar to the spectral 

distribution of the light source used to illuminate the culture vessel, 

which was given in Fig. 6. Both light sources used tungsten lamps 
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Fig. 12. Absorbance for algae grown at two different specific 
growth rates as a function of wavelength. The curves were ad
justed to subtract out light scattering at 750 run and to give the 
same absorbance at 680 run, the chlorophyll a leak. For the 
curves as given: J.1 = 0. 33 day-1 has 14.4 tJ.g/ em of total chloro
phyll, while tJ. = 1.73day-1 has 1,3.6J.Lg/cm2 of total chlorophyll. 
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and identical CuSO 4 solutions for removal of infrared radiation. 

Light response curves are here plotted on a chloro'phyll basis, 

since on a chlorophyll basis the quantum efficiencies of different 

types of algae may be directly compared. ·QuantUm efficiency may 

be generally defined as the ratio of the rate of photosynthesis to the 

rate of light absorption. For optically thin suspensions the rate of 

light absorption is directly proportional to light intensity and nearly 

directly proportional to total amount of chlorophyll. At any given 

light intensity, the ratio of photosynthetic rates i~? also the ratio of 

quantUm efficiencies, if the chlorophyll contents are the same. 

In Fig; 14, light response curves for algae grown at two widely 

different specific growth rates are plotted. The experimental pro

cedure,· as outlined in Appendix IV, was to take alg;ae from the steady 

state culture unit and run the light response curves in the respiro

meter as quickly as possible 5o that little re-adaptation of the algal. 

cells could occur. The results shown in Fig. 14 are typical of those 

obtained at other specific growth rates in that: 

1. The rates of photosynthesis at low light intensities were. 

not a function of the specific rate of growth,· ~· 

2. The rates of photosynthesis at high light intensities were 

strong functions of the specific rate of growth, ~· The manner in 

which the light saturated rate changes as a function of ~ is shown in 

Fig. 15. Note that the light saturated rate seems to increase lin

early with ~· 

3. The approach .to light saturation occurred relatively sharply. 

The rectangular hyperbola function, as given by Equation (2-17), has 

. been used by many workers to model light response curves. This 

function gives a straight line on a ~o'lltble reciprocal plot, such as 

Fig. 16, where the data given in Fig. 14 have been replotted. Our 

data do not give such a straight line, therefore, cannot be fit by the 

rectangular hyperbola function. Equations (6-17) and (6-18), which 

are derived in Chapter VI, are the solid lines shown in Figs.14 and 

16, and do fit the data quite well. 
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Fi.g. 14. Light response curves at 25° C for algae grown at 
the specific growth rates designated.· e = Run C-1 and 
q =Run C-25. The curves drawn through the data are from 
Equations (6-17) and (6-18). 
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.... · 

fL = 1.67 day-l 
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Fig. 16. A double reciprocal plot of the d::~.t::~ shown in Fig. 14 . 
. ·The strong deviations of the data from the rectangular hyper

bola function can be readily seen here. The lines drawn 
through the data are Equations (6-17) and (6-18). 
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Data f~om two other steady states of the culture unit are 

shown in Fig. 17. In addition to light response curves obtained in 

the respirometer at 25 ° C, light response curves wei:e obtained· at 

10° C for the same two types of algae. The 10° C curves will be 

of particular interest when the light response curves for the qui

none· Hill reaction are discussed. 

Maximum Quantum Effidencti. 

The maximum quantum efficiency occurs at low light intensi

ties. Figure 18 shows data from 16 different respirometer runs. 

The algae used were grown at specific growth rates ranging from 
-1 -1 

0.16 day to 2.00 day . Only data were plotted that were below 

light saturation, and it can be seen that that growth conditions exert 

no influence on this portion of the light i'~sponse curve, since all 

data can be fit by a single curve. The curve is Equation ( 6- 1 7), and 

was fft to the data by LSQVMT, a Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 

Computer Library program that may be used to fit non-linear equa

tions by a least squares procedure. The best fit of the data was ob

tained when the two parameters in Equation (6-17), \liE and SM, had 
2 * . values of 1.316 em . ml 0 2 /mw/mg chlorophyll/hr and 49.6 ml 0/ 

hr/mg chlorophyll, respectively. \liE is the initial slope, and from 

it the maximum quantum efficiency was calculated. But to do this, 

three additional things were needed, the spectral distribution of the 

light incident upon the respirometer flasks (Fig. 13). the extinction 

coefficients of the algal cells as a function of wave-length (the average 

of the curves shown in Fig. 12 was used), and the quantity of chloro

phyllin the respirometer flasks (4.2 JJ.g chlorophyll/cm
2

). The max

imum quantum absorbed, or conversely, the minumum quantum re

quirement was 8.8 quanta absorbed/0
2 

molecule evolved. Our num

ber for the minimum quantum requirement is somewhat lower than 

*?nless otherwise stated, all quantities of evolved 0?.. are given at 
s~ta:hdard· temperature and pressure (Ou C, 1 atmosphere). 
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. J:i'ig. 17. Light response curves at 25° C and 10.° C for algae 
grown at two different specific growth rates. • = Run D-10 
0 =RunD-11, •=RunD-31, and O=RunD-32. 
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Fig. 18. Light response curve data from 16 different respi
rometer runs. Only data are plotted that show no signs of 
approaching light saturation. Equation ( 6-17) was fitted to the 
data by a non-linear least squares procedure. 
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the recent results of Schwartz (1967) and Ng and Bassham (1968). 

Because of the round-about way our number vias calculated, we 

question its absolute accuracy. 

Dark Respiration Rate 

Figure 19 shows how the respiration rate in the dark changes 

as a furiction of specific growth r;:~.tP.. The data shown were taken 

after the algal cells had been in the dark for approximately one 

hour, ao doocribcd by the pro\..~dure givt!u iu Appendix IV. Note 

that the respiration rate is almost directly proportional to 1-l· These 

results are almost identical to those found by Myers and Graham 

( 1959) for Chlorella ellipsoidea. 

Light Response Curve of the Quinone Hill Reaction 

Para-benzoquinone is a unique Hill oxidant, since besides 

being an artificial electron acceptor for the photo-electron trans

port system, it is also permeable to who lP. "lg~l cells. This per

meability is a necessity for obtaining the Hill reaction in whoJe cells. 

The quinone Hill reaction in whole al~al cells was first invP.stig;:~tprl 

by ClEmdenning and Ehrmantraut ( 1950) and later was studied by 

Ehrmantraut and Rabinowitch (1952) ·and Bradley (1953). The exper

im~ntalprocedure employed here i.s similar to that used by the above 

workers and is completely described in Appendix IV. 

The rate of oxy.gen evolution during the quinone Hill reaction 

was found to decrease with time in what appeared to be a first-order 

manner with respect to remaining activity. The rate of this inactiva

tinn w~ .~ found 1.u .i.uc.r:~a,;e with incrcaoing light 1nt~nslly awl increas

ing temperature. Also complicating the raw data was the lag in the 

appearance of evolved oxygen in the vapor phase of the respirometer 

flask. This was cau.sed by the largP. r1i ffusional resistance at the 

liquid-vapor interphase. In Appendix V we have given the method of 

mathematically correcting for these two complicating factors so that 

the true initial rates of the quinone Hill reaction might be obtained. 
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·Fig. 19. Dark respiration rate versus specific growth rate. 
Data were taken at 25° C using phosphate buffer at pH = 7.4 
as described in Appendix IV. 
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Figure 20 shows the initial rates of the quinone Hill reaction 

as a function of light intensity for algae grown at two. different spe-
-1 -1 

cific growth rates, J.1 = 0.33 day and 1. 73 day These same al-

gae were used for the rates of overall photosynthesis shown in Fig. 

17. There are several things to -be noticed in comparing Figs. 17 

and 20. 
-1 

\.o.mparine the 10° C: data, for the aleae grown at fL = 0.33 day 

the maxi~um quinone Hill reactic;m rate i.s nearly.three times higher 

than. the n1.axin1.un1. ratE; of overall photosynthesi3. Even for the cell:!! 

·.grown at J.1 = 1. 73 day - 1 , the maximum Hill reaction rate exceeds 

the maximum overall photosynthesis rate at 10° C. For the 2:5o C 

data the maximum Hill reaction rate again exceeds the maximum 

rate of overall photosynthesis for the 0.33 day- 1 cells, but not for 
. -1 . . . 

the 1. 73 day cells (although the quinone Hill reaction may not have 

reached light saturation). 

The above results are particularly impressive because of the 

low maximum quantum efficien.c:y obtained for the quinone Hill re-

. action. The maximum quantum efficiency for the quinone Hill re

action may be directly compared to the maximum quantum efficiency 

for overall photosynthesis by co~paring the initial slope in Fig. 20 

to the initial slope in Fig. 17. The initial slope of the quinone Hill 

reaCtion data is onLy about half the overall photosynthesis slope. 

Unlike the res·ults obtained for overall photosynthesis, there 

'· is no difference between the quinone Hill reaction results for the al

gae grown at the two different specific growth rates. 

One can draw on important conclusion for at least three of the 

four .sets of data shown in Figs. 17 and 20 where the maximum qui

none ·Hi!L!J. reaction rate exceeds the corresponding rate for overall 

photosynthesis. No reaction between oxygen evG>lution and System 

II sets, or has any influence upon, the light saturated rate of photo

synthesis. For the data taken, it is not· known whether quinone ac

cepts electrons at the top of System II or at the top of System I. 
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Fig. 20 .. Light response curves for the quinone Hill reaction at 25° C 
and 10° C. The overall photosynthesis light response curves for these 
algae are shown in Fig. 17. Squares denote data taken at 25°.C, where
as circles denote data taken at 10° C. Filled symbols are data taken 
on algae grown at 1-1 = 0.33 day-1, while open symbols denote data taken 
on algae grown at 1-1-= 1.73 day-1. Rates of oxygen evolution plotted 
here are initial rates, calculated according to the procedure given in 
Appendix V, The reaction mix and experimental conditions are de
scribed in Appendix IV. 
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In eith~r case all electrons donated to quinone must pass through the 

steps between oxygen evolution and System II. · As shown in Chapter 

V, only one enzymatic reaction sets the light saturated rate of photo

synthesis. Thus, no rea~tion between oxygen evolution and System 

II has ariy influence o~ the light saturated rate of photosynthesis. 

Cell Composition by Elements 

The effect of specific growth rate· on the ele1nental composi

tion of Chlorcllo. pyrenoidosa is shuw11 iu Figl:i. 21, 22, and 23. Car

bon, nitrogen, hydrogen, and ash were directly determined by anal

ysis, and oxygen was obtained by difference. From these data the 

exact stoichiometric relationship between the production of cell ma

terial and the rate of photosynthesis can be determined. Taking into 

account the change of nitrate into cellular nitrogen, but neglecting 

any other valence changes of minerals in the nutnient medium, the 

following material balance equation is obtained for calls grown at a 

specific growth, rate of 2.0 day- 1 

.5.95 H 20 + 5.92 C0 2 + 1.00 No; ... C 5 . 92 H 10 . 90 o 2 . 69 Ni.OO 

t 1.00 OH- + R.SS 0
2 

(3-1) 

The first term on the right side of the equation is equivalent to 151.5 

g of dry cells, when the ash content is added. in. Similar P.C'J.mdinns 

may be generated for other specific. erowth r:=.tes, The relation be

tween cell production and axygen evolution at any specif;ic growth 

rate iii: 

4 4 
B = 1. 64 X 10 + 0 • 0 6 5 X 1. 0 p. (3- 2) 

where .the units of B are mg dry weight/mole 0
2

. 

RNA and DNA Content 

Figure 24 shows how specific growth rate affects RNA and 

DNA content. The analyses were carried out using a modified 

Schmidt-Taunhauser technique as described by Cahn (1970). DNA 
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Fig. 21. Carbon and oxygen content versus specific 
growth rate. 
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Fig. 22. Nitrogen and hydrogen content versus specific 
growth rate. · 
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Fig. 23. Non-combustibles (ash) content versus spe-
cific growth rate. · 
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Fig. 24. RNA and DNA content versus specific g::owth rate. 
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content does not appear to vary, at least not significantly. But RNA· 

content changes drastically, almost in direct proportion to specific 

growth rate. Why this should be so is explained as follows. Most 

RNA is present in the ribosomes, which are the protein manufac

turing factories of the cell. Since most of the cell consists of pro

tein or the products of protein enzymes, it is logical to expect more 

RNA (in the form of ribosomes) in cells that ar'le growing at a more 

rapid rate. Similar results have been found for bacteria (see ·Maaloe 

and Kjeldgaard, 19 66). 

c: RESULTS AT STEADY STATE: EFFECT OF INCIDENT LIGHT 
INTENSITY ON THE PHYSIOLOGY OF CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA 

In this section, the effect of varying the light intensity incident 

upon the culture vessel is eKamined. The steady state speCific growth 

rate was held constant at 1.01 day - 1 The spectral distribution of all 

three light sources was virtually identical to Fig. 6. The results are 

summarized in Table II and in Fig. 25. Note that the data were all 

taken at a specific growth rate that is not optimum in terms of p~o

ductivity. 

Even though the incident light intensity was varied by more 

than a factor of five, there was little change in any of the physiolog

ical parameters examined. Indeed, expected scattering of the data 

make.s uncertain the direction of any changes in chlorophyll content. 

chlorophyll 2./ chlorophyll~ ratio, or· cellular composition. These 

results show that it is mainly the growth rate of the cells, not the in..:. 

cident light intensity, that determines the physiology of Chlorella 

pyrenoidosa growing in dense culture. 

D. UNSTEADY STATE RESULTS: TRANSIENT~SIN CONTINUOUS 
CULTURE 

Here the effects of a step change in the feed rate to the con

tinuous culture unit will be exe~mined. The slowness with which the 

physiology of the alg~l cells C~dapts to this change in environment 

will be demonstrated, ·reconfirming the work of Myers and Graham 

' 
~-
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Fig. 25. ·Effect of incident light intensity on the light response 
curve. Data were taken at 25°C on algae grown at~= 1.01day1. 
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Table II. E!fect of Incident Light Intensity on the Physiology of 
Chlorella pyrenoidosa. 

. Temperature = 25° C, 
-1 

lJ. = 1.01 day 

Incident-light intensity, mw/ cm
2 

Run ~umber 

Cell concentration, mg dry wt. /ml 

Productivity, Irlg dry wt. /em 
3 
/day 

Efficiency of converting light energy 
into cell material, % 

Total chlorophyll, o/o 

Chlorophyll~/ chlorophyll .E ratio 

Cell compositio11, o/o 

. Carbon 

Hydrogen 

Nitrogen 

Oxygen 

Ash 

3.13 

D-27 

0.56 

1.50 

12.7 

4.60 

3.69 

48.4 

7.0 

9.3 

28.5 

6.8 

8.05 

D-29 

1.11 

2.97 

9.8 

4.25 

3.10 

48.8 

6.7 

8.9 
27.9 

7.7 

16.9 

D-30 

1. 76 

4.73 

7.4 

4.38 

3.38 

49.1 

7.1 

10.4 

25.9 

7.5 
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( 1959), which showed that batch culture cannot be compared with con

tinuous cu:ltur e. 

Figure 26 shows how a number of physiological parameters 

changed as a result of changing the feed rate to a culture that had 

·previously reached steady state at ~ = F/V= 0.325 day- 1 At time 
. . ' -1 = 0 on the figure, F/V was changed to 2.00 day . Resultant changes 

in experimentally measured parameters are shown by the data points, 

which.have been fit by the solid lines. For instance, curve A shows 

the manner· in which cell concentration ('h;~ngP.A. 

The dashed lines, _B' and D', show how chlorophyll content and 

the light saturated rate of photosynthesis would change jf the Chlorella 

cells adapted instantaneously to their changing environment. The 

dashed lines were calculated in the following fashion: 

1. Fr.om curve A the cell concentration corresponding to any par

ticular time may be obtained. 

2. This cell concentration corresponds to a certain steady state 

specific growth rate, which may be found from Fig. 8. 

3. Using this steady state specific groWth rate. the chlorophyll 

content and the light satnr;~t~n rate of photosynthesis may be 

predicted from Figs. 10 and 1!:>. 

Thus, the dashed lines represent the steady state results correspond

ing to. the cell concentrations o!f line A. 

Comparing the actual res-qlts to the predicted shows that adapta

tion i.s not instantaneous; instead, the actual data lag 10-20 hours be.:. 

hind the predicted changes. By comparison, a steady state value of 

~ = 2.00 day- 1 i~ equivalent to a doubling time of about 8 hours. The 

generation time of Chlorella pyrP.nn:inoAa is abo1..1.t 3 doubling times 

since one mother cell generally gives rise to 8 daughters. Does the 

size of this lag mean that physiological changes ar'e mainly man

ifested in the daughter cells, and not in the mother cell? Perhaps 

the .u,se of synchronous cultures could answer this question. 

Figure 2 7 shows similar data, but with a downward step change 

in the feed rate to the. culture unit. 
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A, Cell cone., g dry wt./liter 
8, % total chlorophyll 
8~ Predicted for 8 from S.S. 
C, Chlorophyll a/ chlorophyll b ratio 

0, Light-sat. photosyn. rate, 
ml Oz/ hr /mg toto I chlorophyll 

0', Predicted for 0 from S. S. 
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Hours from change of flow rote 

XBL695-2701 

Fig .. 26. Transients resulting from changing the feed rate 
to the continuous culture unit. At time zero the feed rate to. 
the culture unit was increased. The dashed lines show ex
pected changes if adaptation by the cells were instantaneous. 
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Fig. 2 7. · Transient:s resulting frorn decreasing the ~eed rate 
to the continuous culture unit. Previous to time jero, the 
culture had reached steady state at IJ. = 1.32 day- . 
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E. ATTEMPTS AT INCREASING PRODUCTIVITY 

Two a.ttempts were made to increase the productivity of Chlo

rella in continuous culture, use of plant hormones and use of a pale 

green mutant. Both attempts failed to increase productivity. 

Plant Hormones Added to the Nutrient Medium 

Wareing et al. { 1968) have shown that the plant hormones kine

tin and gibberellic acid increase the light saturated rate of photosyn- · 

thesis in maize. Treharne and Stoddart {1968) have shown a similar 

effect in red clover leaves when gibberellic acid is applied. These 

worke·rs explain their results on the basis of the increased levels of 

carboxylating enzymes that result from the application of these hor-

mones. 

As far as algae are concerned, the literature is contradictory 

as to the effects of plant hormones (see the review of Conrad and 

Saltman, 1962). All such work has apparently been done in batch 

culture. With Chlorella vulgaris, Yin { 1937) claimed that 3-indole

acetic acid increased cell size, but not the rate of cell division. 

However, Pratt { 1937) in a similar experiment found no effect of in

doleacetic acid. In similar work, Brannon and Bartsch { 1939) found 

that this plant hormone had no effect on the cell size of Chlorella 

Exrenoid~sa, but did result in a higher rate. of growth. But Bach and 

Fellig {1958) questioned the results of these latter workers, since 

the indoleacetic acid added to the nutrient medium was first dissolved 

in ethanol, which is known to be directly utilizable by Chlorella. 

In order to resolve the above contradictory results and to see 

if productivity could be increased, we investigated the effect of the 

plant hormones 3-indoleacetic acid, gibberellic acid, and kinetin on 

Chlorella pyrenoidosa in steady state continuous culture. The nu

trient medium was the same as given in Table I, but with the addi

tion of 5 mg/1 of 3-indoleacetic acid, 0.5 mg/1 of gibberellic acid, 

and 0. 5 mg/1 of kinetin. The experimental procedure was to achieve 

steady state at 1.1. = 0.33 day - 1 without these hormones in the nutrient 
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medium, take pertinent data, then switch to a nutrient medium con

taining these hormones, wait 2. weeks, and again take pertinent ·data. 

The results are shown in Fig. 28 and Table III. The slight differ

ences between the data with and without the hormones are well with-
. . 

in the experimental error. We conclude that these plant hormones 

have no significant effect uponthe physiology of Chlorella pyrenoid

~· Productivity was not improved, sinc:e there:was no signific:~nt 

increase in the light saturated rate of photosynthesis. 

Using Chlorella pyrenoidosa C. 1. 1. 10. 36, a Pale Green Mutant 

Wild and Egle ( f 9 68) have investigated a pale green mutant of 

Chlorella pyrenoidosa, which they have described as having a low 

chlorophyll content and a high light saturated rate of photosynthesis. 

As discussed in Chapter IV, thi:s is exactly the type of algae we 

would expect to give a high productivity at high light intensities. In 

a sequential comparison with the normal cells at 25° C, incident in-

tensity of 8.6 mw/cm
2 , and IJ. = 0.33 day- 1 . we obtained a produc

tivity for the .nlUbmt cells of 2.41 mg dry wt. / cm2 /day as cornpared , 
to 2.48 rrig dry wt. / cmL../day for the normal cells. These disq.ppoint-

ing results for the mutant strain may have several possible explana

tion: 

1. .The maximum quantum efficiency of the mut"ant may be low. 

2. The optirnwn g:rowth conditions were not nsecL 

3. Back-scattered (reflected) light is much greater for the mutant 

because of its lower chlorophyll content. 

The .above sug~estions for the low mutant productivity are only spec.:. 

ulations. No physiological parameters of the mutant were measured. 

The search should continue for algae with higher light saturated rates 

of photc:>synthesis. .. 
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XBL 707- 3292 
Fig. 28. Light response curves with and without plant hor
mones added to the nutrient mediUip· Data were taken at 25° C. 
Algae were grown at fl.= 0.33 day- in both cases. Growth me
dium, but not respirometer buffer, for the +hormone case 
contained 5. mg/ 1 3-indoleacetic acid, 0. 5 mg/1 gibberellic 
acid (GA3), and 0.5 mg/1 kinetin. . 
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Table III. Effect of Plant Hormones on the Physiology of 
Chlorella pyrenoidosa. 

'-1 Temperat;ure = 25° C, f.L = 0.33 day 
2 

Incident Ligh,t Intensity = 8. 6 mw/ em . 

H.uu Hlllll Ia:! r 

Cell concentration, mg dry wt. /ml ·. · 

Productivity/ area, mg dry wt. I cm
2
/day 

Total chlorophyll,:% 

Chlorophyll ~/chlorophyll.~ ratio 

Without 
hormones 

V-3~ 

2'.82 

2.48 

. 6. 71 

3.34 

With 
horruuuee. 

L>-46 

2.86 

2.51 

6.80 

3.39 
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NOMENCLATURE 

2 
= Illuminated surface area, em 

= Conversion factor relating cell biomass weight produced to 

oxygen evolution, mg dry weight/mole 0
2 

= 
= 
= 

Feed rate, rill/day . 

Productivity of cellular biomass, mg dry weight/ cm
2
/day 

The light saturated rate of photosynthesis intrinsic to the 

photosynthetic electron transport system, moles o 2/hr/mg 

chlorophyll 

= Cellular biomass concentration, mg dry weight/ml 

= Extinction coefficient of the pigments, cm2/mg chlorophyll 

- Specific growth rate, day -i 

= Maximilln quantum yield, moles· 0
2

/ einstein . 
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IV. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. SELF-OPTIMIZING BIOLOGICAL SYSTEM 

Species continuously self-optimize themselves for the par

ticular environment they are in. Such is the conclusion to be drawn 

from the theory of natural selection, which Charles Darwin ( 1859) 

published in his well-known book, The Origin of Sp.~cies. Let us 

reView the basic tenets of the theory of natural seler.tion to RP.P. · 

whA-t the clc~.lc~. uf lht! la~:Jt chapter mean in terms of the ab1hty of 

Chiorella to survive in ·nature as a species. We quote Darwin's 
. . I 

three basic propositions .. (a) 11 That :~radafion&. in' the perfection of 

any organ or instinct, either do now exist or could have existed. 11 

(b) "That ~11 organs and instincts are, in ever so slight a degree, 

variable. 11 (c) 11 That there is a struggle for existence leading to 

the preservation of each profitable deviation of structure or in'

stinct. 11 The latter point makes two assumptions, that ••profitable 

deviations•• ar~ inh~ritP.n, ::~nn that more individual& of~ Epocico 

are_ born than can survive to reproduce thernselves. 

In summary. those be.st ahl~ to RnrvivP. th"=' competition with 

othe~s·. to the extent that thr.y t;~n. r~produce themselves, arn thr. 

fittest. Living to the point of being able to reproduce is the test of 

fitness. What characteristics would we expect to find in Chlorella 

:Pyrenoidosa so lhat it can survive in nature? 

B. ADAPTATION TO THE ENVffiONMENT BY CHLORELLA
PYRENOIDOSA 

Algal cells ~rowing fas1;e~ than other algal ~ella have A.n. ~ct

vantage in the competition to survive, since they may produce off

spring sooner or in larger quantity. But Chlorella pyrenoidosa 

cells are found in various environments. In nature light intensity, 

temperature, and nutrient concentration may vary with location 

and time. Certainly Chlorella pyrenoidosa would be better fit to 

survive in its competition with other algal species if it could 
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maintain a high growth rate by adapting to whatever environment it 

happens to find itse-lf in. We will now limit our discus sian to only 

one environmental variable, light intensity. How would we expect 

Chlorella pyrenoidosa to adapt k> light intensity? 

Chlorophyll Content 

At low light intensities the growth rate (and photosynthetic 

rate) of a Chlorella cell is directly proportional to the percent chlo

rophyll content. This is because absorption of light is directly pro

portional to pigment (mainly chlorophyll) content, and at low light 

intensities the rate of photosynthesis is directly proportional to the 

rate of light absorption. Thus, we would expect Chlorella cells 

adapted to a low light intensity environment (e. g., a shaded pond) 

to have a high percent chlor~phyll content. 

But Chlorella cells growing in an environment of high light in

tensity (e. g., a sunny pond) are not limited in their growth by the 

amount of light they can harvest; in fact, they have an excess of 

light. So we might expect this type of "sun-adapted" cell to have a 

low chlorophyll content. A high chlorophyll content is not needed, 

since. a low chlorophyll content will harvest sufficient light. 

But how do the experimental data of Chapter III reconcile with 

the above suppositions? Figure 10 shows that the chlorophyll cont. 

tent in Chlorella pyrenoidosa does change in the manner predicted 

by the above arguments. Remember that cells growing at a low 

specific growth rate are in an environment of low average light in

tensity, while a high specific growth rate corresponds to a high av

erage light intensity. Figure 10 shows that cells starved of light 

have higher chlorophyll contents tha·ri cells with an overabundance 

of light. 

Light Saturated Rate of Photosynthesis 

Cells in a low light intensity environment are growing and 

photosynLhesii'.ing al a low 1·ate. Therefore we would not expect 

these cells to have a high concentration of the enzymes that allow a 
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high li~ht ·saturated rate of photosynthesis. Instead, we would ex

peCt these cells to devote their energy to producing more chlorGl.

phyll so that more light might be harvested. For cells growing in 

an environment of high light intensity we would expect a situatiqn 

converse to the above. 

Figure 15 shows that the above arguments predict the actual 

P.xperimental result;· low p. cells have a luw light saturated rate, 

and high p. cells have a high light saturated rate. 

Figure 29 outlines how Chlorella pyrenoidosa adapts to the 

average light intensity in its euvi.II'Qnment. Th:is ~-rl~ptive response 

is beneficial to. the survival of_ Chlorella pyrcnoidosa as a species, 

and is consistent with Darwin's theory of natural selection. 

Chlorophyll a/ Chlorophyll b Ratio 

Many researchers have shown that the concentrations of the 

various light harvesting pigments are strongly dependent upon the 

~pectral distrih11tinn (or quality) of tho illuminatio11 uncle~ wh.i.ch 

algal cells are grown (Brody and Emerson, 1959, Jones and Myers, 

1964, Ghosh and Govindjee, 1966). Indeed, it was nearly a century 

ago wheri Englem;t.nn (188~. 1884) prnpm1~d that algal pigrueulti uuupt 

in the direction of maximum utilization of the light incident upon them. 

For example, algal cells growing in a particular wavelength would be 

expected to adapt in the direction of having more of the pigment (or 

pigments) that strongly absorb that wavelength. This theory does not 

appear to hold in all situatli·<:>n.B. Brody and Emerson (1959) found 

that with high intensities of blue and green light the changes in the 

red alga Porphyridiun~ c:ruentwn were cont~ary to Englemann' s 

theory, but at low intensities of these colors the adaptations were 

as expected. 

O.ur da.ta, as shown in Figs. 11 and 12, seen1 tu agree with 

Englemann' s theory. Green and yellow wavelengths are most weakly 

absorbed by green plants, such as Chlorella. Thus, the concentrated 

suspension of cells growing at a low specific growth rate is, on the 
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ALGA IN A SHADE POND 

A LARGE AlvJOUNT OF CHLOROPHYLL 

A SMALL AMOUNT OF THE ENZYN.E.S ASSOCIATED 
WITH .GROWTH 

ALGA IN THE SUN 

A SMALL AMOUNT OF CHLOROPHYLL 

A LARGE AMOUNT OF THE ENZYI•1ES ASSOCIATED 
\'liTH GROWTH 

XBL 709-6502 

Fi?. 29. Physiological adaptation of Chlorella pyre
no1dosa cells found in two environments differing in 
incident illumination. 
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average, in an enviroruuent richer in green and yellow wavelengths 

compared to the relatively thin suspension of cells obtained at high 

specific growth rates. For the low I.L cells Fig. 12 shows greater 

absorption: in the green and yellow regions, and Fig. 11 shows that 

the low I.L cells have a greater chlorophyll E content. This increases 

. absorption in regions where chlorophyll ~ does not have its peak 

a.boorbnnct. Thu!l, . algc~.~ growing in an envirorunent rich 1n green 

and yellow wavelengths seem to be more efficient in their absorp

tiort of those wavelengths. 

C. OPTIMIZING AND INCREASING PRODUCTION OF CELLULAR 
MATERIAL IN ALGAL SYSTEMS 

Fo:r the experimental conditions given in Chapter III, the op

timum productivity of cellular material is obtained at a specific 

growth rate of ab~ut 1. 6· day - 1. There is a high light saturated rate 

of photosynthesis at this specific growth rate, yet the specific growth 

rate is not so high that appreciable light is transmitted throneh the 

eulturc. 

This optimum may shift slightly as a function of incident light 

intensity, but 'this was not investig.ated experimentally. At higher 

incident light intensities the optical thickness of the culture will in

crease at any given value of I.L• tending to shift the optimum to a 

higher value of I.L· But higher incident intensities m.ay result i11 

slightly lower chlorophyll contents (see Table II), tending to decrease 

optical thickness, and off- setting the increased cell concentration. 

To increase productivity ::~.t ::~. given incident light intensity we 

must i.nr.rr.A ~P. th~ ~ffiden.;;y &L t~iLht~r luw light intcncitics, or high 

·light intensities, or both. Increasing the efficiency of energy con

version 'at low light intensities m.eans that the maximum quantum 

efficiency must be increased. This does not appear possible for 

Chlorella pyrenoidosa, since we found that q;, the maximum quan

tum efficiency, was equivalent to one 0 2 molecule evolved for each 

8.8 quanta absorbed. This is close to the minimum of one 0 2 per 8 
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quanta required for a photosynthetic system with two light reactions. 

Thus, we must increase the effici:ency at high light intensities, 

i.e., increase the light saturated rate of photosynthesis (on a per 

unit chlorophyll.basis!). Species of algae should be screened to 

find those with high light saturated rates. Chlorella pyrenoidosa 

is notable for its low light saturatec! rate, even when grown at high 

specific growth rates. Algae with low pigment concentrations 

should particularly be examined, since these may have the quality 

for which we are looking, a high value for the ratio: 

concentration of the enzymes that determine light saturation· 
concentration of the pigments that determine light absorption. 

I 

Schmid and Gaffron (1967) have investigated tobacco mutants that 

have much lower percentage chlorophyll content, but have a much 

higher light saturated rate of photosynthesis on a chlorophyll basis, 

and even on an area basis. This is eEactly as expected from the 

above agruments. 

Another way of achieving a high value for the above ratio is to 

illuminate with light sources having large amounts of their radiation 

in regions that are not strongly absorbed. For green algae this 

would b~ in the yellow and green wavelength regions. However, ac

cording to Emerson and Lewis (1943), one may have to sacrifice 

some in maximum quantum efficiency, ~. particularly in the green 

region. 

NOMENCLATURE 

-1 
1.1 = Specific growth rate, day 

~ - . Maximum quantum yield, moles 0 2/ einstein 
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V. THE MAXIMUM RATE OF BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES 

The rate of a biological process is limited by the enzymatic 

reaction having the smallest maximum forward rate. In other 

words, the rate of a series of linked enzymatic reactions cannot 
I ~: 

exceed the maximum rate of the slowest step. 

When virtually all molecules of an enzyme are saturated '\vith 

its substrate, the enzyme has reached its maximum forward r~te. 

Consider a process, s.uch as photosynthesis, containing an enzy

matic step that is proceeding at its maximum rate. Since this 

enzymatic reaction is one of a .series of steps in the process, then 

the process must be at its maximum rate. The ·maximum rate of 

the process is independent of any other enzymatic steps, even if 

some of these other steps have maximum rates only slightly 

·greater than the maximum rate of the slowest. 

The process has reached its maximum rate when no exter

nal substrate, such as light intensity or C0 2 concentration, is 

lin~iting. Conversely, when an external substrate lin~its, neither 

the process nor any of the steps in it is ope't'ating at its rnaxitrnirn 

rat~. 

We will mathematically prove the above conceptual arguments 

for a simplified model consisting of N consecutive reversible 

Michaeli::;-Menten enzyrnatic reaction::;. The case of a single en

zyme substrate complex undergoing successive transformations, 

as described by Hearon (1952), should not be confused with this 

caoc. Here, the product of each enzymatic reaction is the cub·· 

strate for the next. 'l'here is one external liniiting substrate, S. 

~c 
'An exception exists. Consider two parallel reaction sequences 
producing the same product. Two enzymes, one in each of the 
parallel sequences, must reach their maximum rates before the 
process reaches its maximum rate. But if we treat these two 
limiting steps as a single enzyme, then the above arguments hold. 
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k1 k' 
s +· E SE 1 ___!._• p 1 + E 1 . 1 

k_1 k' -1 

kt k' 
pf + E2 P1E2 

2 
p2 + E2 

k k' . -2 -2 

k k' 
. P + E · ::;:::n~p· E ···~n=~p + E 

n-1 n~ k n-1 n .... n n k' 
-n -n 

E denotes the enzyme, P denotes the products of the enzymatic re

actions, and k denotes the rate constants. Catalysis occurs in the 

substrate- enzyme complexes, such as P 
1 

E . In this general 
n- n 

case no reaction steps are considered to be irreversible; irrevers-

ibility is approached only by virtue of a large negative free energy 

change. 

ThP. vP.lor. .. ity of the nth reaction. v , is found by assuming 
Il 

that steady state conditions are obtained. Steady state may be as-

summed even if we consider an autocatalytic process such as bal

anced cellular growth, if we express enzyme concentrations per unit 

of cellular mass. The solution (Haldane, 1930) is given here with 

vn implicity expressed·: 

[P ] (VB + v ) + K' v n n n n n 

K' /K (VF - v ) 
n n n . n 

(5-1) 
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where [P] and [P n-i] are concentrations of species P n and P n-i; 

v is the net rate of enzymatic reaction; VF =-k' [E0 
] , the max-

n n n n 
imurn forward rate; VB = k [ E 0 

] , the maximum backward rate; 
. n -n n 

[E 0 ] is the total concentration of the. nth enzyme; K = (k + k 1)/k ; 
n - n -n n n 

K' = (k + k 1 )/k' . . 
n ·-n n . -n 

All 6f the individual reactions give equations of the form of 

Equation (5-1). We obtained the solntion for the whole system of N 

equations by realizing· that at steady state v = v = v = · · · =v · · · · = v. 
1 ? . n N 

i\nd by making euccoooivc oubotitutiorL!I untll llie l;Ulll;t!llll·aliun of S, 

[S]. is .related only to v and [PN], the concentration of final prod

uct. If PN is a cellular constituent and cellular growth is balanced, 

then [PN] is constant with time (when expressed per unit of cellular 

mass) .. The solution is: 

n N. 
N K n (V [PN] n (V Bn +v) 

I .rr i= 1 B.· 
1 

+ v) 
[S] 1- + n=1 (5-2) = 

·n K! 1 N K' 
n=1 II 

l,-
(V F.- v) rr __.!!. (V - v) 

i::::1 Ki-1 . l n=1 
K Fn 

n 

where V Bo is defined equal to zero, and K~/K0 is defined equal to 

one .. If, for example; we have three enzymatic reactions, N = 3, 

and: 

(5-3) 

In Equations (5-2) and (5-3), the steady state rate of the system, v 

is implicitly expressed, whereas the concentration of external sub

strate, [S], is explicitly given. 
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In Equation (5-2) or (5-3), it should be readily observed that 

the maximum rate for the system is set by, and cannot exceed, the 

smallestV Fn'. since [S] approaches infinity as v approaches the 

smallest V Fn· Thus, the enzymatic reaction having the smallest 

maXimum forward rate. sets the maximum rate for the whole sys

tem: a barrier that cannot be exceeded. An interesting corollary 

is that when [S] is large (i.e., not limiting), the system rate is 

operating near the maximum rate as set by the slowest V Fn· 

Such a limiting step cannot occur in chemical reactions of 

higher than zero-order (Denbigh et·al., 1948), but does occur in 

enzymatic reactions, since an enzymatic reaction approaches zero

order· as it nears its maximum rate. 

Care must be used not to carry this concept of a limiting en

zynmtic reaction too far. Even though the slowest reaction sets the 

maxim'wn rate for the system, it does not entirely determine the 

rate of the process as a function of limiting substrate concentration. 

At low external substrate concentrations, [S), all of the reactions 

in the ·series may influence the overall rate. For the system dis

cussed above, the exact relationship is given by Equation (5-2). 
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NOMENCLATURE 

= Enzyme 

= Rate constant 

= Equilibrium constant 

= The total number of enzymatic steps in the sequence 

= The product of an enzymatic rea.c:ti1111 

= The substrate of the first enzymatic reaction in the 

sequence 

= Ndt rate of an etu;ynJ.atic reaction, molf!s/time/mas !iil 

dry weight 

= Maximum veloCity, either forward o:r: backwar.d, of 

an enzymatic reaction, moles/time/mass dry weight 

= Concentration of the item enclosed, moles/mass dry 

weight 

= Total amount of all states or forms of the species 

subscripted 

- Denotes breakdown of substrate- enzyme complex to 

product or the r.everse reaction 

B = R;:!.ckward 

F = Forward 

1, 2, · · n, · ~ N = Number of the step in the sequence; if positive, 

the forward ~irection is implied; if negative, the 

backward direction is implied. 
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VI. PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN OPTICALLY THIN SUSPENSIONS 

A. A MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR THE LIGHT RESPONSE 
CURVE OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS 

In Chapter II previous work on the mathematical modeling of 

the rate of photosynthesis as a function of light intensity was re

viewed. · These attempts in modeling the light response curve have 

largely been empirical. One exception is the model presented by 

Lumry et al. (1959) and Lumry and Rieske (1959). The Lumry, mod

el gives the rectangular hyperbola function expressed by Equation 

(2-16). The Lumry model was first proposed for the ferricyanide 

Hill reaction,. but Lumry and co-workers (Muller et al. , · 1969) have 

recently suggested that this model may be valid also for overall 

photosynthesis. The Lumry model has been put to use by other 

workers, such as Fredrickson et al. (1961), attempting to model 

the performance of optically dense suspensions. But the Lumry 

model suffers when applied to overall photosynthesis, since it as

sumes orily one light reaction and that the limiting step is the re

generation of an activated chlorophyll by a dark reaction. It now 

appears that there are at least two light reactions in photosynthesis, 

and that the ~ate limiting step is not the regeneration of any primary 

chemical trap. This latter point will be fully discussed in this chap

ter. 

While the Lumry model appears to fit experimental ferri

cyanide Hill reaction data, it does not fit most data obtained for the 

overall rate of photosynthesis as a function of light intensity. Our 

data shown in Figs. f4 and 17, as well as the data of many other 
. ~ 

workers such as Kok (1956), Myers and Graham (1959)'', Steeman 

Nielsen and Jorgensen (1968), Pickett and Myers (1966), and Hona

ventura and Myers (1969), give light response curves that "bend 

over" to the light saturated rate faster than predicted by the Lumry 

model. 

* --" 
Some ofthe data of Myers and Graham is shown replotted in Fig. 4. 
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Some data taken on Chlorella do not show this fairly sharp 

. bend ov~r to the light saturated rate. Where the experimental con

ditions are given, such as by Shugarman and Appleman (1967), the 

missing bend can be explained on the basis that the data were taken 

on a suspension of algae that was not optically thin. Indeed, it is 

. impossible to obtain a truly optically thin suspension of algae. A 

Chlorella cell can absorb as much as 40% of the light pas sing 
' ' 

through it, causing an unequal illumination of the chlorophyll mol

~cul~!? 'Nithin the cell. If thilil problem ·could be eliminated, th'i 

bend over to the saturated rate would be sharper than has been ex

perimentally measured thus far. 

A distinct characteristic of the LunM":Y model, or any rectan

gular hyperbola, is that the slope of the curve measured at one-
.... 

half of the maximwn rate should be one-quarter of the initial slope~-

This rough check may be used at a glance, rather than going to the 

trouble of making a double reciprocal plot, such as Fig. 16, which 

also shows the strong deviations of Q:Verall photosynthesis from the 

Lun'lry n'lodcl. 

Further questions must also be raised, which no previous 

mathematical model of photosynthesis can answer. Why, as shown 

in Chapter III, can the light saturated rate for the quinone Hill re

action exceed the light saturated rate for overall photo synthesis?· 

Why, as a.lso shown in Chapter III,- rloes the light saturated rate of 

photosynthesis change with growth conditions? Why, as shown in 

Figs. 4, 14, and 17, are the initial portions of the light response 

curves identical for algae grown in different conditions, but with 

light f3a.tura.tion being achieved by the various plateaus ''peeing off'' 

a curve that, initially at least, appears similar to the shape of a 

rectangular :P,yperbola? Why does the shape of our light response 

curves for the quinone Hill reaction, as given in Fig. 20, as well 

This is found by taking the derivative of the rectangular function 
with respect to the independent variable, which in this case is light 
intensity. · 
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as the Hill reaction data of Lunny et al. ( 1959), Sauer and Biggens 
. -- . 

(1965), and others, conform closely to the shape of a rectangular 

hyperbbla? In addition to answering the above four questions, can 

a mathematical model be devised based upon current knowledge of 

the chemical kinetics of the photosynthetic electron transport sys

tem and the carbon fixation cycle? 

We believe a mathematical model can be devised that will 

provide satisfactory answers to all of the ~hove que·stions. In de

vising the following model, heavy reliance is placed upon the kinetic 

data for the photo-electron transport system as obtained from the 

laboratories of Kok and Joliot. Before listing the bases and assump

tions of our mathematical model for the light response curve, it 

should be mentioned that present day knowledge of the process of. 

photosynthesis is far from complete, but we believe the following 

model to be consistent with the current picture. Figure 30, a di

agrammatiic scheme of our model, should be referred to at this 

p'a>int. Nomenclature given to chemical intermediates follows Kok 

etal. (1969). 

Bases and Assumptions 

1. Following Joliot et al. (1968), it is assumed that Photoact II is 

the r.eduction of Q by a quantum absorbed by System II pigment: 

Q _h-'v-::> Q 

Q is assumed to be the primary chemical trap for System II. The 

fraction of open System II traps is q = [ Q] / [Q ]. 
0 

Similarly, Photoact 1 is the oxidation of J?- by a quantum ab-

sorbed by System I pigment: 

p hv _...;.___ __ > p 

P is assumed to be the primary chemical trap for System I, the 

chlorophyll~ molecule P
700

. The fraction of open System I traps 

is p = [ p- ]/ [ p ] 
0 • 
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XR I, 7119 .{d;Q<[ 

Fig. 30. Our model for the light response curve of photo
l:lynthesis. This model assumes that a reaction in the car
bon fixation cycle sets the light saturated rate of photo syn
thc3i3, and thal i.l~S effect is manifested through the ATP 

.. ~eneratin~: system (Z~:; 1\'T'P). 
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2. It is assumed that the trapping of absorbed light quanta by either 

photosystem can be described by the model of J6liot et al. (1966): 

. Rate of trapping = ljJ 1_a:1-f) (6-1) 

where ljJ is equal to the rate of absorpton of light by a particular 

photosystem times a maxim.urn quantum efficiency, f is the frac- · 

tion of open br.aps (equal to q in the case of System n·and p in the 

case of System I), and a is a probability of quantum transfer. be

tween separate pigment units of a particular photo.system. Joliot' s 

model assumes only one primary chemical trap per pigment aggre

gate and "perfect trapping". "PerfeCt trapping" results when the 

rate constant for photochemical trapping is _much larger than the 

rate constants for dissipation of excitation energy into either heat 

or fluorescence. The reader should refer to Appendix III for the 

derivation of Equation (6-1) and a further discussion of Joliot' s 

model. 

3. Based on the modulated electrode results of Joliot et al. (1968), 

it is assumed that there is no possibility of photon excitation energy 

transfer between separate pigment aggregates. of. System I. Thus, 

for System I the term a in Equation, (6-1) is equal to 0.0, and the 

rate of trapping is linearly related to the fraction of open System I 

. traps, p. 

As discussed in the above paper of Joliat et. al. , their System 

I results can be physically interpreted in two ways: ( 1) Each P is 

associated with a certain number of harvesting chloro chlorophylls 

as a completely isolated unit. (2) An incoming quantum is always 

trapped by the trapping centers of System 1, regardless of whether 

P is in the open or closed state. If Pis in the closed state, the 

quantum is wasted. Regardless of which physical model is correct, 

the mathematicsmay be expressed by Equation (6-1) with a = 0.0. 
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4. The probability of photon excitation energy transfer between 

separate 1,mits of System II, a
2

, is assumed to be equal to 0.5. 

Thus, the term a in Equation (6-1) is ·equal to 0.5, and Equation 

(6-1) becomes: rate of trapping = ljJ? 
1 
~99 , for System II. 

The probability of excitation energy tranSfer for System II 
J 

has ranged between 0.5 and 0.6 based on the fluorescence work 

.with Chlorella of Joliot and Joliot (1964), the fluorescence •work 

with isolated chloroplasts of Forbush and Kok ( 1968), and the mod-
. ' 

ulated electrode re.sult.s .of Jollot et a.l. ( 1960) will1 i6ulcileu d1lu-

roplasts. Joliot et al. comment that the System II value for a of 

0.5 - 0.6 appears to ·be an invariant characteristic of photosyn

.thetic material. 

5. It is assumed that there is no transfer of excitation energy 

from System II to System I (spillover), or vice versa (Joliot et al., 

* 1968, Kelly and Sauer, 1965, Eley and Myers, 1967). 

6. It is assumed that the reactions between oxygen evolution and 

System II are irreversible and infinitely fast; therefore these steps 

need not be considered in the mathematical model. These steps 

are fast, since the quinone Hill reaction may proceed faster than 

overall photosynthesis, as w~s shown in Chapter W. The data of 

Joliot (1966) and Sinclair (1969) also show these steps between 

oxygen evolution and System II to be quite fast compared to the 

overall rate of photosynthesis. Sinclair believes the rate constant 

for the transfer of electrons from water to System II to be about 

5000. sec'1, assuming first-order reaction kinetics. Assuming 500 

chlorophyll molecules for each System II trap, Q (Joliot, 19 65a, 

·1965b), Lllil:l il:l ~4.uivalt:mt to an oxygen evolution rate of 220 ml of 

oxygen/mg total chlorophyll/hr. This is much higher than the 

highest rate measured in Chapter II for overall photosynthesis, 

which was about 9 ml o 2/mg chlorophyll/hr. 

* The recent results of Avron and Ben-Hayyim (1969) and Murata 
~- (1970) suggest that this assumption may not be correct, at 
least .rnQ.t! under all conditions. 
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7. Similarly, all electron transport steps beyond System I are 

assumed to be irreversible and infinitely fast. This assumption 

·is based. on the results of Izawa et al. ( 1966) that showed electron 

transport through System I (from ascorbate to methyl viologen) is . * 
fast. These workers measured, in DCMU poisoned chloroplasts, 

a rate of electron transpo~t as high as 6000 eq/ chlorophyll/hr. 

This is equivalent to 32 ml o 2/mg chlorophyll/hr. 

8. · With the two above assumptions, the only kinetics of dectron 

transport that are imp~rtant are those located between the two 

photosystems. Yet as far as our steady state mathematical model 

is concerned, the relative pool sizes of the components shown on 

Fig. 30 are not important. With transient kinetics, however, the 

concentrations of these components would have to be considered. 

For information on the chemical identifies and relative pool sizes 

o(the intermediates, Q, A, C, arid P, the reader is referred to 

Chapter I. 

9. It is assumed that Q and A are in equilibrium with regard to 

electron transfer and that the concentrations of the reduced and 

oxidized forms of Q and A are related by an equilibrium constant, 

K
1

, that is equal to 1.0. Using spinach chloroplasts, Forbush and 

Kok (1968) followed the fluorescence decay curve after illumination 

with a brief intense flash of light and found the half time of reoxida

tion of reduced Q by the A po.ol was 0. 6 msec. Assuming first

order kinetics and 500 chlorophyll molecules for each Q, a half time 

of 0.6 insec corresponds to an oxygen evolution rate of 50 ml o 2/mg 

chlorciphyll/hr. This is more than 5 tti.mes the maximum rate of 

o:x:ygen evolution measured in Chapter III. Forbush and Kok also 

found that the equilibrium constant for this reaction was in the 

order of unity. 

10. Similarly to the above, it was assumed that the oxidized and 

reduced forms of C and P are in equilibrium and are related by an 

* . . . 
3-(3, 4-dichluruphenyl)-1, 1-dimethylurea. 
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equilibrium constant, K3' that is equal to 1.0. This assumption is 

based upon the results of Kok et al. (1969). These workers viewed 

the photo-oxidation of P (P700 ) with a 700 nm measuring beam. 

When a bright 10- 5 sec flash was given, all P was instantly oxidized, 

but very quickly a signal was regenerated showing half of the orig

inal reduced P to be present. Kok et al. interpreted this to mean 

that.another component, C, must be present, which is present in 

approximately the same concentration as P and related to P by an 

equilibrium constant of about unity. 

11. The electron transport readlons wlthli:L l11e !Jholosyulht::llc ~h:c

tron transport chain will be assumed to be describable by bimolec

ular chemical kinetics. This assumption is made in spite of the 

fact that it now appears possible that the intermediates between the 

two photosystems m~y consist o£ independent reaction chains, con

taining one P and one Q, along with the other constituents. Direct 

experimental evidence for independent reaction chains has been 

given by Kok et al. ( 1969), and indirect mathermatical arguments 

have been presented by Malkin (1969). 

Even i.f this independent reaction chain hypothesis is correct, 

it will not be used for the mathematical model developed here·. To 

do so would make the mathematics much more complicated. Sep

arate chain reaction, kinetics are discussed in Appendix I. When 

the equilibrium are equal to 1.0, as K 1 and K 3 are assumed to. be, 

there is no difference between separate chain kinetics and the bi

molecular reaction kinetics assumed here. Only in the transfer of 

electrons from A to C will independent reaction kinetics make a 

difference. But even here, as Forbush and Kok have pointed out, 

bimolecular kinetics will not be far wrong, since the pool size of 

A is large. Appendix I should be referred to for further elabora

tion of these points. 

It could also be assumed that the electron transport reactions 

follow Michaelis-Menten type enzyme kinetics, rather:·than bimolec

ular reactions. There are two reasons we do not use enzyme 
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kinetics to describe these reactions. First, most of the interme

diates between the two photo systems appear to be membrane bound. 

If these intermediates do form completely independent reaction 
. * 

chains, then all must be tightly membrane bound. Such a system 

could not follow Michaelis-Menten type kinetics, since no substrate

enzyme association-dissociation equilibria would be involved. Sec

ond, eveJi if all electron transport reactions were describable by 

Michaelian enzyme kinetics, bimolecular kinetics would be appro

priate if the enzymes involved are working in a region well below 

their saturated rates. It will be shown later that the saturated rate 

of electron transport appears to be somewhat larger than the light 

saturated rate of photosynthesis in Chlorella pyrenoidosa. 

12. Fundamental to this model is the assumption that the rate 

limiting step in photosynthesis is located outside the photo synthetic 

electron transport system. Nevertheless, this slow step has an 

effect upon the photo-electron transport system, since this slow 

step is coupled, through a sequence of reactions, to electron trans

port at the phosphorylation site or sites. This rate limiting step 

may be located in the carbon fixation cycle, as shown in Fig. 30. 

Indirect evidence exists that the limiting step, at least in some 

plants,· is the C0
2 

fixing enzyme, carboxy&smutase (Bjorkman, 

1.968a, 1968b). This enzyme must be the limiting step at low non

saturating concentrations of C0 2 , unless there is some effect of 

. C02 on another enzyme. 

More direct evidence that the photosynthetii.c electron trans

port system does not itself contain the rate limiting step in photo

synthesis was provided by Kok et al. ( 1969). Their experiments 

showed that a pool of intermediate, X, is coupled to the electron 

transport chain at a point between A and C. Movement of electrons 

'The work of Katoh and Takamiya (1963), however, suggest that at 
least one component needed for electron transport, plastocyanin, 
is unbound or only loosely bound. 
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from A to C produces X-, a high energy intermediate that could 

either be or produce the proton gradie'nt shown to exist across chlo

roplast membranes by Hind and Jagendorf (1963). This high energy 

intermediate, X-, is coupled to the manufacture of ATP from ADP. 

In the scheme shown in Fig. 30, it is assumed that x- is used 

to generate Z ""(Z""' is ATP and Z XII ADP), which is coupled to a 

carbon cycle intermediate, Kok et al. ( 19119), m~ing ~?pina.ch chloro 

plasts, obtained results that suggested that the flow of electrons 

r~ u1u A lu P is controlled by ·a slow step located in, or connected. to 

tho phoophorylation rut:a.:haui::un. Apparently, howP.vP.r, similar ex

periments have not been performed on whole algae. 

A TP itself need not be involved in the bottleneck step. All that 

is necessary is that the bottleneck step approach its saturated rate. 

This causes the intermediates in front of L to accumulate~. event

ually ATP accumulates, and the increased ATP concentration slows 

down the rate of electron transport. 

13. 'T'hP o:~ RR11m.ption that only one cnDyn.'latic. rea.'-lloH iu Lh~ carbon 

cycle sets the light saturated rate of photosynthesis is not unreason

able. ·In Chapter V it was shown that the rate of a biological process 

is limited. by the enzymatic reaction having the smallest maximum 

forward rate. No other enzymatic reaction has any influence on the 

maximum rate. 

14. It i.! a.ssuu1~u that all reactions between X and thP. rate- Hmitinc 

step are fast and in equilibriwn with each other. _;It is also assumed 

that the concentration of the carbon cycle intermediate that reacts 

with z- is constant. 

It has been shown that all enzymatic reactions in a metabolic 

sequence do not proceed at more or less the same maximum forward 

rates. Racker (1965) points out that some of the enzymes of glycol

ysis exceed by hundreds of times the concentration on~ would think 

would be needed. The cell is not foolish, however, and the purpose 

of these seemingly high concentrations is to ensure that those enzy

matic steps are both fast and reversible. Mahler and Cordes {1966) 

discuss this point in their chapter on the metabolism of carbohydrates: 
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"The initial and final reactions in most metabolic 
sequences, be they anabolic or catabolic, are fre
quently rigged in such a fashion as to render them 
virtually irreversible thermodynamically; i.e. they 
possess ~G0 ' values (which we recall as the stan
dard free energy change at pH 7) equal to .::::; -4 kcal/ 
mole. Teleologically the reason for this is not 
hard to :under stand. It provides for easy flux 
through the pathway and minimizes the possibility 
of a logjam of intermediates somewhere along the 
line. The enzymes responsible for these essen
tially irreversible and unique steps have often been 
referred to as pacemaker enzymes." 

Mahler and Cordes also discuss these pacemaker enzymes in re

gard to induction and repression, and activation and inhibition: 

"We shall see that frequently the most sensitive 
points for controls of this general nature are those 
that stand at the beginning or the end of specific 
metabolic sequences, i.e. the pacemaker en?.ymes 
mentioned earlier. 11 

Bassham and Krause ( 1969) have recently presented evidence 

for two or three essentially irreversible pacemaker enzymes in the 

carbon fixation cycle. It would be logical to expect that the slow

est of these steps is the rate-limiting step of our model, shown on 

Fig. 30 as being responsible for the conversi0n of L to M .. We 

assume that this step can be described by the simple irreversible 

Michaeli~:~-1v1enten equation. 

15. The equilibrium constant, K
4

, relating the concentration of 

X-, is assumed to be very large relative to KM' the Michaelis con

stant for the conversion of L to M. This assumption is justified 

on three grounds: (1) Overall metabolic sequences in biochemical 

systems occur spontaneously; this means a large equilibrium con

stant must be associated with the sequence, i.e. a large negative 

standard free energy change. (2) The second justification for the 

large value of K 4/KM is hindsight. This assumption must be 

made. to obtain the relatively sharp bend in the light response curve 

as light saturation is approached, which has been experimentally 
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*:>a'< 
observed. (3) The Michaelis constant of intracellular enzymes 

is usually small. 

16. With all of the above assumptions, it will be found from the 

mathematical analysis that no significant amount of x- exists be

low light saturation. X ...... is quickly converted by the large equilib

rium constant, K 4/KM, to L- enzyme complex; hence the L to M 

step can have no effect on the kinetics of electron transport at low 

intensities. Oniy when light intensity is increased to the point 

where the enzyme converting L to M has reached its saturated 

rate does this step have any effect on electron transport. For at 

this point, a logjam of intermediates starts backing up behind L, 

causing the concentration of X ..... to increase and diminishing the 

* concentration of X . This lower concentration of X, since X is a 

necessary reactant in electron transport, slows down the rate of 

electron transport such that it must keep pace with the conversion 

of L to M. Thus, the bottleneck at the L to M conversion mani

fests itself upon electron transport kinetics by causing a logjam of 

intermediates all the way from L to X-. 

The above· picture of a logjam responsible for slowing elec

tron transport may not be entirely correct, since it is difficult to 

envision any organism allowing such a large logjam to develop. It 

is reasonable to expect a more sophisticated control system. For 

instance, as L builds up in concentration, it may inhibit the activ:

ity of some of the enzyme farther back up the chain toward X, 

hence diminishing the size of any logjam. L may also activate 

various enzymes that permit the leakag.e of electrons from the ~lec

tron transport system to molecular 0 . .., 1 and L might also stimulate 
l... 

the hydrolysis of Z""' (ATP) by ATPase. Brown and Weis (1959) 

* . 
It is assumed that a material balance exists such that [X]+ (X-] 

= [X ] = a constant. 
0 

**For the data shown in Figs. 14 and 17, K
4
/KM must be n:o less 

than 50. · 
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and Weis and Brown (1959) found, by means of i-sotopic studies in 

a mass spectrometer, that "respiration" of photosynthetic reducing 

power to molecular 0
2 

increased after light saturation had been 

reached. Since our model is concerned only with net oxygen pro

duction, one need not be concerned with this type of respiration that 

takes electron from water and then gives the electrons to 0
2 

form

ing water once again. However, this type of cycle may have some 

use to the electron transport system, such as ridding it of excess 

electrons when light saturation has been reache~. 

17. A stoichiometric relationship between ATP production and elec

tl\Q:Q transport is assumed. If cyclic photophoshorylation is not con

sidered, it is easy to visualize such a stoichiometric relationship. 

But cy:clic photophosphorylation introduces a complication, for ATP 

production is not stoichiometrically related to electron transport. 

In.fact, electron transport for cyclic photophosphorylation competes 

with non- cyclic electron transport. 

The answer is to assume that the ratio fo ATP production to 

the rate of electron transport is constant for any given spectral 

distribution of light. But we might expect different spectral distri

butions to result in different ratios of electron transport to ATP 

production. This ratio may also be dependent on growth conditions. 

If this ratio is not at its optimum a decrease in the quantum effi

ciency of C0 2 fixation and 0
2 

evolution will result. In other words, 

the variation in the rate of cyclic photophosphorylation will be built 

into the maximum -quantum efficiency of 0 2 evolution, <I>, which . 

will be introduced later. 

1 R. The model shown in Fig. 30 assumes that O(!)ntrol of the photo

electron transport system is mediated through ATP rather than 

NADPH. Nevertheless, we have treated the case of NADPH con-

trol of the electron transport system. It may be found in Appendix 

II. 

A problem arises if the ratio of NADPH production to ATP 

production is greater than the cell can utilize in balanced gruwlh. 

·' 
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A hint of what may happen to this excess NADPH is given by the 

results of Brown and Weis (1959) and Weis and Brown (1959), which 

were discussed in the above Item 16. If the powerful reducing 

agents at the top of System I tend to accumulate in their reduced 

forms,. then we might expect them to donate their electrons to molec

ular o
2

, causing the increase in "respiration" that Brown and Weis 

found when light saturation was reached .. 

:gerivation of t11e.. Mathemr..tir<'ll Mt;~d~l 

As l:lhown in Fig. 30 and previously discussed, we have the 

following values for the equilibrium constants: K
1
= 1, K 3 = 1, and 

K 4/KM is assumed to be very large. The rate constants, k 2 , k_ 2 , 

and k 5[E
0

] will not be predetermined. Indeed, k._ 2 will be seen 

to drop out of the mathematics entirely. The total pool sizes of Q, A, 

C, P, and X are present in the concentrations ~Q L [A]'· [G], * 0 .. o 0 
[P], and [X]. It'will be shown that these pool sizes need not be 

0 0 
explicitly detenmined for the steady state kinetics considered here. 

As discussed above in Item 3, the rate of photoche1nical trap

ping by the t!"appine r.P.ntP.rs of System I is equal to ~ 
1

p. This as

sulu~::; the probability of excitation energy transferring between 

sepaBate System I pigment aggregates, a
1

, is equal to 0.0. Sim

ilarly, the rate of photochemical trapping by the trapping centers 

of System II is equal to t~J 2 1
2.[q. This assumes that a

2 
= 0.5, as 

discussed in Item 4. 

Al sleatly l:ltate the rates of photochemical trapping by each 

photosystem must be equal: 

( 6-2) 

where ljJ 
1 
= I <:<j> 

1 
and t~J 2 = I E<j>2 . I is the incident light intensity 

(P.in8t'="in/cm2/hr), € is the extinction coefficient of the pigments 
2/ . (em rng total chlorophyll), and <1>

1 
and <l>z are the maximum quantum 

* All concentrations are expressed equivalents .per mg chlor.ophyll. 
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efficiencies (as I approaches zero) for Systems I and Ii in terms 

of electron transport (moles electrons/ einstein). Therefore ~ 1 and 

~2 are the rates of electron transport for the two photosystems when 

all traps are open, and are directly proportional to the quanta ab

sorbed by each photosystem. 

A similar steady state equation may be set up for the conser

vatiori of the species A-: 

d~~ -J = o = ~2 /rq- k2 ([Al-[AlHcH~l+.k_ 2 [A]([c0 ~ ,..[c]H[~J -[xJ>. 
( 6- 3) 

In the above equation use is made of the material balances: 

[A] + [A- ] = [A ], [ C] + [C .. ] = [ C ], and [X] + [X--] = [X ] . 
. 0 0 0 

One more equation must be given, expressing the steady state 

rates of formation and disappearance of L: 

.ill1d = o =..! . ~ - ks [Eo][L] 
dt j3 ~2 1 -:- q [L] + K M 

( 6-4) 

where j3 is a stoichiometric factor equal to the number of electrons 

that must be transported through the photo- electron transport sys

tem so that o.ne L will be converted to M. j3 is the total number of 

z.- manufactured per electron transported. j3 is assumed invariant 

with respect to light intensity, but may be a function of other exter

nal .variables such as growth conditions or C0 2 concentration. ~ 

also includes any contribution that cyclic photophosphorylation may 

make to ATP production. 

Using the equilibrium relations for K
1

, K3' and K 4 : 

_ q([A
0

] --[A] 
K1 = 1 ( 6- 5) (1-q)[A) 

K3 = 1 = E[C] 
( 6- 6) (1-p)([C] -[C]) 

0 

$4 = [L] ~X] 
( 6-7) 

[X ] - [X] . 
0 
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In these preceding six equations, (6-2) - (6-7), there are six un

knowRs, therefore all unknowns may be determined. First, [A] and 

[C) are eliminated from Equation (6-3) by using Equations (6-5) and 

( 6- 6). Solving for p: 

p = k2[A] [c ] [x] (1-q) + k ')[A] ~c ] ([x] -[x] )q · 
. 0 0 . - r. . 0 0 0 

( 6- 8) 

Similarly, 

tion (6-7). 

[L] can be eliminated from Equation (6-4) by using Equa

Solving for [X] : 

K . 

K: (13k5rEu 1- 4J2 /I; q > 

[X]=[~J~~~------------------------------------
K4 . ( ] _!g_ ~ 
KM (f3ks Eo- lVz 1+q)+ lVz 1+q 

( 6- 9) 

Examine the terms within the parentheses of Equation ( 6- 9). The 

first term, 13 k 5[ E
0
], is the light saturated rate of photosynthesis 

and is equal to the maximum rate of the slowest step in the carbon 

fixation cycle, the conversion of L tn M.(e.vpressed in terms of 

electron transport). The second terrn, 24Jz q/(1+q), is equal to the 

rate of electron transport. The irnportant thing to recognize about 

Equation (6-9) is that since K 4/KM is assumed very large, 

[X] = [X
0

] when the rate of electron transport, 24J
2

q/(1+q), is less 

than the saturated rate of photosynthesis, f3ks [E
0
). :j3ut when the 

rate of electron transport is equal to the light saturated rate of 

photosynthesis, then [X] = 0, since a positive term still remains 

in the denominator. Before proceeding, the reader should con

vince himself by examining Equation ( 6- 9) th::~.t r Xl = [ X
0

) , or tha.t 

[X) = 0, and that the transition between these two values occurs 

sharply. Thus, two cases must be examined, the case where 

[X] =[X], and the case where [X]·= 0. 
0 . 
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Below Light Saturation, [X] = [X ] 
. 0 

Substituting [X) = [x;,J into Equ~tion (6-8) gives: 

k
2

[A ][c ][x] (1-q)-~JJ2 12+q 
0 0 0 . q 

p = k 2[A ][c ][x] (1- q) 
0 0 0 

( 6-10) 

Note that the back reaction term, containing the rate constant k _2 , 

disappears in this case; the physical significance being that there 

can be no backward· reaction if no [X-] is present. No [X-] is 

present until light saturation is reached, since K 4/KM is assumed 

to approach infinity. Substituting Equation ( 6-10) into Equation 

(6-2), and clearing of fractions: 

( 6-11) 

where SM' = k 2 [A ] [C J[X] and is the saturated rate of electron 
0 0 0 

transport intrinsic to the photo-electron transport system (when not 

coupled to the slower steps in the carbon fixation cycle). 

Here we are interested in the case of green plants illuminated 

by •polychromatic white light. It is therefore logical to assume that 
,.., 

<1> 1 = <J>2 . Even though <1> 1 may be different from <1>2 at any particular 

wavelength, it will be assumed that over the whole spectrum <P 
1 

= <1>
2

; 

hence ljJ 
1 

will be equal to ~JJ 2 . Henceforth only the symbol ljJ will 

be used. Equation (6-11) becomes: 

2 2 ,J, 
q - (2 + -jr-) q + 1 = 0. 

M 

Using the quadratic formula to solve the above equation for q: 

q = 1 .L + S' 
M 

~ i2 
S' + ( S' ) 

M M 

(6-12) 

( 6-13) 

The negative square root is chosen as the only physically realistic 

one. The rate of electron transport, RET' is equal to. 2lJJq/ ( 1 + q). 
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Since q is given by Equation (6-13): 

~l!J <sk + 4J - J zsM 4J + .l!Jz> 
RET=· 

2 BM:+ ljJ - J2~ljJ +ljJ2 
( 6- 14) 

Equation (6-14) may be rearranged to give a more convenient form: 

l ljJ S' 
.. M = --~.~-·-· 

zs• +.i· + J~~· "· +·•·2· M '+'. '""lvl'+' · '+' 

(6-1f1) 

Equation ( 6-15) is similar in form to a rectangular hyperbola, ex

cept for the added square root term in the denominator. In fact, 

this _equation would have been a rectangular hyperbola if K 1 and/o1· 

K 3 had been assumed to have certain slightly different values. 

Equation (6-15) gives a nearly straight line on a double recipvocal 

plot, and since K
1 

and K
3 

are not known with great certainly, we 

have no strong preference for Equation (6-15) over the rectangular 

hyperbola function or any other form resulting from a slight var

iation in the equilibrium constants. 

Above Light Saturation, [X]= 0 

When the step that converts L to M has reached its saturated 

rate and.:can no longer &c.commodate:all;oJf.the· X""that the photo

electron transport system is ca.pahle of generating, [X] = 0. At this 

point the model predicts that intermediates back up behind L, 

causing a logjam that converts all X to X--. As discus sed in the 

above Item 16, feed-back inhibition, rather than the logjam of in

termediates predicted by our mathematical model, may be the 

main control mechanism. The effect is the same in either case: 

control s~uh that the net rate of electron transport is no greater 

than the saturated rate of photosynthesis, (3k
5

[E ] . 
. 0 

The mathematics of this situation are expressed in Equation 

( 6- 9). When the rate of electron transport, 2ljJ q/ ( 1 + q), equals 
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the saturated rate of photosynthesis, f3k
5 

0E
0
], the numerator 

quickly goes to zero while the denominator is still positive. The 

rate of electron transport can never exceed the saturated rate of 

the lirrtiting step, or the numerator and [X] would become negative, 

which is physically impossible. Thus, above light saturation: 

SA_,(4 .s;_.f'' ~A+ J (S_A.)
2+ 8 SMSA) 

4SM- 4S.A_ 
( 6- 16) 

' 
where S_A. = jpk

5
[E

0
] and is the actual light saturated rate of electron 

transport. 

All previous equations in this chapter have been in terms of 

electron transport. They will now be put in terms of oxygen evolu

tion, since this is the quantity most often experimentally measured. 

The Light Response Curve in Terms of Oxygen Evolution 

In terms of oxygen evolution Equations ( 6-15) and ( 6- 16) be-

come: 

"(6-17) 

( 6-18) 

·where: 

= rate of 0
2 

evolution (moles 0 2/hr/mg chlorophyll) 

= maximum quantum yield, as I approaches zero (moles 

0 2/ einstein) 

E = extinction coefficient of the p~igments, expressed as a 

function of wavelength (cm2 /mg chlorophyll) 
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I = light intensity, expressed as a function of wavelength 

S· A 

( einsteins/ em 2/hr) 

= the saturated rate of 02 evolution intrinsic to the photo

electron transport system· (when no steps in the carbon 

fixation cycle limit) (moles o 2/hr/mg chlorophyll) 

= the actual satu~tated rate of 0
2 

evolution, caused by a 

bottleneck .i.u the carbon fixation cycle (r:noles 0 2/hr/mg 

· chlorophyll) 

Figu~e 31 shows a repre:sentative plot for Equations ( 6-17) and· 

(G-t8) . 

. ~M is the maximum possible rate of photosynthesis. But SM 

will be realb·.P.il only when the photo-electron tra11sporl sy:;lern is 

not coupled to the carbon fixation cycle or when the maximum for

ward rates of all en,ymatic reactions in the carbon fixation cycle 

are larger than SM. Note that there are three constants to be de-

. termined in Equation (6-17) and (6-18), ~. SM' and SA. ~is the 

maximum quantum yield, whic;h must be m.f':aRlHPn at low light in .... 

tensities. In Chapter Ill, by fitting our respirometer data on 

Chlo'r~;:>lla pyrenoidosa to Equation ( 6m 17), we found a value for ct> 

of 0.114. The other two experimental constants, SM and SA' may 

be estimated from a double reciprocal plot, such as Fig. 32, or 

may be more accurately determined by a non-linear least squares 

fitting procedure, In Chapter III, SA wa1::1 fCDund to change with 

growth conditions, but~ and SM·did not appear to vary with the 

growth conditions that we investigated. 

The questions raised at the beginning of this r.hr~ pter may 

now be answered. The light saturated rate for the quinone Hill re

action may exceed the light saturated rate for overall photosynthe

sis, since the quinone Hill reaction is uncoupled from the carbon 

fixation cycle, in which the rate limiting step in photosynthesis ap

pears to be located. 
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·Fig. 31. A typical light response curve generated by Equa
tions (6-17) and (6-18), which express our mathematical 
model for the light response curve of photosynthesis. 
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The next question as.ked why the light saturated rate of photo

synthesis, SA' changes with growth conditions. The explanation is 

that the concentration of the limiting enzyme per mg chlorophyll 

changes with growth conditions. In Chapter IV, we proposed that 
. . 

this adaptive response may be of value to the Chlorella cell in its 

competition for survival.. 

A further question asked why the initial portions of the light 

response curve were the same, regardless of growth conditions. 
. . 

The photosynthetic electron transport system governs the quantum 

efficiency, ~. and the saturated rate intrinsic to the electron trans

port system, SM. Apparently these quantities, which determine the 

initial portion of the light response curve, do not change with the 

growth conditions investigated. This suggests that although chloro

phyll content may change, the ratio of components along the photo

electron transpor.t chain may not change with respect to each other. 

The Sharp Bend in the Light Response Curve 

The mathematical model just developed, expressed by Equa

tions (6-17) and (6-18), predicts a sharp bend in the light response 

curve when light saturation is reached. Experimental data do not 

show such a perfectly sharp bend. There are four reasons why ex-

. perimental data show light response curves that are rounded in the 

region where light saturation is approached. 

1. Th~ equilibrium constant K4/KM' which relates the concentra

tion of X to the concentration of L, in reality cannot be equal to in

finity, as was assumed in the derivation. The smaller the value of 

K4/KM' the more pronounced will be the rounding at the transition 

to light saturation. 

2. Even if K4/KM does approach infinity, the assumption that the 

reactions involved in this equilibrium are so fast that their kinetics 

need not be considered is an oversbnplification. No reactions pro

ceed at an infinitely fast rate. The farther this assumption is from 

the truth, the more rounded will be the break point. 
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3. A rounding at the transition will be present in experimental data 

simply because it is impossible to illuminate equally all chlorophyll 

molecules in an algal suspension. Because light is absorbed as it 

passes through an algal cell, the chlorophyll molecules on the far 

side of the cell receive less illumination than those nearer the light 

~ource. 

4. ·All cells within a suspension are not identical. The lie;ht sr~t

urated rate of photosynthesis, SA' may change. with life cycle stage. 

This problem might be u~rlnrPn 'by th~ u&e of cynchronous ..:..ultuJ. e::s. 

We can expect all four of these phenomena to cause exper

imental data to deviate from the mathermatical model. Therefore 

it is surprising that the experimental light response curves of Chap

ter III bend as sharply as they do as light saturation is approached. 

But what if several slow reactions in the carbon fixation have 

similar maximum forward rates? Only one such slow reaction was 

conside.red. in the mathematical model. If K
4
/KM is reversible and 

very large, as assumed in our mathematics, only the slowest of 
' ' ' 

these severalsJ..Gw• :trQ&";dixJn,s.hav:e ·MW effect on the light response 

curve. ln Chapter V it was shown that the maximum rate of ci ::se

quence of reactions is set by the reaction with the smallest ma~

imum forward rate. Only when light intensity is. ra~sed to the point 

where the maximUIBnr.ate of the slowest step is reached will there 

be a back-up of interrn~diates. r.ausing r~n ~ccurnulation of Xr.t; nnd 

resultifig in a hmitation in the rate of electron transport. Because 

K4 /KM is very large, none of the slow steps exert any effect until 

the slowest has reached its maximum rate: at this point thE' light 

response r.u.rve hE>nds ove:r sharply tn 11 flat pl--.tlila.u. The magnitude 

of this plateau is set by the slowest,and only the slowest of the slow 

steps in ·the oarbon fixation cycle. .!f K4 /KM does not approach in

finity, other slow steps will influence the shape of the light response 

curve at intermediate light intensities, but not at very low or very 

high intensities. 
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B. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SHAPE OF THE LIGHT RESPONSE 
CURVE OF THE SYSTEM II HILL REACTION 

There are at least two types of Hill reactions (partial reac

tions of photosynthesis involving artificial electron acceptors and 

donors) investigated by workers in recent years. Hill oxidants 

such as ferricyanide, DCPIP, * and quinone probably involve only 

System II, while low redox potential oxidants such as NADP and 

· methylviologen almost certainly involve System I as well. Here 

we will discuss only the former type, which we will call the System 

II Hill reaction. 

How does one explain the experimental data1 of Lumry et al. 

(1959), Sauer and Biggens (1965), and our own, showing the rate of 

the System II Hill reaction as a function of light intensity to be ap-;

proximately a rectangular hyperbola? Two possibilities will be 

considered. In the first case it is assumed that the regeneration 

of the primary System II chemical trap, Q, is the rate limiting 

step. In the second case, which will be shown to be more realistic, 

it is assumed tlia;~1the regeneration of a secondary chemical trap, 

A, is the rate limiting step. 

Case 1: The Regeneration of the Primary Chemical Trap, Q, as 
the Rate Limiting Step 

This first case is similar to the Lumry model as derived by 

Lumry et al. (1959). As in the Lumry model, we assume the rate 

limiting step is the regeneration of the primary chemical trap, Q. 

· But unlike the Lumry, model, we assume there is a 50 per cent 

probability of excitation energy transfer between the separate Sys

tem II units, based on the results of Joliot and Joliot ( 1964), Joliot 

. et al. (1968), and Forbush and Kok (1968). 

A steady state equation, similar to Equation (6-2) may be set 

up for the rate of formation and disappearance of Q-. 

2, 6-dichlorophenolindophenol. 
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( 6-19) 

where the terms are defined as they were for Equation ( 6- 2), but 

with the addition of the term k
1
[Q-]. k

1 
is a pseudo first-order 

rate constant, which will be constant only during the initial stages 

of the reaction before the concentration of the Hill oxidant has de

creased appreciably. 

M~king use of the. rnatr,rial balan~e, [0] + [0-] = [0
0
], ann 

the definition of q, q = [Q] /[Q], [Q-] is obtained: 
. . 0 

The rate of product formation (or rate of electron transport) is: 

RET = k1(Q-] (6-21) 

= l\J + k l Q J - ·J~ 2 + k 2 [ Q ] 2 
2 1 0 2 1 0 

( 6- 22) 

. The above equation is labeled as Case 1 in Fig. 33. Equation 

(6-23) deviates from the rectangular hyperbola function·, which is 

shown in Fig. 33 labeled Case 2: K
1 

= 0.5. 

But there is another serious problem with the above model. 

The regeneration of the primary chemical trap, Q, does not seem 

to be the rate iimiting step in the Hill reaction, and Lumry and 

Rieske ( 1959) realized that this assumption was fundamental to 

their derivation. Kelly and Sauer (1968) investigated the DCPIP 

Hill reaction and found, by using relatively long flashes of light 

(6-100 msec), a large pool of System II intermediates (1 equiv/55 
. ..._ 

chlorophylls) ..... This pool size is 6-10 times higher than the 

* This pool is very likely identical to A, as designated in this chapter. 
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Ca.se Z: K, = oo 

~Case Z: K1= O.S 

XBL 709-6498 

Fig. 33. Light response curves for the System II Hill reac
tion resulting from the various situations discussed in this 
chapter. Case 1, . Equation ( 6- 23), results when the regen
eration. of the primary chemical trap, Q, is the rate limit
.ing step. Case 2 assu.mes that the regeneration of a secon
dary chemical trap, A, is the rate limiting step. K1 is the 
equilibrium constant for electron transfer between Q and A, 
here assumed to be completely reversible. 
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1 concentration of primary System II traps, Q, which are present in 

a concenti-ation of approximately 1 equi v/500 chlorophyll, accord

ing to the oxygen gush studie!3 of Joliot (1965a, 1965b) .. The main 

point to be made here is that Kelly and Sauer were able to measure 

a pool of intermediate much larger than the pool size of Q. This 
' 

means the regeneration of the primary chemical trap, Q, cannot 

possibly be the rate.lin:iting step in the ~toady stat~ fiy·~:;i~..=-i" II Hill . . . 
reaction, otherwise Kelly and Sauer could not have measured the 

size of a larger secondary pool with their flashing light experiments. 

As. earli~r discu~sed in this •chapter, Kok et al. (1969) found 

the rate of electron transport from A to P was slower than the rate 

of electron transport from Q to A. 

· All the above experimental results suggest that equilibriwn 

can be asswned between the primary chemical traps, Q, and the 

secondary chemical traps, A. This was, in fact, previously as

sumed in the derivation of our mathematical model for photosyn

thesis. But if the equilib:rium betwP.An Q a~d A is fast, how can a 

rectangular hyperbola be obtained for the light response curve. of 

the System II Hill reaction? As shown in Case 2, which follows, 

there is only one possible way: the equilibriwn constant for elec

tron transfer between Q and A, K
1

, m.ust equal 0.5, a value consist

ent with the experimental measurements of Forbush and Kok (1968). 

Case l: The Regeneration of a Secondary Chemical Trap, A, 
as the Rate Limiting Step 

As mentioned above, Q and A are assumed to be in equiH

briu.m:· 

K = [A-)[Q) 
. 1 [Q-) [A] 

( 6- 24) 

In the fullowd.ng derivation K
1 

will be kept as a variable, enabling 

us to.'see the effect of the value of K
1 

on the System II Hill reac

tion light· response curve. 
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Equation ( 6-19) of the previous case is replaced by: 

d[Q-] 
dt 

= .1. ~ k [A-] 
"'2 1 +q - 2 . ( 6- 2 5) 

Using the above two equations along with the material balances, 

[Q] + [Q-] = [Q l and [A] +[A-] =[A T. we find after considerable al-
' 0 0 

gebraic manipulation: 

( 6-2 6) 
The rate of product formation (or rate of electron transport) is: 

( 6- 2 7) 

2ljJ2 k2 [Ao] 

-------~==================~~ 

J 
2ljJ k [A ) 

ljJ + k [A ] + k'
2[A ]

2 
+ tL_ 2 - 2ljJ k [A ] + 2 2 0 

2 2 o 2 o ~ 2 2 o K1 
( 6-2 8) 

where ljJ 2 =I<j>
0

E. 

Equation (6-28) is the general solution where K
1 

is not speci

fied. We now examine the effect of the value of K
1 

on the light re

sponse curve of the System II Hill reaction. Four values .for K
1 

will 

be examined. 

a) K = o 
1 

This is a trivial case since if K
1

= 0, then no electrons ever 

move from Q"" to A, and the rate of electron transport, RET' is 

zero. This is also seen from Equation (6-28), since the denomina

. tor becomes infinite. 

When K
1 

approaches infinity the last term in the square· root of. 

Equation (6-28) becomes insignificant, and the equation becomes: 
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( 6-2 9) 

The te·rnis within the square root are a perfect square with two 

equally ~alid roots, ± (~2 - k2 ~A0 ] ). If the positive root is used, the 

k 2[A ] ter~s cancel each other in the. denominator yielding: 
. 0 

( 6- 30) 

Thii solution is valid a.t all light intcnoitieo below light saturation. 

Using the negative root, the two ~2 terms in the denominator ca.ncel, 

leaving: 

( 6- 31) 

This is simply the light saturated rate. Equations (6-30) and (6-31) 

describe a .Blackman-type curve: first-order behavior below light 

saturation and zero-order behavior above light saturation. Fignre 

33 shows this case. 

On physical grounds this behavior may be explained as follows. 

Sine~ K
1 

is large and the equilibrium is fast, Q-, as it forms, is 

immediately converted to A-. Thus, there is absolutely no build-up 

of the closed primary traps, Q-, and hence no lessening of photo

chemical trapping efficiency until all A havt:! bt:!en converted to the 

A state. 

But if light intensity is increased, a point is reached where 

[A-] = [A ] , and the reaction is proceeding at its saturated rate. 
0 

Now there it> a build~up of the dosed prin1.ary traps, Q-, and a l't::-

sultant decrease in the efficiency of photochemical trapping. The 

rate of photochemical trapping can never exceed k 2[ A
0
]. 

·This case of K
1 

= ~ r.annot he correct, since it is not consist

ent with experimental data: Blackman behamor is not observed ex

perimentally for the System II Hill reaction. 

3 
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c) K 1 = 1 

If K 1 = 1, Equation (6-28) b ecomes: 

( 6- 32) 

This may be given equivalently as: 

(6-33) 

This equation is the same form as Equation (6-22), which describes 

Case L In this case k 2 [ A 0
] is found in place of k

1 
(Q

0
]. Figure 

33 shows coincident curves for thes·e two cases. 

This case of K
1

= 1 is of interest, since this was the value of 

K
1 

assumed in the derivation of the light response curve for overall 

photosynthesis treated earlier in this chapter. 

d) K
1 

= 0.5 

If K
1 

= 0.5, the result is an exact rectangular hyperbola, the 

function that best seems to fit the System II Hill reaction data of 

Lumry et al. (1959), Sauer and Biggins (1965), and many other ---- . 

workers. Also, this value of K
1 

was exactly the value suggested 

* by Forbush and Kok ( 1968) for the equilibrium between Q and A
1 

, 

based on fluorescence rise data. 

For a K
1 

of 0.5, Equation (6-28) becomes: 

IIJ2 k2 [Ao] 
RET= ___ ....;;;__ 

l!J2 + k2[Ao] 
( 6- 34) 

·*Forbush and Kok 1 s data indicated that the A pool is biphasic, con
sisting of two components, A 1 and A2" The equilibrium constant be
tween .Q and A

1 
was found to 'be rapid and best described by an equi

librium constant of 0.5. The equilibrium between Q and A
2 

was. 
slower and was best fit by a K- value of 6. Kok et al. ( 196':1} found 
that System I reacts only or mainly with A

1
. ----
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(6-35) 

The above Equation (6-35) is shown in Fig. 33 labeled as Case 2: 

K1 = 0.5.. I 

Both the Lurnry model and Equation (6-35) give a rectangular 

hyperbola function. We prefer the model that gave Equation (6- 35), 

. since it, unlike the LUmry model, is consistent with the previously 

discussed results of Kelly~and Sauer (1968), which showed the rate 

limiting step for the System: II Hill reaction to be the regeneration 

of a secondary chemical trap, rather than a primary chemical trap. 

· Even though the probability of excitation energy transfer, 

which hete was assumed equal·to 0.5, may vary with organism or 

growth conditions, some value of K
1 

can be found that will give a 

rectangular hyperbola regardless of the probability of energy trans

fer. 
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. NOMENCLATURE 

a = Probability of transfer between separate pigment units 

A = A pool of intermediate that communicates with Q 

C - A pool of intermediate that communicates with P 

E = The rate-limiting enzyme that catalyzes the conversion of 

L toM 

f = The fraction of open primary chemical traps, equal to q for 

. System II and p for System. I 

hv = A quantum of light 

I = Light intensity, einsteins/ cm2 /hr 

k = Various rate constants 

K = Various equilibriurn constants 

L = The immediate substrate of the rate-limiting step 

M = The immediate product of the rate-limiting step 

p = The fraction of open System I primary chemical traps 

P = The primary chemical trap of System I 

q = The fraction of open System II primary chemical traps 

Q = The primary chemical trap of System II 

R = Rate of a process; moles/hr/mg chlorophyll 

S =The light saturated rate of a process, moles/hr/mg chloro-

phyll 

X . = A pool intermediate that couples to electron transport be-

tween A and C 

X"" = The high energy state of X, which can produce A TP ( Z "") 

. from ADP (Z) 

Z = ADP 

Z"" = ATP 

[ ] = Concentration of the species enclosed, moles/mg chloro

phyll 

= A stoichiometric factor equal to the number of electrons 

that must be .transported through the photo-electron trans

port system so that one L will be converted to M 
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E = Extinction coefficient of the pigments, cm2 /mg chlorophyll 

<1> = Maximum quaptum yield for electron transport, moles elec-

trons/ einstein. 

~ = Maximum quantum yield for oxygen evolution, moles 0.,/ 
einstein 

ljJ. = I Ecj>, light absorbed times the quantum yield 

Superscripts 

= pertaining to electron transport 

Subscripts · 

A 

ET 

·-
= 

The actual light saturated rate of photosynthesis 

Electron transport 

'"' 

M = The light saturated rate of photosynthesis intr.insic to the 

photo- electron transport chain 

6 = Total amount of all states or forms of the species sub-

scripted 

1 = System I 

2 = System. II 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5 = Designate various rate or equilibrium constants 
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VII. THE PERFORMANCE OF 
OPTICALLY DENSE CULTURES OF ALGAE 

Optically dense cultures are of practical interest in the mass cul-

ture of algae, since if light is not absorbed by the culture, it is 

wasted. But because light is absorbed by the algal cells as it trav

els into a dense .culture, light intensity decreases as a function of 

distanc~ into the culture. 

To model such·a system mathematically, the manner in which 

light intensity changes as a function of distance into the culture must 

be known. If the rate of photosynthesis as a function of light inten

sity is also known, the local rate of photosynthesis at any point in 

.the system may be calculated. By integrating the local rate of photo

synthesis over the distance into the culture, the total rate of photo

synthesis in the system may be found. Since photosynthesis results 

in growth, the pro.ductivity of algal biomass can be predicted. 

The above procedure for mathematically predicting the per-
. . . 

formance of dense algal systems was first suggested by Tamiya et 

al. (1953a). Recently Shelef et al. ( 1968) used a more sophisti--- ----
cated app.roach, which used Beer's law to describe the attenuation 

of light intensity as a function of distance into the culture, but took 

into account that the extinction coefficient is a function of wave

length. The approaches of these and other workers was discussed 

in Chapter II. 

Our model, presented below, is an extension of the approaches 

of previous workers, but differs from previous models in two re

spects. First, the local rate of photosynthesis will be expressed by 

Equation (6-17) and (6-18), which describe the photosynthetic light 

response curve formulated in the last chapter. Second, the effects 
I 

·of the specific rate of growth, f..l.• on the light saturated rate of photo-

synthesi~, chlorophyll content, dark respiration rate, and cellular 

composition will be accounted for. 
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(;onsider a system of algae in steady state continuous culture 

in the element of volume shown below. 

·I 
0 

The. system is operating at an average specific growth rate, fJ.• and 

light is i.mpinging perpendicularly onto 'the left-hand vertical sur

face.· 'Symbols on the diagram are defined as follows: 

).,. 

s 

ds 

s 

= i~cide~t li_ght jnteasity P.xpn~ssed ::~.s ::~ {1JT1diCin of }. 
· ( etnste:~,ns/ cmz /hr) . 

= wavelength of light (nm) 

:::: distance from illwninated surface (em) 

= diff~rential distance at any point. R kn,) 
= total algal suspension thickness (em) 

To find the total rate of photosynthesis, the local rate of photosyn

thesis at any point s. Roz (~.I) Is' must be integrated over the entire 

algal culture thickness, S. From this integrated gross rate must be 

subtracted the loss due to respiration. Solving for fJ.: 

* Parentheses denote that a variable is a function of the quantities 
within the parentheses. 
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s 
~ = ~ave= ~ so R

02 
(~,I) I 

8 
C(~)B(~)ds- U(~)B(~) (7 -1) 

~ = spec~f~c growth rate (hr - 1) 

R
0 

(~,I) I = local rate of photosynthesis in terms of 0 2 evolu-
.·. 2 s iiic:m at any point s (moles 0 2/hr /mg chlorophyll) 

C(~) = weight fraction of chlorophyll in the cells (mg 
chlorophyll/mg dry wt.) 

B(~) = factor for converting 0
2 

evolved to cell dry weight 
(mg dry weight/mole 0 2) 

=uptake of 0 2 due to respiration (moles 0 2/hr/mg 
dry wt.) · 

The local rate of photosynthesis will be expressed by Equa

.tions (6-17) and (6-18), which were formulated in the last chapter. 

These equations are consistent with both experimental data and cur

rent knowledge of the chemical kinetics of photosynthesis. 

2<1> E(A) I (A) Is SM dA 

2SM+~E(A)l(A)I s +J2~E(A)I(A)I SSM+ {~E(A)I(A)I s}
2 

( 6- 17) 

or, if it gives a smaller value: 

where 

E (A) 

. :i<A> I s 

SA(~) 

( 6-18) 

= maximum 9uantum yield, as I approaches zero 
(moles o

2
; einstein) 

= extinction coefficient of the pigments expressed 
as a function of A (cm2/mg chlorophyll) 

= light intensity at any point s expressed as a func
tion of A (einsteins/ cm2/hr) 

= the saturated rate of 0 2 evolution intrinsic to the 
photo-electron transport system (when no steps 
in the carbon fixation cycle limit) (moles O/hr/mg 
chlorophyll) 

= the actual rate of 0 2 evolution, caused by a bottle
neck in the carbon fixation cycle (moles Oz/hr/mg 
chlorophyll) 
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In equation ( 6- 17), I(~) I s varies with distance into the culture~ 
Values of ~are limited to the region 380 to 720 nm, which is the 

region of importance in photosynthesis. Beer's law will be used 

to describe this variation, taking into account the change of extinc

tion coefficient, €(~). with X.. 

I(~) I =I (X.) exp {-X s E(X.) C(~)} 
s 0 

(7 -2) 

where· 

X= concentration of algal biomass (mg dry wt./ml). 

The above four equations may be solved by substituting Equa

tion (7- 2) into Equation ( 6-17) and using Equation ( 6-17) or Equation 

(6-18), whichever is appropriate, in Equation (7-1). 

Equation (7 ~ 1) cannot be integrated analytically, except for mono

chromatic light or the use of an average extinction coefficient. In 

general,- the way to solve Equation (7-1) is to pick IJ.• and by trjrtl 

and error assume values for X until the right hand side of Equation 

(7-1) becomes equal to the value of IJ. originally picked. 

Checking the Dense Culture Model Against Exper~~ental Data 

Ou1· .model for optically dense cultures will be checked against 

the productivity data given in Fig. 7, ·which were obtained in our con

tinuous culture unit. 

The computer program, iiven in Appenciix TV, Prt;:~grem Algae, 

will be uocd to solve tht! d.buve equations. But first, many of the 

constants and variables in the above equations will be empirically 

expres~ed based upon the data of Chapter III. ::From Figs. 10, 111, 

and 19: 

C(~) 

SA(~) 

U(p,) 

= -2.61X 10- 2 1J. + 7.43X10- 2 

= 1.334X 10- 4 ~ + 1.174X 10- 4 

-7 -8 
=~r18X10 J..L+7.81X10 

(7- 3) 

(7 -4) 

(7- 5) 

B(!J.) is given by Equation (3-2), whicho,was derived from Figs. 21, 

22, and 23: 

(3- 2) 
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From the data of Fig. 18, which was fit to Equation (6-17) by 

a non-linear least squares technique, ~ = 0.1138 and SM = 0.00221. 

The thickness of the culture, S, equals 2.8 em. 

. 1
0 

( >...) for the computer program is shown in Fig .. 34. This 

figure is based upon the data of Fig. 6, but has been broken into 

10 nm bands, each with its own characteristic light ·intensity . 

. € ( >...) is given by Fig. 35, which is based upon the average of 

the two curves shown in Fig. 12. € (>...) is also broken up into 10 nm 

bands. Figure 35 does not include light scattering, which was as-
" . 

sumed to equal the absorbance measured at 750 nm, whef'e there is 

no pigment absorption. 

But light scattering increases light absorption, since light 

scattered sideways travel a path of increased length before reach

ing the back side of the culture vessel. The culture is very opaque, 

resulting in multiple scattering. Therefore the light scattering ex-

tinctio-n coefficient, € t' is added back into the Beer 1 s law ex-sea 2 pression for light absorption. € t = 10. em /mg chlorophyll, 
. sea 

based upon the average scattering measured at 750 nm. 

The reader should consult Program Algae, the computer pro

grair1 given in Appendix IV, for the exact procedures used to calcu

late the performance of dense algal systems. A brief summary of 

the procedure used by the computer program is given in Fig. 36. 

Once the algal biomass concentration, X, is known, productivity, 

p, may be found from Equation (2-13): . 

p ;;: XJ.LS. (2-13) 

The results of the com.puter program are compared with the 

experimental data in Figs. a? and 38. The experimental produc

tivity data are approximately 16o/o lower than the curve calculated 

. by the computer. If the computer curve is arbitrarily lowered. by 

16o/o, it fits the data quite well. The transmittance of light through 

the culture is shown in Fig. 38, where the computer curve and the 

experimental data 111.atch quite well. 
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400 500 600 700 

Wavelength (n m) 

XBL707-3289 

Fig. :~4. Incident light intensity function used in Program 
Algae; the computer progro.m uoed to predict the perfor
mance of optically dense algal suspensions. Thi~" f~gure 
is based upon the experimental data shown in Fig. b. 
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500 

Wavelength 

600 

(nm) 

700 

XBL 707-3288 

Fig. 35. Extinction coP.ffir.ifmts used in Program Algae. 
These values were calculated from the average of the 

·curves shown in Fig. 12. These extinction coefficients 
·do not include light scattering. 
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em 

For one given specifi~ e;rowth rate~)'! 

2.8 

1. Calculate chlorophyll content, respiration rate, saturated 
ra.tc of photoaynthe!5is, cell dry weight produced pe:c· mole 
of oxygen evolved. 

2. Pick a trial value for the cell concentration. 

3. Calculate light intensity at each thin layer. 

4. Caloula.to tho rate of photosynthesis in these layers. 

5. Add up the photosynthetic rates in all these layers. 

6. Calculate the specific growth rate, )K, and check to see if 
it matches the value we started with. If not, take 
a n~w cell concentration and go back to step ). 

XBL 703-546 
Fig. 36. A summary of Program Algae, the computer pro
gram used to predfct the performance of.optically dense 
algal suspensions .. The complete· computer program is given 
in Appendix VI. 
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Cakulo.ted 

4 

3 

2 

0 
0 2.0 

XBL 703-548 

Fig. 37. Productivity of Chlorella pyrenoidosa in contin
uous culture as a function of the steady .state specific growth 
rate, fJ.· The data shown are from Fig. 7. The top line was 
predifted by Program Algae. Washout occurs when fJ. = 2.3 
day- . . . . . 
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Fig. 38. o/o transmittance of light through the culture versus 
specific ·growth rate. The data arP. frnm Fig. 9, while the 

· line was calculated by Program Algae. 
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The following reasons may have caused the computer produc

tivity curve to be higher than the actual data: 

1. A value of 0.1138 moles o
2
/einstein was used for the max

imum efficiency, ~. This may be too high, as discussed in Chap

ter III. 

2. Back- scattering, or reflection of incident light, was not ac

counted for in the computer program. 

3. The "sieve effect", considered by Monteith (1965) for crops, 

is a factor (but a smaller factor in tiny Chlorella cells) causing 

deviations from Beer's law. 

4. A certain amount of experimental error in the values obtained 

for SM' SA (J.L), B(J.L), etc. can be expected. 

5. Even though the edges of the culture vessel were coated with 

platinum to reduce edge effects, platinum is not perfectly reflecting. 

6. Respiration losses are undoubtedly larger than predicted by 

the relation for U(J.L) used in our model. Equation (7- 5) gives this 

relation, which is based on the measured respiration rates of cells 

adapted to darkness for about an hour. However, cells in the cul

ture vessel do not have such low respiration rates, since when they 

float into a dimly illuminated r~gion they will have recently come 

from a region of high illumination. Such recently illuminated cells 

are known to have higher dark respiration rates (Cramer and 

Myers, 1949), 

eter work. 

We also noticed this phenomenon in our respirom-

Notice that Fig. 37 shows an optimum for the production of 
-1 

cell material at fJ. = 1.6 day . Previous workers (such as Shelef 

et al., 1968) have ascribed low productivities at low values of fJ. as 

resulting from increased respiration losses of the larger cell pop

ulations. This would be true if dark respir'ation rate were inde

pendent of fJ.· But both the data of Myers and Graham ( 1959) and 

·Fig. 19 show this is not true; dark respiration rate decreases 

nearly with decreasing fJ.· We believe the optimum in the produc-
.. 

tivity curve to result primarily from changes in the light saturated 

rate of photosynthesis, SA(J.L). 
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Use of the Dense. Culture Model in Screening 
Other Species ·Of Algae 

For the preliminary screening of algae with respect to their 

productivity in dense cultUres, the above model can be of use. Our 

·objective is to eliminate the need for the tedious collection of con

tinuous culture data. The following is. a sugge.Sted procedure: 

1. Grow the algae in batch cultur~. 

2. Take a sample of young cells while the culture is in exponen-

ti..:d g.1:uwlh; Lh~ ~::~peci:t'ic growth rate ot these cells is 1.1. • Let the · max 
culture h:ccp growing. Take auulh~r sample when the c.11ltnrP. h"" 

become very dense, but before any nutrients become limiting. Cal

culate a rough specific growth rate for these "old cells" from Equa

tions (2-8) and (2-10). 

3. For these two types of cells, determine chlorophyll content 

and elemental composition. All other paEameters needed for the 

computer program may be estimated from respirometer data. 

4. For thosP. p:=~r;:~meterSi that are functiono of fl• a33Ul'l'1e c!!L li.Hm 

ear relation between the two values of Jl· 

5. Use the compntP.r progr~m to predict productivity u.o n func

tion of Jl· A maximum quantlun efficiency, ~. of approximately 

0.10 may be assumed, if this quantity is not known. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Factor for converting 0
2 

evolved to cell dry weight, 

mg dry weight/mole 0 2 
'.:#· W,eight fraction of chlorophyll in the cells, mg 

chlorophyll/mg dry wt. 

= Differential distance at any point s, em 

= Light intensity at any point s expressed as a function 

of X., einsteins/cm
2
/hr 

= Incident light intensity expressed as a function of X., 

einsteins/ em 
2 
/hr 

= ·Productivity of algal biomass, mg dry weight/ cm2 /hr 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

Local rate of photosynthesis in terms of 0 2 evolution 

at any point s, moles o
2
/hr/mg chlorophyll 

D:iistance from illuminated surface, em 

Total algal suspension thickness, em 

The actual rate of 0
2 

evolution, caused by a bottle

neck in the carbon fixation cycle, moles o 2/hr/mg 

chlorophyll 

The saturated rate of 0 2 evolution intrinsic to the 

photo- electron transport system (when no steps in 

the carbon fixation cycle limit), moles o 2/hr/mg 

chlorophyll 

Uptake of 0 2 due to respiration, moles 0 2/hr /mg 

dry weight 

Concentration of algal biomass, mg dry weight/ml 

= ·Extinction coefficient of the pigments expressed as 

a function of~. cm
2 
/mg chlorophyll 

= Wavelength of light, nm 

= Specific growth rate, hr - 1 

= Maximum quantum yield, as I approaches zero, 

moles 0 2/ einstein 
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VIII. SOME ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS IN THE 
MASS CULTURE OF ALGAE 

Of prime concern to the economics of any process is the ef

ficiency of converting substrate into product. The most expensive 

substrate required for growing algae in artifically illuminated sys

tems is light, which is generally created from electricity. Even 

when solar illumination is used, there is a high investment cost in 

providing the large required surface areas. 

To gain insight into this problem of light energy conversion, 

the data of Chapter III will be examined. Figure 7 shows produc

tivity plotted against specific growth rate. The optimum produc

tivity is 3.25 mg/cm
2
/day at a specific growth rate of 1.6 day-\ 

the incident illumination energy between 380 to 720 nm was 8.05 

mw/cm
2

. 

Calculation of the efficiency of light conversion requires 

knowledge of the heat of combustion of the algae, but this was not 

measured by us. An estimate of the heat of combustion could be 

obtained from the chemical composition of the algae, which is given 

as a function of specific growth rate in Figs. 21, 22, and 23. But 

instead, we will use the value of 5.5 cal/mg, which was recom,

mended by Myers (1964) for Chlorella. Using these numbers the 

· eff;i.c;iency !S rea<;hly calculated to be 10.7% at the optimum spP.c.ific. 

growth rate. This efficiency and the efficiencies at other incident 

light intensities, which w.e-l'le given in Table III in Chapter III, are 

consistent with the results of other workers (Kok, 1952, van . 

Oorschot, 1.955, Myeri ~ng Graham, 1959), The efficicnc.y of lieht 

conversion decreases with increasing incident intensity because of 

light saturation effects. 

The quantum requirement at the optimum specific growth rate 

may also be calculated. Using Planck's law and the spectral dis

tribution of the incident light source as shown in Fig. 6, an incident 

intensity of 1.42 X 10-4 einsteins/hr /em 2 is calculated. Equation 
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(3-2) gives the relation between cellular biomass production and 0 2 
·evolution: B = 1. 744X 10

4 
mg/mole 0

2 
at a specific growth rate of 

-1 . 
1.6 day. . With these numbers the quantum requirement is found 

to be 18.3 quanta absorbed/0 2 evolved. 

There are two possible ways to reduce the light saturation 

effects that cause l~wer light conversion efficiencies. One way, 

which was discus sed earlier in Chapter IV, is to find algae with 

higher light saturated rates of photosynthesis when expressed on a 

per mg chlorophyll basis. The second method is to reduce the in

cident light intensity by increasing the effective surface area. This 

can be done simply by illuminating the culture surface at an angle 

that deviates greatly from the perpendicular, but this is not possible 

for ponds using solar illumination. Another way to increase the ef

fective surface area is the use of diffusing cones, which,are im

mersed into the culture. Myers and Graham (1961) employed these 

cones and found they gave a twofold increase in efficiency for Chlo,. 

rella ellipsoidea illuminated at an incident intensity of approximate

ly 35 mw/ cm
3 (reasonably close to overhead solar, illumination). 

A. ARTIFICIAL ILLUMINATION 

Only the electrical cost of providing the artificial illumination 

will be considered here, since it would probably be the largest 

single expense in artificially illuminated systems. Assuming that 

a 20o/.o energy conversion efficiency could be attained, the cost of a 

poind of dried algae will be calculated. The 20o/o figure is a max

imum; it would require a very weak illuminating intensity and would 

result in a low production rate per unit area. ·For the cost of elec

tricity we will assume $0.01/kw-hr, a figure generally obtainable 

for industrial processes. For the light source we will assume that 

the conversion of electrical energy to light is 25o/o, a figure attain

able for high temperature sodium vapor arc .lamps (Shelef et al. , 

1968). The heat of combustion of the algae, as before, is assumed 

to be 5.5 kcal/g. Thus, the lowest attainable electrical cost may 
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be calculated: 

$0.011 I 15.'5kcalill_i_g kw-min hr / 
kw-hr 0.20 0.25 g ·~ 14.34 kcal 60 min= $ 0 · 58 lb algae. 

·A 10o/o efficiency for converting light energy into photosynthetic 

product would be more reasonable for any practical system; this 

would double the above cost for electricity. 

The above cost does not include any other utility or operating 

costs and does not include any investment costs. We conclude on 

the basis of the above number th~t the mass culture of algae using 

artificial illumination cannot compete with other food sources such 

as soybeans, which are currently marketed for approximately 

$0.10/lh. 

B. ILLU1v.IINATION BY SUNLIGHT 

An economic study of all the costs that go into the mass cul

ture of algae using solar illumination is beyond the scope of this 

work. Several possible ways of cutting the coSts of such a system, 

however~ will be considered. 

Vincent ( 19 69) argues against C02 enrichment", recirculation 

pumps for keeping algae in. suspension, temperature control, and 

expensive harvesting processes such as centrifugation. Certainly 

his arguments must be considered, since the present agriculturally 

important crops use none of these above expensive practices. To 

reduce costs, Vincent says that filamentous floating algae, such as 

Spirulina or Spirogyra, should be used. For this type of algae no 

sp'ecial effort is needed to keep the cells in suspension. Harvesting 

is easy because of the mats that are formed on the water's surface. 

Another method of reducing expensive harvesting costs is by 

using phototactic separation. We, along with another member of 

our laboratory (Mr. S. ·F. Miller), have studied the design of such 

a process for the volvocalfan Pandorina morum. Pandorina morurn 

has 16 cells in each fused colony, has 2 flagella per cell, is spher

ical in shape, and has a diameter ranging from 15-50 microns. In 
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its motile phase (it loses its flagella when undergoing asexual re

production) it has a swimming velocity ranging from 0.4 to 1. 6 

em/min with a mean at about 1.0 em/min. Pandorina will orient 

itself to s.wim towards a light source. 

We performed experiments in a rectangular lucite flow cham

ber 3 ft long X 51 in. wide Xi in. thick. It was inclined at an angle 

of about 30 degrees from the vertical and illuminated beneath. The 

algae would swim. towards the light until reachl.ng the illuminated 

face,. where they would congregate. They would then move down

wards by means of aided settling towards the product take-off. A 

typical run with a feed rate of 135 ml per min resulted in 99.9% of 

the motile cells and 91.4% of the total cells in the product. By com

parison a darkened control run gave only 38.3% of the motile and 

total cells in the product, which resulted from gravitational settling. 

The product stream was estimated to be approximately 80 times 

more concentrated in algae than the feed. This process and addi-
1 

tiona! results will be discussed in greater detail elsewhere (Miller, 

1971) . 

. On the basis of the above. experiments we have estimated the 

size of a phototactic separator that would be required by a 15,000 

gal/day (5.5 billion gal/yr) processing rate. Such a rate would re

quire a phototactic separator of the following dimensions: 6 ft long 

X 24 ft wide X 1 in. thick. Such a separation device would be much 

cheaper than continuous centri~gation. A phototactic separator 

would require virtually no operating costs and little investment cost. 

In summary, further research on phototactic separation appears 

justified, in view of these favorable results. 

Criteria for the Design of Algal Systems 

Consider the design of an algal production system where the 

objective is to produce algal biomass equal to P, mass/time. There 

are certain limits that restrict the design and operation of such algal 

systems. The criteria for design and operation that must be kept in 
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mind are discussed in the following items. 

1. In order to determine. the illuminated area necessary to 

achieve the· production rate P, an estimate of the productivity, p, 

must be obtained. p is equai toP/A and has the units :qlass/time 

·area. A is the illuminated surface area. For Chlorella pyrenoid

osa growing under the conditions investigated in Chapter III,· an 

optimum productivity of 3.25 mg/ cm
2 
/day was obtained at a speci-

. - 1. - . 
fie growth :rate, 1-1:• of 1.6 day . For other systems the mathemat-

ical modol for optico.lly dcnoc cultureo, which i.! giv.::11 in Cha.ptcr 

VII and the computer program in Appendix VI, should be used to es

timate the optimum productivity and specific growth rate. A sug

gested outline, which uses the computer program given in Appendix 

VI, is given at the end of Chapter VII. This estimate for the opti

mum p and IJ.• once obtained, assurnes that no nutrients, other than 

light,· are limiting. This estimate does not depend upon the culture 

volume or depth, which still remain to be determined. 

The estimate of p gives us the req'l,lired illuminated SlJrface 

ar.ea, since A = P/p. 

The catim.ate· of J.1 that goes with the abo vt:: p detern1.i.nes the 

dilution rate to the system, F/V, since at steady state J.1 = F/V. 
. -1 . 

J.1 is the specific growth rate, time ; F is the feed rate to the 

system, volume/time; and V is the volume of the system. 

2. A and F/V for the system have been determined above. 

Two more items need to be specified, the depth of the algal suspen

sion and the concentration of minerals in the feed. As will be seen 

in the equations below, these two items are intim.ately related. As 

a design criterion it will be a.ssmned that essentially none of the 

minerals in which we are interested will be allowed to be wasted by 

leaving in the effluent stream. In other words, the design will be 

based upon essentially all of such minerals ending up in the algal 

biomass. With this assumption the following material balance may 

be written, where the quantity of any nutrient mineral entering in 

the feed stream is equal to the amount of that mineral converted 
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into algal biomass, when the system is at steady state: 

pAWN = FeN (8-1) 

where WN is the fraction of the mineral in the algae as determined 

by chemical analysis, mass/mass; and eN is the concentration of 

.the limiting nutrient in the feed stream, mass/volume. Rearrang

ing and making use of V = AS, where S is the thickness of the sys

tem: 

_PfNN 
--r 

v 
(8- 2) 

All terms on the left-hand side of Equation (8-2) have been previ

ously determined or are a property of the algae; eN and S are the 

only remaining independent variables. 

A decision niust now be made concerning either eN or S. If 

the feed stream is fixed in composition and cannot be changed, then 

the decision has already·been made for us. This might be the case 

if algae production is to be tied in with sewage treatment facilities. 

Nevertheless, even in this case the feed stream can be supple

mented with minerals. 

In the interest of having as concentrated a suspension of algae . 

as possible to harvest, one should minimize S, since algal concen

tration is inversely proportional to S when all else is held constant. 

But there are physical limitations on how thin a pond can be built. 

It is inconceivable from a civil engineering standpoint to build large 

ponds that are 1 mm or even 1 em in depth. · Other considerations 

.are also important. If algae such as Chlorella or Scenedesmus are 

being grown, the pond should be periodically agitated because these 

algae settle to the bottom. Increasing the depth of the pond allows 

the algae to stay in suspension longer. This settling problem has 

led to the 8 inch depth that was suggested by Oswald and Golueke 

( 1968) as being optimum for ehlorella systems. But in systems 
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where settling is not a problem, thinner depths would probably be 

desirable: 

Seve,ral equations that set the boundaries of operation are 

listed below. Operation outside of these limits is impossible. 

Equations (8-3) and (8-5) have as their basis Equation (8-2). 

pWN 
s:;:::: r. . 

-NI-'omax 

-1 
1-Linax io the mnui:puun opceifie growth rate of the alga.~. da.y . · II 

the above criterion is not met, the nutrient limits, and p cannot be 

attained. 

F -v ~ II • rmax (8-4) 

The above simply says that all algae are washed out if F /V exceeds 

the maximum specific growth rate of the algae. 

(R- S) 

If Equation (0~5) is not rnet, p cannot b~ attained. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

A = Illuminated surface area 

CN - Concentration of the limiting nutrient in the feed stream, 

mass/volume 

F = Feed rate, volume/t:l.~e 

p = Productivity, mass of algal biomass/area/time 

J? - Production of algal biomass, mass/day 

S = Total depth of the illuml.nated algal system 

V = Volume of the algal system 

WN = Weight fraction of a mineral in the algal biomass, 

mass/mass 
-1 = ·Specific growth rate, tirne 

-1 = Maximum specific growth rate, time 
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Appendix I 

. ON SEPARATE REACTION CHAIN KINETICS: ·THE.EQUILIBRIUM 
BETWEEN TWO ADJACENT SPECIES WITHIN A SINGLE CHAIN 

Separate chain kinetics differs from the kinetics of homoge

neous chemical reactions in solution. In separate chain kinetics, 

species are restricted to reacting with species adjacent in the chain. 

The discussion here will be restricted to two topics that are impQJ;"

tant to the models proposed in Chapter VI. For a more complete 

discussion the reader is referred to Malkin (1969). 

Oase 1: Two Adjacent Reacting Species, Each With a Pool 
Size of 1 

. Consider the 2 ~pecies, U and V, adjacent to each other in.a 

chain. ·It is assUined that there is only one of each of these species 

within the chain. Consider the case of electron transfer; there are 

7. possible ~ttate& for oach of the spedes, U u1· u- and V or v-. 
But since a single U is bound to a single V as a system. there 

are .4 possible states for the UV system: 

1) uv 
2) u- v-
3) ·u- v 
4) uv-

The first 2 system states, UV and u-v~, cannot result in electron 

transfer between U and V. But the last 2 ,ystem states, u- V and· 

UV-, can result in electron transfer betweenU and V. The re

laliowship between the concentratio'ns of u- V and U V ·· ([U-V] and 

[UV-], respectively) is given by the equilibrium constant K: 

(A-1) 

But the apparent equilibrium constant, Kapp' is based upon homo

geneous chemical kinetics, and considers notonly the system states 
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u- v and. u v-' where electron taansport is possibie, but also the 

system states uv and u- v-, where electron transport is not pos

sible: 

K = app 
[U][V-] 

[u-][v] 
(A-2) 

First we will consider the case where the true equilibrium 

cons.tant, K, has a value of 1, and prove that in this case 

K = K = 1. This is an important case, since the equilibria be
app 

tween q and A and between C and P were assumed describable by 

K-values of 1. 

Considering the 2 non- reacting system states, U V and u- v-, 
[U:] = [V] and [U-] = [V-]. For the 2 reacting system states, 

since ~ = 1, [u- V] = [U v-]; therefore [U] = [V] and [U-] = [v-]. 

Using these relationships in Equation (A-2): 

K 
. app 

Hence, if K = 1, then also .. Kapp = 1. 

If K = oo and there is an equal probability of an electron being 

donated to U as there is for an electron leaving V, then K = 4, app 
as was demonstrated by Malkin·(1969). 

Case 2: Pool Size of One of the Reacting Species 
on the Chain is Large 

In this case there is only one U per chain, but the number of 

V is equal to n. The single U may engage in electron transfer with 

any of the V. Again we wish to examine the relationship between 

the true equilibrium constant, K, and the apparent equilibrium 

constant, K The possible states of the system are: 
app 
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{u-} {(n- f)V, v~} _ 

{u-} {(n-2)V. 2V-} 
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{U} {nV} 

{U} {(n- f) V, V- }. 

{U} {(n-2) V, 2V-} 

{U} {(n-j)V, jV-} 

· .. 

. . If .n is large, this system approaches ~imolecular kinetics 

in solution, as was noted by Forbush ahd Kok (f968). The reason 

·is thQ.t electron trnneport io pooeible for alii poaaiblc otateCJ except 

for {U} {nV} and {U-} {nv- }, and if n is large 'these 2 species 

are only a tiny fraction of the total possible reacting species. In 

Cas"e .· ~ . the reason Kapp varied from K . was that fully f/2 of the 

species (UV and U- V-) could not have electr<:m transfer between 

U and V. Such is not the case here. In fact, as n approaches in

finity, bimolecular, -kinetics are ob~yed e:Jeactly. 

,_. 
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. Appendix II 

NADPH CONTROL OF THE PHOTO-ELECTRON 
·TRANSPORT SYSTEM 

This model assumes that 1\fADPH build-up, when an enzyme 

in the ~arbon fixation cycle has readhed its maximum rat~. limits 

the rate of the photo-electrontransport system. In Chapter VI it 

was assumed that ATP, rather than NADPH, exerted· such an effect 

on the rate of electron transport . 

. The model under consideration is shown in Fig. 39. This 

case has the following dlfferences from the case of ATP control 

treated in Chapter VI: 

1. The transfer of electrons between Q and Pis fast, reversible, 

and at any given light distribution is describable by the equilib

r·i\UTh.constant, K
1

. 

2. Species F immediately accepts an electron from P-, when a 

quantum of light has been photochemically trapped by P-. 

3. The steps between F and L are assumed to be fast. The equi

librium between F and Lis described by the equilibrium con

stant K4 , which is assumed to be very large rel~tive to KM, the 

Michaelis constant for the conversion of L to M. 

The following four equations descr~be the system: 

M!J. = 0 
dt 

(A-3) 

(A-4) 

*For the data shown in Figs. 14 and 17, the rounding in the light 
response curves as light saturation is approached requires that 
K

4
/KM be no less than 50. · 

,. 
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Fig. 39. A model for the light response curve of photo
.· synthesis that assumes NADPH control of the photo-
. electron transport system. This case is discussed in 
Appendix II. 
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K1 = 
[Q] [P-] 

= gp . 
[Q -]( P] {1-q) ( 1~p) 

(A-5) 

K = (F] (L] 
4. [F ] 

(A- 6) 

. . . . . 
The variables are defined as they were in Chapter VI. Use will 

also be made of the matedal balance, [F) + [F-] = [F ] . Substi-
. .· . . 0 

tuting Equation (A- 6) into Equation (A~4) and solving for ['F]: 

[F) = (F ] 
. 0 

. 2 
- l\J2 -m) 

(A-7) 

K ~ . . 4 . 
·"K j3k5 [E ) 

1vf 0. 

, . Since the value of K4/Klvf approaches infinity, [F) = 0 when 

j3 k 5[E
0

] = 1~~ (above light s~turatfori), and [F] = [F 
0

] when 

j3 k 5[E
0

] .> 1~~ (below light saturation). 

Below Light Saturation, [F] = [F ] 
. . .0 

Because K4/K_M is assumed to be very large, [F] = [F 
0
]. 

F can.always accept electrons from P- that trap quanta of light. 

Hence 'there are no inefficiencies in electron transfer from P- to 

F. As in Chapter VI, we will assume ·4J 
1 

= 4J 2 = l\J .. Substituting 

Equation (A- 5) into Equation (A- 3) and solving for q: 

(A-8) 

The rate of electron transport, RET' is: 

= l\J iJ . . q . 
(A-9) 
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2- Z/K -~ 1 1 

(A-10) 

Before discussing these results, the case of light saturation will be 

treated mathematically. 

Above Light Saturation, [F] = 0 

When the rate of electron transport, -:v iJ~ , became.-s equal to 

the maximum rate of the bottleneck step, (3k5[£
0
], [F] suddenly 

changes i,ts value from [F ] to 0. This can be seen from Equation 
. 0 . 

(A-7). .The physical reason is :that reduced species back up behind 

L causing F to be entirely converted to F-. 

Inreality, we would not.expect F- to accumulate. Instead, we 

would ·expect species such as F-, since they have very negative mid

point redox potentials, t.o start donating their electrons to molecular 

0
2

. But lh~:: n:~wll i::J ~xadly the ::Jatne; the net t·ate uf ~lecll·un tnuu:~

port cannot exceed f3 kr:' [E ] . Thus, at light saturation: 
J . 0 

(A-13) 

where S' = f3k [E ] and is the light saturated rate of electron transA 5 o 
port. 

Discussion 

Equation (A- 1.0) says that the rate of electron transport, RET' 

varies directly with light intensity, I..· This fir~?t-ordar bt~haviur cun·· 

tinues up until light saturation is reached, at which point Equation 

(A-13) g~)Ve:r,ns. This behavior is of course dependent upon K4/KM 

approa.ching infinity: the smaller K4/KM is, the smoother is the 

transition between first-order and zero-order behavior. 

Equation ( 6-15) gives the rate of electron transport below 

light s.aturation for the case of ATP control of the rate of photosyn

thetic electron transport. In contrast with Equation (A-10), 
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Equation {6-iS) does not predict first-order behavior below light 

saturation, but instead predicts curvature, starting from zero in

tensity all the way up to· light saturation. The experimental data 

given in Fig. 4, f4, and f 7 seem to indicate some curvature at 

lower light intensities, but the data do not allow a clear preference 

for one model over the other .. 

. . 
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. Appendix III · 

. . 

THE RATE OF PHOTOCHEMICAL TRAPPING AS A 
FUNCTION OF THE CONCENTRATION OF 

PRIMARY PHOTOCHEMICAL TRAPS 

The following model was developed by Joliot et al. ( 1966) and 

is a particular case of a more geue.i.'al rnodel developed by Clayton 

( 1967) .. The following assuinptions are :n1a.de~ 

1. Pigment units are separate, each with a single photochemical 

. trap along with jts sh~.rP. of,ha.rvestine pi~rnenl. For a given 

photosystem all such units are identical. 

2. A quantum absorbed by a unit may undergo three possible 

fates: it may be trapped, it may be dissipated as heat or 

fluorescence, or its excitation energy may be transferred to 

another unit. It is assumed that all three of these compet

itive processes are first-order with respect to concentration 

of excitation quanta and n~ay be dcacribcd by the rate con-

stants, kt , kd. , and kt , respectively. ·rap 188 . rans 
3. A quantum absorbed in a uni~ with an open t.rap is· caught by 

that trap with 100 per ce·nt efficiency. This assumption of perfect 

trapping is tantamount to the assumption that kt is much rap 
larger than kd. or kt . If a quantum is absorbed by a . · 1ss rans · 
unit with a closed trap, this quanttii'r'l has a. chance of ueiug 

transferred to another unit; consecutive search of units con

tinue until it has been trapped or dissipated. A closed trap 

is defined as one that has undergone chernical ch~ngc by vir .. 

tue of a recently absorbed· quantum, rendering it incapable 

of absorbing another quantum until it has been regenerated 

to its open form. 

In Fig. 40 an incoming quantuin of light is absorbed by a unit 

in a uegion where. a frad:ion,. f, of the tr.aps are open. The prob

ability of the quantum being tTapped in this unit is equal to the prob

ability of that trap being open, f, since trapping is assumed perfect 

I 
I 
! 

i 
. I 

I 
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Probab111 ty ot Trapplng 
When the Avera.ge.Fraction 

of Open. Traps = 1' 

·I 
t 

XBL 709-6495 

Fig. 40. The probability a quantum harvested by the 
top pigment aggregate has of being trapped by any given 
pigment aggregafe. This system is discussed in Appen
dix III. 
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for units with open traps .. The probability of the excitation energy 

being transferred to another unit is equal to the probability that the 

first unit is closed times the probability of the quantum being trans-

ferred rather than dissipated: (1- f) kt /(kt + kd. ). In rans rans 1ss 
' order to determine the probability of this transferred quantum being 

harvest~d by this second unit, th~ above term: must be m'l,lltipli~d by 

f. Figure 40 shows the probability of trapping by each unit along 

the path of a migrating quantum. All of these terms must be added 

together to obtain the total probability of the quantum being trapped, 

p . 
trap' 

.{ k p = f 1 + ( 1 _ f) trans 
trap · kt + kd. : rans 1ss ··} 

(A-14) 

The above infinite series may be re-expressed: 

ptrap Ill f {-1---:-k-tr-~ns -·7;~~;} 
k + kd. trans 1ss 

(A-15) 

Let a= kt· /(kt + kd. ), the probability of transfer between ·. rans rans 1ss 
units. Joliot' s equation (Joliot et al., 1966) results: 

p = 
trap 

f 
1 - a( 1 - f) 

(A-16) 

Joliot's equation may be modified to give the rate of trapp.ing: 

Rate of trapping = 
1 - a( 1 - f) 

(A-17) 

where ljJ is equal to the light absorbed times the quantum efficiency 

when all tr ap,s a"r .e .. o,R~n. 

,,. 
I 

I 
' 
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Appendix IV 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

A. DRY WEIGHT DETERMINATION 

1.. Pipette 10 ml samples of recently resuspended algae into 10 

ml centrifuge tubes of known weight. 

2. Centrifuge cells at 5000 g (at o~3o C) for 10 minutes, decant 

liquid, and resuspend the cells in distilled w:ater using a small 

metal spatula (make sure to lose no cells). Centrifuge once . 

. again. 

3. Decant water from the centrifuge tubes and place them in a 

90° C oven for 18-22 hours. 

4. After drying, place the centrifuge tubes in a CaC1
2 

dessicator 

for about 1 hour. After removing the tubes from the dessicator 

they must receive a minimum of handling; they must not be 

rubbed, static electricity will cause the weighings to be wrong. 

The scale zero should be checked each time. 

B. CHLOROPHYLL ASSAY 

1. Follow steps 1 and 2 of the dry weight determination (preced

ing page). All subsequent steps in this analysis must be car

ried out in very subdued light. 

2. After decanting the water, add about 5 ml of methyl alcohol to 

each of the centrifuge tubes and resuspend the cells with a 

small metal spatula, spinning the spatula until no cells are 

stuck to it. 

3. Pour each cell susp.ension into a 50 ml beaker, ·making sure 

to wash the centrifuge tube and spatUla several times, thus in

suring transfer of all cells to the beaker. Each beaker should 

end up with about 15 ml of cell - Me~OH solution. 

4 ... Place the beaker on a hot plate (in a hood) at a temperature 

just sufficient to cause the MeOH solution to boil. Do nol let 
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the beakers evaporate to dryness on the hot plate.· Remove 

the beaker from the hot plate while there is still a small 

amount of liquid in it, and let it evaporate to dryness at room 

temperature. 

5. When all beakers are dry, resuspend the dried material in an 

80:20 (v:v) acetone-water mixture with the aid of a metal spat

ula.. PuuJ.' Lhis li4uiJ t.:a.rdully lulu a graduate cylinder. Rinse 

the beaker and spatula several times with the acetone-water 

mixture, making sure that all extracteq cellular material is 

transferred into the graduate cylinden. Add· more acetone

water mixture to the graduate cylinder until a dilution is 

.. reached ~;~ufficient to give an absorbance o( O.S O.R at nn3 nm 

with a 1.0 em path lengt~ cuvette. 

6. Let the cellular remains equilibrate with the acetone-water 

. mixture for at least 15 minutes. 

7. Centrifuge a sample of this mixture at ·5000 g for 10 minutes. 

Place the supernatant in a 1..0 em path length cuvette and read 

the absorbance at 645 nm and 663 nm, using as a blank the 

acetone-water solvent. '!'he following equations for the con

centrations of chlorophyll.! and chlorophytl b are due to 

Arnon ( 1949) and use the extinction coefficients of MacKinney 

(1941). 

CA = -2.69 D645 + 12 · 7 D663 

D64B - 4.68 D66~ 

(A-18) 

(A-19) 

(A- 20) 

where C is the concentration of chlorophyll in the acetone

water solvent (mg/1) (the subscrj.pts T, A. B stand for 

total chlorophyll, chlorophyll ..!• and chlorophyll-~· respec

tively), D 645 is the absorbance at 645 nm, and D 663 is the 

absorbance at 663 nm. 

8. The chlorop:QyJl ~t.chlprop:hyll.E .. ratio is equal to c AI cB. 
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9. The weight per cent total chlorophyll may be determined by 

the equation: 

GT X D. F. 
wt.% ChiT= D;W. X 10 (A-21) 

where D. F. is the dilution factor, the ratio of the volume of 

acetone-water solvent to the volume of cell suspension orig

inally used; D. W. is the concentration of the original cell 

suspension (grams dry weight/1). 

C. RESPiROMETER TECHNIQUES 

The respirometer used was a Gilson GP-14 Photosynthesis 

Model. This instrument is a constant pressure device, as opposed 

to the Warburg-type constant volume respirometer. The advantage 

of the constant pressure respirometer is that no correction need he 

made for the gas (in this case oxygen) dissolved in the liquid phase, 

since the quantity of this dissolved gas does not change with time 

after initial induction effects. 

In all cases two 50 watt tu3gsten filament reflector flood lamps 

were used to illuminate the number 8 and 12 position flasks in the 

respirometer. These two lamps (and the respirometer flasks that 

they illuminated) were not in adjacent positions, but were separated 

by one intervening unusen. position. The flasks were separated in 

this manner so that essentially all of the light reaching a flask would 

be from.its own lamp. 

Changes in light intensity were made by interposing stainless 

steel wire mesh screens between the lamps and the respirometer 

flasks. Calibration of light transmitted by these screens was car

ried out in situ. In somP. runs a copper sulfate solution (0.043 M, 

path length 2.8 em) was placed between the lamps and the respirom

eter flasks. This gave a spectrum virtually identical to the spec

trum of incident illumination under which the algae were grown (see 

Figs. 6 and 13). In other runs the copper sulfate solution was not 

used, in order to achieve higher light intensities. The saturated 
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rates of-photosynthesis were found to be identical for both types of 

illumination. Indeed, no differences in curve shapes could be dis

tinguish~d. when the initial slopes of the light response curve of 

photosynthesis were matched up. This conversion factor, to convert 

unfiltered light intensities to the equivalent light intensities for cop

per sulfa~e filtered light (both types of light with the same set of 

screet:ls), was found experimentally to be 1.95; 

Photosynthetic Rate with Carbonate-Bicarbon.ate Buffer 

The carbonate- bicarbonate buffer system consisted of 0.19 M 

KHC0 3 and 0.01 M Na2co3 dissolved in distilled water. This sys

tem gives a pH of about 9.0. The advantage of this system is that 

the carbon dioxide concentration in the gas phase (and also in the 

liquid phase) remains fairly constant. However, the carbon dioxide 

concentration in the gas phase changes with time, necessitating a 

small correction. How this correction is made will be shown later 

in this section. First, the experimental procedure will be given. 

,, 

1. Freshly collected cells are kept chilled (0- 3° C) and in sub

dued light during the following steps. 

2. Centrifuge 10 ml of cell suspension at 5000 g for 10 minutes, 

decant the supernatant, and resuspend ·the cells in chilled car

bon~te- bicarbonate buffer using a smaJJ mP.ta 1 sp<~tula (make 

sun:: lu lu~:;e no cells). 

3. Centrifuge the above cell suspension and repeat the rinsing 

·with chilled buffer once again (as given in the above step 2). 

4. CP.nt:rifugP. the c~Jl 5\Hip~nsion for a. third time. D~~n.nt thr. 

supernatant, and resuspend the cells in sufficient chilled car

bonate- bicarbonate buffer to give 13.33 '{ of total chlorophyll 

per ml. 

5. Pipette 3 ml of this algal suspension into a clean dry respirom-
. • , ,#" • ., .... ,.. __ • 2 •. 

eter fla,sk (Gilson GME--140 with 9.6 em of illuminated area). 

Also prepare a control flask with 3 ml of plain carbonate-. 

bicarbonate buffer. 

.: 
I 

1 
.I 

I 
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. . . ' . . . 
. . 

6 .. Plac:·e the respirometer flasks in :the respirometer, which has 

been allowed to equilibrate _to its operating temperature. Let 

the flasks equilibrate for one hour, agitating at 160 rpm, be

fore taking any readings. 

7. The atmospheric pressure is noted before the readings. Res

pirometer readings are taken over a 20 minute interval for each 

intensity. Allow 5 minutes afte'r switching light intensities to 

ensure a steady state rate of oxygen evolution is reached. In 

general, light intensities are rim from low to high to prevent 

. problems of siblarization (impairment of the photosynthetic ap

paratus by high light intensities). Readings are corrected for 

changes in the control flask. 

A.s previously mentioned, there is some change in the concen

trationof carbon dioxide in the gas phase as carbon dioxid~ is con

sumed by the photosynthesizing algae. No buffer has an infinite buf

fering capacity. Initially, the ca,rbon dioxide concentration in the· 

gas phase is about 0.90% at 25° C, but after 500 J.Ll of oxygen have 

.evolved it has dropped to about 0.52o/o. This effect causes the mea

sured oxygen evolution to be less than the actual oxygen evolution. 

The manner of making this correction will now be described·. 

The initial concentration of ccui'bonate and bicarbonate ions are known. 

Carbon dioxide in the liquid and in the gas phases, as well as H 2co3 
in the liquid phase, are formed from the stoichiometric relation: 

2HC0 3--.co 3-- + H
2
co

3
. Knowing the volume of the liquid phase, 

the volume of the gas phase, the dissociation constants for H 2 co3 
and HC03- (the values used were from Mcinnes and Belcher ( 1933)), 

and the Henry's law constant for carbon dioxide, material balances 

may be set up. These may be solved giving the carbon dioxide con

centration in the gas phase as a function of the amount of the carbon 

dioxide consumed by the algae in photosynthesis. It is also assumed 

that one mole of oxygen is evolved for each mole of carbon dioxide 

consumed. The resultant graphs, which show the corrections to be 

added to the measured amounts of oxygen evolved, are shown in 
. . _.,. 

Fig. 41 for both 25° C and 10° C. 
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Fig. 41. Gas phase correction for the carbonate- bicarbonate 
·buffer system used in the respirometer. This correction is 
to be adqeJ;Lto the measurecLca:g.~nttty_Qi~evolv~A. oxygen. 
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After adding the above corrections for gas phase contraction, 

the amount of gas evolved under the conditions of the experiment 

must be corrected to standard temperature and pr~ssure. The ma

nometer correction is: 

(PT- PH
2
0.- 6)(273) 

.. Manom. Corr. = (7 60) (T) (A- 22) 

where :PT is the barometri-c pressure (mm Hg),' PH
2

0 is the vapor 

pressure of water at the temperature of the experiment (mm Hg), 

Tis the temperature of the experiment (°K), and cS is a correction 

to account for the thermal expansion of mercury in the barometer 

(3 mm Hg if the barometer is at room temperature). 

In plotting the light response curves, the dark respiration rates 

were added to the net rates of photosynthesis measured by the above 

procedure. 

Dark Respiration Rate with Phosphate Buffer 
. . 

. Chilled phosphate buffer (0.035 M, pH= (.4) was used to sus-

pend a quantity of Chlorella cells that had previously been rinsed 

twice with this buffer (steps 17" 3 of the previous proced,ure were used, 

but with substitution of the phosphate buffer for the carbonate- bicar

bonate buffer). The cell concentration was several times higher than 

that used for determining photosynthetic rates, since dark respiration 

rates are small in Chlorella. 

Three ml of this cell suspension were placed in a respirometer 

flask. The flask also contained 0.2 ml of 20o/o KOH along with a filter 

paper wick in its center well. The KOH consumes carbon dioxide as 

it is. evolved by respiration. The manometer correction is given by 

Equation (A-22). 

·Respiration rates were also determined with the carbonate

bicarbonate buffer system. Dark respiration rates were measured 

in the same flasks used to determine photosynthetic cr-ates, and these 

rates were detern1ined prior to any illumination of the flasks. 
e 
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. Respiration rates determined with the carbonate- bicarbonate buffer 
. . 

were similar to the rates determined. with .the phosphate buffer. 

Quinone. I:Iill Reaction 

The quinone Hill reaction in whole cell algae relies on the 

ability of para-bensoquinone to penetrate cell membranes. This 

reaction~ like all Hill reactions, uses the photosynthetic electron 

transport syst~m (at lP.i'I,Rt ~yRtP.Tn II) ~nd refi:l.llh in the tran&port 

of electrons from water to the electron acceptor. In this case the 

electrons convert quinone to hydroquinone: 

D OR 

0 I + 2e + 2H+-

0.. 
Ill :I 
0 dil 

The ability of quinone to penetrate the cellmembrane, an 

ability not possessed by other Hill oxidants such as potassium ferro

cyanide, stems from.the fact that it carries no net charge. Ionic 

molecules are generally ~xc;l\lded by cell membranes. The qui

none. Hill reaction in ':Vhole cell algae was. discovered by Clenden-

ning ·and Eht-mantraut ( t 950) anci was furthe·r investigated by 

Ehr!llan~raut and Rabinowitch ( t 952),- The following is based on the 

pro¢edure given in the apove references. but is modified in several 

important respects. The most important of these modifications is the 

additional inclusion of NH4 Cl, mannitol, and serum albumin to 

the reaction mix. These additions were all found to have a beneficial 
I .. , .. 

effect on the-r.a1:e""01f toxygen evolution. 1 . ~ , ' 
Reagent~. 0.05 M potassillf!l phosphate buffer (pH = 6.5), 20% 

KOH, bovine serum albumin (Calbiochem, grade A), mannitol, para

benzoquinone (Eastman Chemicals), and 0.3 M NH
4

Cl . 
.. 

,, 

I 
·I 

I 
! 
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The experimental procedure takes two days. The first day's 

· activities follow. As ·usual the cells are kept iri subdued light and 

only chilled solutions (0- JO C) are used in suspending the algae. 

1. Centrifuge 10 ml of fresh cell suspension at 5000 g (at 0-3° C) 

minutes, decant supernatant, and resuspend the cells in chilled 

phosphate buffer (0.05 l\t:{, pH= 6.5) using a small metal spatula 

(make sure to rinse spatula with buffer). 

2. Centrifuge the above cell suspension and repeat the rinsing 

with chilled buffer once again (as given in the above step 1). 

3. Centrifuge the cell suspension for a third time. Store the 

cells in the centrifuge tube at oo C and in the darkness until the next 

day (18-24 hours). 

On the following day observe the following procedure, making 

sure the cells are kept in very subdued light and at 0-3° C. 

1. !>lace about 100 mg of quinone in the bo.ttom of a large test tube, 

insert a cold finger, and genely heat the testtube over a bunsen 

burner until sufficient quinone sublimes on the cold finger (30 mg or 

so). This resublimed quinone must be kept in very subdued light. 

2. Dissolve 24 mg of the resublimed quinone in 20 ml of the chill

ed phosphate buffer (1.2 mg/ml). Keep this solution at oo C. 

3. Weigh out sufficiertt mannitol and bovine serum. album.in to give 

a solution of the following composition when these are dissolved in . 

chilled phosphate buffer: 0.3 M mannitol, 0.33 wt.% serum albumin, 

and 0.05 M phosphate buffer (pH= 6.5). KeEfP at O"'C. 

4. Decant the supe:ra.atan,t. from the cells centrifuged the previous 

day and suspend them in sufficient of the above mannitol- albumin

phosphate solution to give 22.2 y of total chlorophyll per ml. 

5. Place filter paper wicks into the center wells of two respirom

eter flasks. Place 0.2 ml of 20% KOH on the wicks. Place 0.2 ml ' 

of 0.3. M NH4 Cl in one sidearm of each flask. Chill the flasks in the 

refriger.ator if the experiment is to be run at 10° C. 

6.' Add 1.0 ml of the chilled quinone-phosphate solution to the re

maining sidearm of each flask. Add 1.8 ml of the chilled cell 
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suspensionto the main compartmertt of one flask, and 1.8 ml of the 
·, 

same sohl'tion without any c·eUs to the other a,ask, which will be used 

as a control. 

7. Place the flasks in the respirometer .and let them equilibrate 

for 10 minutes (15 minutes if at 10° C) before tipping the sidearms. 

After the sidearms are tipped, the reaction mix should contain 1.2 

mg quinone, 40 tJ.g of total chlorophyll, 0.54.nnM mannitol, 0.14 ni:M 

phospha,te~ 6 mg serum albwnip, ~Ad 0,06 mM NH4 Cl in a total of 

3 mi. 

8. After the sidearms are tipped, take readings at 5 minutes inter

vals over a period of 10 miil.utes ( 15 minutes if at 10° C) before turn

ing on the illumination of the d~sired intensity.· 

9. Take readings on the flasks at two minute .intervals for a period 

of at least· 2'0 minutes after the illuminating lights are turned on. 

',t. 

'·· 
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Appendix V 

. .· . 

CALCU,LATION OF QUINONE HILL REACTION INITIAL RATES 
. . ' . . 
The rate of 0 2 evolution, as measured in a respirometer, for 

the quinone Hill reaction is a function of time as well as light inten-·. . * . 
sity. The rate of 0

2 
evolution decreases with time. The rate of 

this decrease is a function of light intensity; at higher intensities 

the rate of decrease is more rapid. 

Another factor also complicates raw data: the liquid and vapor 

phases are not at equilibrium with. respect to 0 2 concentration. In 

spite of shaking the respirometer flasks, a considerable mass trans

fer resistance exists between the liquid phase, where 0 2 is evolved, 

and the. vapor phase, where the evolved 0 2 is measured . 

. Figure 42 shows a typical quinone Hill reaction run, where 

the accumulated amount of 0 2 evolved is plotted as a function of 

time. Figure 43 shows the same data, but instead is plotted to 

show the_ differential rate of 0
2 

evolution. The data points plotted 

are the differences between the data points shown in Frg. 43. 

The first data point shown plotted in Fig. 43 is low because a 

transient is caused by the high :mass transfer resistance. But a 

steady s.tate rate of 0 2 evolutionis never reached; at times greater 

than.4 minutes the rate of oxygen evolution declines. This decline 

in rate appears to be first-order with respect to remaining activity. 

First-order behavior would result in a straight line in Fig. 43, 

which is a semi-logarithmic plot. The initial (maximum) rate of 

02 evolution may be found simply by extrapolating the data back to 

ong1n. We did not use this technique, however, since the scatter

ing of the data and the initial transient make hand-fitting the data 

difficult. Instead we fit the data by a non-linear least squares 

* The back reaction, hydroquinone + 0 2 -+ quinone, did not appear to 
pe an important factor in the decrease of 0 2 evolution rate with 
t1ine. After the quinone Hill reaction had proceeded for some time, 
turning off the illumination resulted in little 0 2 uptake. 
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Fig. 43. The rate of oxygen evolution for the quinone Hill re
action as a function of t1me. These data points were obtained. 
by. taking differences between the data points shown in Fig. 42. 
After an initial transient caus~d by the mass transfer resist
ance between the liquid and gas phase of the respirometer 
flask, the typical first-order decay in oxygen evolution rate can 

·be seen. 
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computer technique. 

The following equation is ·from Briggs (1959): 

(A-23). 

where· 

_g 

P .. 

= rate of appearance of the evolved gas in the gas phase 

{JJ.l/min) 

= rate of production. of gas in the liquid phase (Jll./min) . . . 

kL a = mass tra~sfer coefficient betwee~ the liquid and gas 

phases (rn:l/min) 

·. v L •· = volume of liquid phase (ml) 

. v G.. = volume of gas phase (ml) 

u . _. = Henry's law constant, defined to be the concentration 

in the liquid phase divided by the. concentration in the 

gas phase.· 

.·Since the rate of productiofi of gas appe~rs to decay in a first

order manner with respect 'to r.eniaining photos'ynthetic activity: 

where.·.·. 

-kt 
p .= Ae 

·.A = the initial rate of 0., evolution (~/min) ... 

(A-24) 

· k = Po.ro.mctcr tho.t· doacriboa the first-:ordel' decl'e3.Se in 
,. ., . ( . . -1) 

ac~..Lv.L~.y nu.n . 

It is _-the determination of A, the initial quinone Hill reaction rate, 

that is ~ur objective. 

By substituting Equation (A-24) into Equation (A-23) and inte

grating with respect to time, the following equation is obtained: 

= DA ( -kt e-DBt) 
g DB - k e - (A-25) 

where 

D = kL a/vL (1/min) 

·B. = (vG+ uvL)/vG (very close to 1.00 in our case). 

• 

.I 
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In obtaining Equation (A-25) use was made of the initial condition, 

at t = 0,. g = 0 . 

The above equation could be used to fit rate data such as 

shown i>in _Fig. 43. But Vie will carry the integration one step fur

ther so that accumulative clata of the type shown on:Tig. 42 can be 

described. Integrating Equation (A-25) yields: 

y = D~~k (~ { 1- e -kt } - . riB { 1- e -DBt}). (A-26) 

where 
. . 

y = the accumulative amount of 0 2 evolved; note that g = dy/dt. 

(f.Ll). 

Equation (A-26) was obtained by making use of the second initial 

condition, at t = 0, g.= 0 . 

. Equation (A-26) was used to fit all quinone Hill reaction res

pirometer runs. Use was made of LSQVMT, a Lawrence Radiation 

Laboratory Computer Library program that may be used to fit non

linear equations by a least squares proce<iure. 
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Appendix VI 

PROGRAM ALGAE: PREDICTING THE PERFORMANCE OF 
OPTICALLY DENSE CULTURES OF ALGAE 

PROGRA"'1 !.LGfl (I NPUT·,OUTPUT I 

C ::.PSCAT = 10. 

?.tfll MU, If\CTNTt LllMOA, MU!NC, MUCALC, INTTCT, "'IC\~AT, MICTOT,----
1 II''T IH c; 

T~iTi.:Gi.:R SSTEP, QStF.P 
DIM~NSIO~ EPS(37), INCINTC37J, LA"'1DAC371, CHAAC121, Z~UI~COlr 

':C30'J), F\11001, 11(3001, SA(300), 7 X(3I)OI,ZPI?')Cl, ZSil'lOOl, UPSil.tl 
~001, ~R 0 STTI30Ql, l~UCLC(300l, MICWAT(.37l, TrA~S(300) 

R~:"o ?o. lC"".nP.cU, t ""1.12, 
50 FUR~aT 112161 

1-'PJ.NT 60, (CHAR(II, ! = ltl21 
hn FnR~~T P l·n t 1 ?1\Al 

P.!:A~ loo, (F 0 .S(Ll, I:>JC!NT(Llt L = 1,3~-1 
lCO FO~~AT 12tlO·O~ 

ob uo L = 1, 3? 
LAMDAILI = lO.*(L + 171 
~JL~ATILI = lNCI~iiLl/(3.F ll•LAMOA(Lll 

:1 r;:o cornrNu.:: 
PR PH 200 

:::00 FOP,MH ( :_HO, lOX, ".HLAMDA, !3X, 7H.FPSlLN1 , UX, t8HPICI~~NT INTs::i\5 
l!TV, oX, 1.5HINCIO~NT HiERGVl 

PRINT 21.t.) 
21.0 FQRMAT IL2X, 2HNM, 7X, Z~~CM*~2/~~ TOTAL CrlLC?lPHVLL, 3X, 24Hf!N 

!ST~l~S/HD/CM**?/10 NM, ~X, 22H~TCRO~ATTS/C~**2/!0 N~//1 
PRINT 229, (LAMDA(Ll, FPSCLI, INCINT(Ll, ~ICWftT(Llt L = !,351 

220 FD~~AT I 9Xt F~.n+ !OXt Fl3.~t l~Xt El3.~• 14Xt E13.SI 
M!CT:JT o. 
l~!TTlf = 0• 
DQ ~·<:o L "'1,35 
~ICT,f ~ICTOT + ~ICWAT(ll 
JNTT:JT H.;TTnT + TNCHIT(l) 

?r:o C~ll\jT 1 r·w~= 
PRII\IT !:6'), INHr.T 

2~0 FORMAT llHO, 39HTHE TOTAL TNCIOfNT I~TEI\ISITV, J~TT8T, =• ll3.5, 
ll9H ~~~ST~JN~/HR/C~**2l 

PRINT ?70, MJCTCT 
~70 FOF~~T llHO, 36HTHE TQTAL li\ICI~ENT f~ER~Y, ~iCT~T. :, El3.~, 

ll7H MlC~J~tTTS/CM**2l 

· QEAD 300, ~S, V, PHY, SM 
300 FOR~AT ~~~10.01 

f'k:l"Jl .:.ou, BS· 
l:Qt) FOP.~AT (JH,, 3cHTf.lf: Tl-llCKNF<;S DF CULTUPF' l)NTT, f3S, ..,., ra.z, 3H C~l--· 

.PR!~T 4t0, V ~ 

-<O FllRr-•.~T r:HC', 3.2HTHr:: V!ll\H~E nF CULTUR~ UNIT, V, =, F8.2, SH CM**31 
·A><~A = V/BS 
PJ:.TNT 420, ARF"A 

r,20 FCR~~H (tHO, ~~~THE' fiRF.A rr::: CULTURE !1"-liT, fiFF..h, =, F9.~·, fH C,_,,,~,(. I 
PRI'H 4l)t ~'ill 

·+~() Fr~·II.Mt\T (~HO, :PYTH:: '~AXIMUM ·'J'JI\NTUI~ Y1UD, Pi-P,=, F~.:-, l.f.H 0(21 
:.o;::" Jd~'JTA) 

PC!"'T 46.'), 5" 
.,.;.c FGR~1AT I J.HC, 7l~T~~E ~;\XII'IU'~ RH·: JF r;.;:: l.l~.r~.urlf:0 PrlC"·TO'-LrCHClt·. rc:: 

lANSP:-'~T :)YST':~~, ':,M, =, F!3.f, 35H MOL::S r'(2l/:-H</'>~G TOTAL :.HLl:P.GPIWL 



.. 

~LI 
~-FA!) ~Oi), ~UH!C, "1lJST':P 

~on F8RVAT <~to.o, IlJI 
P~INT =10, ~UI~Cl MUSTEP 
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:: 1 0 i= ;:::, ;; V, C. T I l H C , ? 3 H fo1 U t "! C R E r~ EN T 5 , "'1 Ll T N C , = , F 8 o3 , 4 7 H I lQ /:. Y AND T H C f\! 
:-J~f1~:; ,F ·~;rr:=os C'F ~U, MUST~!'. =, I 1tl 

R F t. J ? 0 '} • S $ T F: P 
SGO FilR;o~.A.T ( l J.OI 

SIN:: = ['C:/SSTFP 
P~'~T 610, SINC, SSTEP 

b!O FGPr-lAT (lHO, 21.HS li\I(RfMPHS, SII\IC, =, FS.!.".,· ~2H C"1 A~j~ TH::: ... UMBER 
~ r~ ST~PS nF S, SSTFP, =, 141 

:; S7lii<T nF ~U (n!JFRM('STI f)f) LOP.P 
"1-'1.1" (}.0 

DO 200e ~ = l,MUSTfP 
"1l I = r~ II + ~ U [ N C 

( !~U(~I ~~~oco .FC~ PPT~TtNG 

i~u<·.,, = ~u 
( [IMl = MG Tf)T~l CHL8ROPHYLL/MG DPY WT 

C(~) = ~.C2~J*M~ + 0.0743 
C q(MI = ~G DRY ~T/MOL~ 0(21 

fi( P-11 = J .1·4El• + 0.065':4*MIJ 
C Ul~l = ~~SP P~TF, MQL~~ 0(21/H~/MG DRY ~t 

Ul~l = 7.HE H + 2.18':.· 7*MU 
C 5tU'H = "';JLF.<; f 1 (?1/H~/Mr;· TflTAL CHL!JRnPHVLL 

<;A(~I = l.].7t.t:-4 + lo334F'··4*~1U 

X= 2.8/(')U*BSI 

C STA~~ CF S (~IDDL~l nc LOQP 
JST~O = SST~P • t 
r c c,_, \J r = •) 

9C'·C' S = Sl ~IC 
r.cc~JNT -= r c nur-·T • 1 
DG ~10J ~ = l,Q~T~P 
S = 5 + S T 1\:C 

C 1 ') I 1<. I t·: f ? ~) ~ 11 F 'l R T \1 n;: X ! 'II G 
ZSIKI = S 

r: STAtJT !::F L. ( !fiJNf'J'-' . .'ST I Ol1 LUDP F'iR L TGHT t\BS0PPTF'I\' AT S 
ABSS = 0. 
!1\JH.TS = n. 
00 lOJO L = 1,3~ 
t.BSS = ?.>O:FII'lCINT(Ll~(f.PS(Ll + lO.I*EXP(··2.~03*X*S«IfDS(ll + 

t ~ 0 ~ I *C ( !<I I I + AH S S 
!~TATS = EXPI-2.303*X*S*(EPSCLI + lr.l*CC~ll•INCINTCLI + INTATS 

'Qr)O CC)tHJNUF 

( :~LCUL4TIJN ~F PHOTOSYNTHETIC R~T~ ~T S, RP~ 
ll = SJRTCABSIZ~*PHI~ARSS*SM + (DHI*A~SSI~*2ll 
ZP = 2·*SM • ~HI*ABSS • '~ 
~~S = 2·•0HJ~A8SS*SM/ZB 
I F I q P S • r; T • S fJ ( M I I 1<. P S = S fl. ( Ml 

~ l;PSIKI N~ED~D FnR INDEXING 
f. I:> P S ( K } ·= F. P 5 

:1 10'i C:l1NTTf\IIJt: 

(' ~T111.T P~=' T:lt- cur·· LJTTLr ITSY-RTT5Y Q.PSTCT DG LUtW 
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~PST~T = o.s~(ZPPSilJ + ZRPSIJST~PJJ/SST~P 
DO 120~ K = 2,SST~P ' 
R PST.:-; T = P PST f' T + l P. P S ( !< ) ISS TF P 

12SOCr~i'1"!N!J~ . 
'HIC~LC = (L..*(PPSTQT.~C(MI*BIMI UI."11•BI:-.1.1) 
IF IAB:iii..,UC/•LC • MlJ) .t'f:. l·E·3) GO TS l<lOO 
X= ll!35(J(.e<MUCUC/~U) 

IF I X • U'. t • E · 2 I GO TC1 l. 900 
It IX .G~. l.F+2l GO TC 1~00 
lF. (£COUNT .GE. 2001 GO to 1800 
GIJ TO 901) 

11300 X = 0 • 
/900 lX(~) = X 

lPP-1J = X*MU*BS 
T~~NS(M) = lOO.*INT~TS/INTTOT 
tR~S~T(~) = ~PST~T 
Z~U:::LC(Ml = MU(ALC 

L(li)Q (']i'lT P!UE 

PR T.NT :?t 00 
21CO FDO~~T (~Hl, 8X, 3HZMU, 13X, lHC, l~X. lHR, !~X. lHU, 15X, ?HSA, 

1l7Xt 21-fZXr l~Xt 2HlP) 
P R r"H .? J. '.!) 

2110 FUR~~T (4X, 12HSP~C GR RAT~, 4X, l2HFPACT C4l(Tl, 4X, lZHCJ~V~qs F 
iACT, ~x. llH~FS~tP ~Atf, ~x, tlHSAt PS R~rr, 7X, ~2HCfll CG~C o~, 
:?4X, l~HP~~OUCTIVI!YI 
I'P!~H ~t2U 

'.'.:>(· ~r.·~~.H (7)(, cH1/1'1AY, 8X, 12W~G CHL(TI/'-'G, 4lC, ~2Hvr,/'·1f1L:: ~·(21, :;x, 
ll'H~~L 0121/HP/~G, 2X, 1BH~0l 1121/HP/~G CHL, 5X, qH~~ ~~/ML, hX, 
i 121-f"' G I C.''"'* 2 / 11 A Y ) 

DC.l'\IT 2l'~IJ,I7'1UI1~1, (1~1. B(M), U(M), St...fl-1), lX(V.), !.,P(V.), ~ = 1_,'..1 

lUST~ PI 
,21."0 FJP-11\T I'.HO, =x, F8.3, BX, FR.(), 7X, 1=10.1., ':X, Fl2.1.0, f.X, Fl2~1C 

1,· RX~ FR.~, BX, F8.4l 
fJR 1 ~ T 24(!(' 

.~40\1 Ff1QIJ.AT (1HJ, RX, 3HZ:~(!, U.X, 6HlRPS'!'T, lOX, ~HZ~UCLC, llX, 5HH~1~S 
1 I 

PPINT 24'C 
2' 1 0 FDQ~AT (4X, 12HSP~C GP PAT~, 4X, 12H~VP~ PS R!T~, 4X, 12~CALC G~ ~ 

~RTCt 3X, l4HPEP CENT TRANS! 
PR I'"JI ?'-?.0 . 

~·:..?(_\ l:'(.~f.!M.\r ( fX, ... ~..qfi)AV, ~.X, lHH"l:JL £1(2.1/H'</1-IG C:HL, r:x, '!Hl/'l/IVI 
P8.1\lT ~t'l(), (!."'U(:-41, l~PSTT(I.1), zr~UCLC:(.i~·,., TRliNSP•'Il, M = l,MUSTEPJ 

2~"0 FGR~AT !1~0, 5X, FR.~, bX, Fl2ol0r ~X, Fa.~, tX, Fq.~) 

'\:)QC cm.1T INU~ 
. :~ Ni1 

.. 
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DEFINITION OF VARIABLES IN PROGRAM ALGAE 

ABSS 

AREA· 

B(M) 

BS 

C(M) 

CHAR(!) 

EPS(L) 

I 

!COUNT 

INCINT(L) 

INTATS 

INTOT · 

K 

L 

LAMDA 

M 

MICTOT 

MICWAT(L) 

MU(M) 

MUCALC(L) 

MUINC 

MUSTEP 

= Light absorption at S, einstein/~g chlorophyll/hr 

=Illuminated area of the culW:r~ unit, cm2 

= Factor for converting photosynthetic rate from 0
2 

production to cell dry weight production, mg dry 

wt. /mole 0 2 
= Thickness of culture vessel, em· 

= Chlorophyll content of cells, mg chlorophyll/mg 

dry wt. 

= Storage for A-field information 

= Ep~ilon, the extinction coefficient of the photosyn-

thetic pigments, cm
2 
/mg chlor~phyll 

= Indexing value for A- field storage 

= Number of iterations in S (middle) DO loop 

=Incident intensity of light on culture vessel surface, 
. 2 . 

einstein~cm /hr /10 nm 

= Light intensity at S, einsteins/cm
2 
/hr 

= Total incident intensity of light on culture vessel 

surface, einsteins/ c·m
2 
/hr 

= Indexing value for S 

= Indexing value for LAMDA 

= Wavelength of light, nm 

= Indexiing;. value for MU 

=Total incident energy of light on culture vessel sur

face, microwatts/ em 
2 

=Incident energy of light on culture vessel surface, 

microwatts/ cm
2 
/10 nm 

= Actual specific growth rate, 1/ day 

= Calculated specific growth rate, 1/ day 

=Incremental change in MU, 1/day 

= Number of values of MU examined 



PHI 

QSTEP 

RPS 

RPSTOT 

s 
SA(M) 

SINC 

SM 

SSTEP 

TRANS(M) 

U(M) 

v 
X 

ZA 

ZB 

ZMU(M) 

ZMUCLC(M) 

ZP(M) 

ZRP.S(K) 
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= Quantum yi_eld, moles 0 2/ einstein 

= SSTEP + 1 

= Photosynthetic rate at S, moles o
2
/hr /mg chloro

phyll 

= Average photosynthetic rate in culture unit, moles 

0..,/hr /mg chlorophyll 
t.:. 

= Distance into the cul~ure unit from the front, em 

= The aotu;:i.l caturntcd rntc of oxygen evolution,· ruule~ 

0 2/hr /mg chlorophyll 

= Incremental change in S, em 

= The saturated rate of oxygen evolution intrinsic to the 

photoelectron transport systefu, moles o
2
/hr /mg 

chlorophyll 

= Number of incrments of S 

= Per cent transmission of light intensity through the 

culture unit 

= Uptake of oxygen due to dark respirati<:>n, moles 

0?/hr/mg dry wt. 
.... 3 

= Vohune of culture unit, em 

= Concentration of algal cells, mg dry wt. /ml 

= Defined term in photosynthetic rate equation 

= npfinf;'d term in photosynthetic rate equation 

= A particular indexed value of MU 

= A particular indexed value of MUCALC 

=Productivity, mg dry wt/cm 2/d~.y 
= Ph.Citosynthetic l'ale at a. particular value of S 

ZRPSTT(M) = A. particular indexed value of RPSTOT 

ZS(K) = A particular indexed value of S 

ZX(M) = A particular indexed value of X 

f) 
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